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How are you fixed for cnv.,))n?
If you are having trouble with clips, bring your problem to us. We
show here a few varieties, but these, mark you, are only a very
small selection from our range of thousands of CLIPS ... in every
possible shape, size and quantity - in phosphor -bronze, brass, steel,
stainless, plated .. . for every trade and profession.

And if you want a 'special' let TERRY'S Research Department
design for you - after all, we've got 98 years' experience behind us.

00(3)*01

fly
Sole Makers:

HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD. REDDITCH (The Spring Specialists)
BIRMINGHAM  LONDON  MANCHESTER

and 5 very
popular 6 numbers'
80 and 81 - general utility clips
- for tool racks, etc., from i" to
2" from stock.

300-an exceptionally efficient
drawing board clip, 5/- a doz.
(inc. p.t.) from stock.

257 - a useful clip in black
enamel, from to Ir.

1364-a clip for kitchen cabinets
rustproof finish.

Really interested in springs?
ibis book Spring Design and
Calculations - packed Iron, cover
to cover with spring data, is yours post
free for 1216.

HT6A
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SUPER -7 HIGH-SPEED

V' LATHE
2,000 r.p.m. PLUS

ML7 3 LATHE

The Heart of the
Home Workshop

MLR MULTI -PURPOSE

WOODWORKER
A Workshop on its own.

"MODEL ENGINEER" EXHIBITION
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL HALL, WESTMINSTER, LONDON. W.I

18th -28th AUG UST

Don't fail to visit the MYFORD Stand (Nos. 16 and 23). See MYFORD Lathes and
the PRII Bench Planer IN ACTION.
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BENNETT COLLEGE can help you to

success through personal postal tuition
THOUSANDS OF MEN in important

positions were once students of The
Bennett College. They owe their success to

Personal Postal Tuition-The Bennett College
way. You have the same chance to qualify for
a fine career, higher pay and social standing.

SEND TODAY for a free prospectus on
:your subject. Just choose your course, fill in
the coupon and post it.

To THE BENNETT COLLEGE (Dept. H.76) SHEFFIELD

Please send tne free your prospectus on

SUBJECT

NAME

ADDRESS

AGE (if under 21)
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

One of these courses will lead to your advancement
Agriculture
Architecture
Aircraft Maintenance
Building
Carpentry
Chemistry
Commercial Art
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Electrical Engineering
Electric Wiring

Accountancy Exams
Auditing
Book-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Costing

English

Engineering Drawings
Fire Engineering
Forestry
Locomotive Engineering
Machine Design
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Plumbing
Power Station Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
General Education
Geography

Journalism
Languages

Mathematics
Modern Business Methods

Road Making
Sanitary Science
Steam Engineering
Surveying
Telecommunications
Textiles
Wireless Telegraphy
Workshop Practice

Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams
Shorthand
Short Story Writing
and many others

GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION : R.S.A EXAMS.

PLASTIC FLOORS
YOU CAN APPLY

YOURSELF!,

LOOK ! You can now have REAL PLASTIC Flooring at less cost than lino
or tiling. POLYFLO is the new wonder plastic that ANYONE can install
without previous experience whatever. Requires no mixing or special
tools. You merely pour it from its handy container and, ' Hey, Presto,'
it finds its own level ! Yes, here at last, is the answer to your flooring
problems. POLYFLO is ideal for EVERY floor in the house as well as for
Window Sills, Table Tops and Shelves. It's GUARANTEED not to crack,
lift or discolour, and can be applied to ANY clean surface without mess
or fuss ! Send for full details NOW !

POST COUPON FOR FREE LEAFLET

Post to:- THE SURFEX FLOORING CO.,
48, HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY, SURREY.

NAME (PLEA"-,PRINT

ADDRESS

111

I

NIB MI Ell UM IN NM 111, MI MI Ile

The New ' GALA'
METEOR

Two of the main attachments
available

(Above) CIRCULAR SAW ATTACH-
MENT

(Below) SANDING ATTACHMENT

Export enquiries to :

R. PROCTOR

WOOD TURNING
LATHE

A precision lathe for quality work
in wood and the lighter metals,
made in 20in., 30in., 40in., and 5Oin.
B.C. sizes. Rigidly built and beauti-
fully finished. Additional equip-
ment is available for :-
SAWING . METAL SPINNING
POLISHING SANDING

GRINDING

Full range of accessories available.

Detailed specification list No. GMH
on request.

SCOTTISH PRECISION
ENGINEERING CO.

27, Cadogan Street, Glasgow, C.2.
& CO. (LONDON) LTD., 220-226, BISHOPSGATE,
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Where will it turn up next ?

The Flamemaster torch turns up in the most unlikely

places and among a surprising number of trades. Our books

show that glass blowers, laboratory technicians, jewellers,

dental mechanics and all kinds of metal workers were among the

first to welcome this new precision heating tool, and

that recently we've had orders from model engineers, electrical

engineers, lead -burners and garage mechanics.

Why do they all find the Flamemaster so handy ?

Because : Installation is extremely simple.

Flame control is easy and reliable.

Waste is eliminated by our trigger grip economiser.

Leaks are impossible.

FLAMEMASTER MARK II

If you'd like to deal with your heating problem in the up-to-date way, write
for full details to :-

STONE -CHANCE LIMITED, DEPT. F20, LIGHTHOUSE WORKS, SMETHWICK

TELEPHONE : BROADWELL 2651. LONDON OFFICE : 28 ST. JAMES'S SQUARE, S.W.I. TEL :

40, BIRMINGHAM.

WHITEHALL 6002.

the ideal
engraving tool
for the handyman!
YOU will be really amazed by the Vibro-
Tool-the power hand -tool that is as easy
to handle as a pencil. With it you can
write on steel, engrave jewellery, glass
and plastics, tool leather, carve wood
and cut stencils-and a host of other
handicraft and workshop jobs . . . with
speed and facility you never dreamed
possible.

The V.250 Vibro-Tool
complete with standard en-
graving point.

Vibro-Tool De Luxe Kit

Operating on the vibratory principle, the Vibro-
Tool works off 230/250 volts, zoo/zzo volts, and
r to volts for A.C. supplies only. Just connect
to any electric light socket or plug point.

Write for Brochure V. T. I to BURGESS PRODUCTS
CO. LTD. (Vibro-Tool Dept.), HINCKLEY,
LEICESTERSHIRE.

No finer range of Drawing Office
Furniture is available than the
Heiden range. Every up-to-date
refinement making for greater accuracy,
greater ease in use, and economy of
space has been introduced to the Heiden
designs. The range includes Drawing
Tables, Cabinets, Drawing Boards, Filing
Cabinets, Trestles and Glass Tracing
Tables, Large size boards made to custo-
mer's own specification. For all office
furniture and accessories consult :-

Haldens
® OF MANCHESTER,

J. HALDEN & CO., LTD. 8, ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER, 2,
Branches at :-London, Newcastle -on -Tyne, Birmingham, Glasgow, Leeds and Bristol
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You
MAKE
THE BRICKS

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

TO BUILD
THE HOUSE

-this simple way:

Just a simple wood mould with a tape or paper strip base-
and there's your home-made brickworks, ready to supply you
with " Pyruma " bricks for building houses, walls, farm buildings,
model railway stations etc. Just one of the ways of modelling
in Sankey's " Pyruma " plastic cement explained more fully in
the Instruction Book offered below. Other and simpler ways of
modelling are also described, showing how to make many useful,
permanent stone -hard objects which can be painted in colour, from

SANKEYS

PLASTIC CEMENT

Pyruma is ready for use from its airtight tin-to be modelled
while plastic. It dries or bakes to stone hardness and, after
treatment as instructed, can then be painted or enamelled.

Pyruma is ideal for modelling Houses, Railway and Airport
Buildings, Farms, Docks, Figures and for making Ashtrays, Book-
ends, Plaques, Dolls Furniture, Relief Maps, Animals, etc.

Sankey's PYRUMA and

TILUMA are inexpensive

and obtainable in air -tight
tins from Ironmongers, Art

Material Dealers, Hobbies
Shops, etc.

POST
THE
COUPON
TO -DAY

To :- J.H.SANKEY& SON.U9

Enclosed 4d. in stamps for
addressed to :

(Dept. P.M.)
ILFORD, ESSEX

PYRUMA MODELLING INSTRUCTION BOOK

NAME (Block letters)

ADDRESS

A Customer

A Customer

A Customer
A Customer

A Customer

A Customer
A Customer

August, 1954

is not a cold statistic-he is a warm flesh -and -blood human, with feelings
and emotions like our own, with biases and prejudices as to his require-
ments, whatever they are.

is the most important person ever in our business-in person, by
mail, or by telephone.

is not dependent on us-we are dependent on him.

is not an interruption of our work-he is the purpose of it. We are
not doing him a favour by serving him, he is doing us a favour by giving
us the opportunity to do so.

is not someone to argue and match wits with. Nobody ever won an
argument with a customer.

is not an outsider to our business-he is a part of it.

is a person who brines us his wants. It is our job to handle them pro-
fitably to him and to ourselves. If you wish to Construct a Domestic
Refrigerator whether " built in " or cabinet, send for our hints book
and general catalogue. We shall be pleased to serve.

Send one shilling for general catalogue post free (refunded on first purchase).

BRAID BROS.
For Home Refrigerator Construction

50, BIRCHWOOD AVENUE, HACKBRIDGE, SURREY.
Tel.: WALLINGTON 9309.

We do not wish to be associated with Scrapped Second-hand Ice-cream Ccmponents

LTD

BRITAIN'S LEADING STOCKISTS OF

"PERSPEX"
SHEET ROD TUBE
II WHITWORTH STREET MANCHESTER, I

Telephones : CENtral 7081-2 and 1000

THE ULTRA
This unequalled
electric magnifier
is of the most
modern design
and has proved
its extreme
and sustained
usefulness to
countless indus-
trial firms en-
gaged on minute
examination of sur-
faces of every con-
ceivable object.
The ULTRA LENS has won the
enthusiasm of technical experts
especially in the field of engineer-
ing, and is used extensively in collieries,
foundries, electricity works, tool shops,
forges, motor works, and practically every
branch of the engineering trade.

Write today for full particulars and price list to

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY

LENS AIDS PRODUCTION
Whether you are manufacturing, buying or selling,

there are occasions when you have to submit
some objects to a very close scrutiny. At
these times the ULTRA LENS becomes

indispensable.
Triple lenses ensure distortion -free

magnification and eliminate the
lc necessity for adjustment of

focus. The focus is
always perfect.

A. The ULTRA
62 LENS achieves

a six -fold
magni-

fication
in a

bri 11-
iantly-
lit field

which is
shadowless.

Tel.: TRAfalgar 2055
17c, Oxendon Street,

London, S.W.J.
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17,./e: GRA 6677
IIMONEY BACK

GUARANTEE

621 ROMFORD RD. LONDON, E.I2.
cc°1 11" T.V. TUBES £5

T.V. TUBES. 3 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Mazda CRM121-A-B, and a few other types and makes. Picture shown to callers.
Not Ex.-W.D. Carriage an& Insurance 15/6 extra. No catch. SPECIAL OFFER of
tubes with burns for testing and spares at 30/- each.
SPECIAL ISOLATING TRANSFORMERS FOR T.V. TUBES. To cure
Cathode to Heater Shorts, including boost. 1-1 for Mazda 16/8. Mains Pri. 230 v.

21/6. Post 2/-.
RADIOGRAM CHASSIS.
End -drive. £7.17.6. A.C. or
A.C./D.C. Salvage, recon-
ditioned 3 -wave band, 5 valve
superhet (latest midgets), ext.
speaker and pick-up sockets.
Post 3/6.
SUPERHET V.H.F. RE-
CEIVER. Ex.-W.D. RI 124D.
6 channel switching, tuning
30.5 to 40 me/s. Less valves.
Last few. 7/6. Carriage 2/6.
FREE drawings for suggested
conversion to A.C. or A.C./
D.C. or with valves, 17/6,
plus 2/6.

H.T. BATTERIES. 3/9. 60 v. 90 v. Portable, 7/9. 90 v. x I v. 6/9. Post 1/9.
New 4.: v. 1/6. Post 9d.
ACCUMULATORS. 7/9. New 2 v. 45 amperes. Post 2/3.
MOTORS. 12-24 volt, with flexible shaft. 18 ct. gold brushes. 17/6. Post 2/6.
RECTIFIERS. 8/9. T.V. type. Salvage, guaranteed. 250 volt at 200 m/A. 180 volt
at 40 m/A. 3/9. Post 1/-. New 12/9.
BURGLAR ALARMS. To clear. 3/9. Brand new, self-contained unit. Made by
Truvox. Consist of bell and trip device mounted in metal cover. Works off 4I volt
battery. Post 1/3.
CLOCKWORK MECHANISM. 3/9. Can be modified for use as dark -room
timer. Drawings free. Post 9d.
DUNLOPILLO EX -COACH SEATS. 34in. x I6in. x 4in. Back 28in. high.
37/6. Ideal for cars, caravans and utilities. Carriage 4/6.
SPOTLIGHTS. 8/9. Butlers, new but ex-W.D. 71in. dia., 6bin. deep. Pre -focus
fitting. Post 1/3. Easily adapted.
BULBS for above, 4/6. 6 v. 36 watt., 12 v. 48 watt.
SIDELIGHTS. Infra -red glass. Ideal tail lamps. New ex.-W.D. 1/9. Post 9d.
REAR OR PARKING LIGHT. 1/9, on lead with battery case and clips. Post 6d.
1.4 v. bulbs 4d. each.

SEND STAMP ONLY FOR 1954 CATALOGUE.

MASO PLUGS

 Unmatched holding power.
 Completely impervious to

damp.
 No fear of burring ends

when driving home.
 Easily cut off to lengths

required.

Obtainable in packs of 12-
50-100 at all larger Iron-
mongers.

Write for Illustrated Booklet

pir USE TOGETHER WITH

L 5.1

Manufactured by
JOHN M. PERKINS & SMITH LTD., BRAUNSTON, NR. RUGBY

EX -ADMIRALTY TELESCOPES. Highest quality single -draw Telescopes
by Ross of London and Ottway of Ealing. 16 x 42mm. Length 161n. Weight
2.?,lbs. Optically good -externally fair. Originally cost about £12.

Post free 65/-

3in. ADMIRALTY COAST GUARD TELESCOPES. Suitable for Astro-
nomical and Terrestrial use. Magnification 40X. Length 37in. Optically
good. Complete with rigid garden tripod. Estimated original cost about C50.
Price £.10.15.0 to E14.10.0 according to external condition. Part carriage 5/- extra.

EX -AIR MINISTRY PRISM BINOCULARS. 6 x 30. Good used condition.
Eyepiece focusing, with leather case. Post free £8.5.0

NEW 8 x 30 CENTRE FOCUSING PRISM BINOCULARS. Coated.
With leather case. Post free £12.10.0

NEW 12 x 40 CENTRE FOCUSING PRISM BINOCULARS. Coated.
With leather case. Post free L15.10.0

We guarantee satisfaction or full refund. Illustrated Brochure on requPst.

CHARLES FRANK
67-73, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW. C.I.

Phone: Be!! 2106-7.

5

rt

AUG 18-28
ALL KINDS OF CRAFTSMANSHIP
and every sort of model will be on
show at the most fascinating
exhibition of the year. SEE displays of NEW
equipment . . . SEE experts demonstrating all

branches of modelling . . . SEE jet
aircraft flying in the exhibition
cage ... SEE radio -controlled ships
manoeuvring . . . SEE fascinating

model railways . . and 1,001 other exhibits
This is the PRACTICAL man's show ! Get there
early . . . take your friends and
family.

ADULTS 3/- CHILDREN 1/S
Open from II a.m. to 9 p.m. daily.

HORTICULTURACHALL
WESTMINSTER

GET THERE by any of these bus routes :

II, 24, 29, 39, 76, 134. Ask for Army & Navy
Scores. 2, 36, 57, 69, 169, 178, 185. Ask for
Rochester Row. 3, 59a, 77, 77a, 88, 159. Ask
for Horseferry Road. 10, 46. Ask for Royal
Horticultural Hall.
OR by Circle or District line Tube train to. St.
lames Park.
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LEARN THE PRACTICAL WAY
Whether you are a student for an examination; starting a
new hobby; intent upon a career in industry or running your
own business-these practical courses are intended for
YOU and may be yours at a very moderate cost.

EASY TERMS FROM £1 A MONTH
With these outfits, which you receive upon enrolment,
you are given instructions which teach you in easy
stages the basic principles of the subject concerned.
A tutor is available to give individual help and guidance
throughout the Course. The specially prepared equip-
ment remains your property.

Yr11:4 EXPERIMEN OUTFITS

Olign0

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
L Please send me your FREE book on Practical Courses :

I am interested in

To: E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept 144X, 43 Grove Park Road, Chiswick,
London, W.4.

NAME

ADDRESS
IC.24 3117

COURSES WITH PRACTICAL

EQUIPMENT INCLUDE :-

RADIO (Elementary and Advanced)  TELEVISION  MECHANICS
ELECTRICITY  CHEMISTRY  PHOTOGRAPHY CARPENTRY

ALSO DRAUGHTSMANSHIP  COMMERCIAL ART  AMATEUR S.W. ,

RADIO  LANGUAGES  ETC.

E.M.I. INSTITUTES
Theo* Postal College which is part of
a world-wide Industrial organisation

Lay Your Own Floors
Oak Flooring Blocks Free of Licence

Plus 4/8d.
per sq. yd.
Purchase

tax.

FULL

DETAILS,

SAMPLE

AND
LAYING

INSTRUC-
TIONS

ON
APPLICA.

TION

Hardwood floors are not difficu t to lay on concrete
or wooden sub -floors. We supply kiln dried
flooring blocks accurately manufactured from Prime
quality Scandinavian Oak ready for laying with full
instructions. At a modest cost you can transform
concrete or wooden surfaces into a beautiful
polished Oak Parquet floor that will last a lifetime,

and add to the value of your property.

THE SURREYBOARD CO. LTD.
(DEPT. P.M.),

72, HIGH STREET, CROYDON, SURREY

Why pay more ?

A 4 -watt AMPLIFIER KIT for only 75f -
A 3 -Valve Amplifier that you can build for use
with Gramophone, Microphone or Radio
Receiver, using 6V6, 6Q7 and 5Z4 Valves. For
A.C. Mains 200-250 V. Unusual feature of this
kit is the inclusion of a pre -assembled and wired
group board with the " heart " of the Amplifier.
Complete down to the last nut and bolt and
comprehensive point to point wiring details in
illustrated manual.

20 page Manual (including fault tracing data)
usually 3/6, FREE to Readers of this magazine

upon receipt of large S.A.E.

11.0S
FULLY GUARANTEED 12

MONTHS
E&G MAIL ORDER SUPPLY CO. The Radio Centre

33 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I. Tel. MUSeum 6667

SILK SCREEN PRINTER
with ALL SUPPLI2S

& FREE COURSE !

PRINTS IN SIX COLOURS This is the
great new

printing and colouring process for amateurs or
Professionals alike and all handicraft workers. Its
versatility is enormous. It will print a few copies, or
hundreds, to a professional standard, in solid colours,
or intricate designs, on cloth, paper, wood, etc. Print
notices, greeting cards, drawings. paintings in full
colour, photographs, type -script. Fluorescent colours,
suede flock and novelty finishes, transfer papers for printing
your own transfers also available. Can also be used as
first-rate duplicator with any typewriter. Nowhere
else is such a large and comprehensive outfit offered
for so little money. Hundreds of customers testify
to the quality and amazing value. Do not miss this
opportunity.
-ON PAPER, WOOD, CLOTH, PLASTICS, etc.
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS SERVICE

(Graphic Arts Div.),
DOCKING ROAD, SEDGEFORD, NORFOLK

This IS the

BARGAIN OF THE YEAR
COMPARE THE VALUE

SEE WHAT YOU GET!
Large 16in. x 12in. PRINT-
ING FRAME. Stout Lamin-

ated WOODEN BASE.
Patented ADJUSTABLE
HINGES (for printing on

material up to tin. thick).
Fine Quality SQUEEGEE

SIX CONTAINERS COL-
OURS -Red, Blue, Yellow,

Green, Black. White.
STENCIL FILM (design
traced and applied with hot

iron).
STENCIL CUTTERS and
HOLDER. Register Guides,

Masking Tape, etc., etc.
And FREE 10/- COURSE
giving step by step procedure
for every application of pro-
cess, including PHOTO
STENCILS, DAYGLO,

FLOCK finishes, etc.
for 47/6 post

paid
REFUND GUARANTEED

IF NOT APPROVED
WITHIN 7 DAYS.
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WE CAN LIST ONLY A FEW ITEMS IN THIS SPACE. SEND 3d. IN STAMPS FOR CATALOGUE
SPIRALS
No, 70 Spiral, 1,500w. 2/9 ea.
No. 70a. Spiral, 1,000w. 2/2 ea.
No. 70b. Spiral, 750 w. 1/10 ea.
No. 70c, Spiral, 600 w. I/5 ea.
No. 70d. Spiral, 500w. 1/1 ea.
No. 70e. Spiral, 200 w. 1/2 ea.
No. 70f. Spiral. 100 w. I/1 ea.

BOILER RINGS
No. 71. 59xlin , 1,000w. 6/9 ea.
No. 72. 5f xlin., 750w. 6/4 ea.
No.73. 69 )(fin., 600 w. 6/- ea.
No. 74. 594in., 500w. 5/9 ea.

No. 22 Type for Prilect,
750w. 5/4 ea.

No. 24 Type for Goblin,
750 w. 6/8 ea.

No. 25 Type for Ceethoven,
700 w. 10/9 ea.

Model CS. Convector Thermo-
scat for control of Space Heaters,
Low Temperature Ovens, etc.
Temperature range to cover any
40 deg. between 40 deg. and
120 deg. F., 15 amps. 250v. A.G.
Price 25/- each. Post 5d.

perature range of 40-90 deg. F.
Current -carrying capacity is 10
amps 250v. A.C. Differential,
4 to 6 deg. F. Dimensions
4lin. x 2in. x I in. Price 35/-.
Post 6d.

IRON ELEMENTS
No. 3 Type for Easipower

(without thermo fitting) 6/- ea.
No. 9 Type for Pearl,

450 w. 5/3 ea.No. 6 Type for G.E.C.,As
450 w. 5/4 ca.

No. 7 Ty se for Creda Halo,
750w. 10/9 ea.

No. 8 Type for Creda S.,
450w. 6/6 ea.

No. 9 Type for Premier 811,
450 w. 7/- ea.

No. 10 Type for Premier
805 ... 540 w. 6/9 ea.

No. I I Type for Premier
823 ... 400w. 5/3 ea.

No. 12 Type for Premier
L. -well ... 500 w. 7/- ea.

No. 13 Type for Revo.
45:.w. 6/9 ea.

No. 14 Type for Hotpoint,
500w 6/9 ea.

No. IS Type for Magnet,
Large ... 550 w. 6/9 ea.

No. 16 Type for Magnet,Small ...30400w. 5/6 ca.
No. 17 Type for Morphy

Richards 750w. 5/6 ea.
No. 18 Type for H M.V.,

750w. 6/ -ea,
No. 19T ype for Mary Ann,

750 w. 6/8 ea.deg.
No. 20 Type for System,

750 w. 6/8 ea.
No. 21 Type for junction,

500w. 6/6 ea.

CIRCULAR TYPE
ELEMENTS
Suitable for Kettles, Percolators.
No. 80. 51in. diam. 950 w., 9/9 ea.
No. 81.4.1in. diem. 650 w , 7/3 ea.

31i 650 w., ea.82. n. diam. 6/6No.amps
No. 83, 3lin. diam. 450w., 5/9 ea.
No. 84. 3in. diam. 400 w., 4/3 ea.
N. 85. 2t in diem. 250 w., 4/- ea.

AMMETERS
Moving Iron. A.C./D.C. 0/5
amps., llin. dial. Projection
mounting. Price I8/-. Post I /-.

above but 0/10 amps. Price
18/-. Post 1/-.

Model MB. For control of
Electric Immersion Heaters loaded
up to 3 kW 90-190 deg. F., 15

up to 250v. A.G. Stem
lengths I lin. or I8in. Price
£2. Post 9d.

BOWL TYPE ELEMENTS
No. 62. Edison Screw,

600 w. .'. . ... E/6 ea.
No. 63. Edison.' Screw,

iin., 750 w. ... ... 5/9 ea.
No. 64. Adjustable Pin

3/16in., 600 w. .., 5/6 ea.
No. 65. Adjustable Pin

3/16in., 750 w. ... 5/9 ea.
No. 66. Adjustable Pin

lin.,,660 w. ... .. 5/6 ea.
No. 67. Adjustable Pin

750 w. ... ... 5/9 ea.
No. 68. Strap type, 600w. 5/6 ea.
No. 69 Strap type, 750 w. 5/9 ea.
All fittings of Brass Pin. Adjust-
able types lin. to 1 ilin. centres.

DRAWINGS AND
INSTRUCTIONS
6Oin, x 30in. Electric Blanket, 1/6
60in. x Ain. Electric Blanket, 1/6Model PF. Room Thermostat.

Adjustable ranges : 30/90, 40/100
or 60/100 deg. F. Capacity : 2 to
IS at 250 Diampsv. A.C. men -men-
lions: Sin. x 1 lin. x tin. deep.
Price L2. Post 6d.

CAR HEATER ELEMENT
No. 37. 6in. x I lin., 130

SINGLE BED ELECTRIC
BLANKET
Drawing and Instructions and
27 yds. of 25 ohms/yd. Heating
Cord. Price El. Post free.

IMMERSION HEATERS
We can offer a wide range from
2 to 4 kW and in stem lengths
I 1 in. to 42in. Please send for
our catalogue.

Model Pj. Miniature Thermostat
for control of domestic Electric
Irons and special purpose ma-
chines where space is limited.
Capacity : 5 amps 250v. A.C.
gin. x II in. x I1/16in. Single
screw fix:ng. Price 9/3. Post 3d.

FIRE BARS
No. 41. Bowed. 3in.x99in. 7/6 ea.
No. 42. Bowed, 3in.x79in. 7/4 ea.
No. 43. Bowed. 31in.x89in.7/6 ea.No. 44. Bowed. 39in.x8jin.7/6 ea.Cord.No.
No. 45, Flat. 3in.x99in. 7/6 ea.
No. 96. Flat. 2iin.x7in. 7/4 ea.
No. 47. Bowed.3in.x9lin. 9/ -ea.
No. 41. Suitable for Sunbeam,

Revo, Belling, Dudley, Swan.
No. 42. Suitable for Small Revo

and various types.
No. 46. Suits Belling, Brightglow.
No. 47. Suitable for Creda.

DOUBLE BED ELECTRIC
BLANKET
Drawing and Instructions and

yds. of 15 ohms/yd and
. ' gPrice 30/-. Post free.

FLEXIBLE HEATING CORD
Stocked in 15, 20, 25, 200 and 400
ohms per yard. Price 1/- per yd.

THERMOSTATS
Model BW/ I for Hotplates, Glue
Pots, Vulcanisers, etc., 50-550

F., 3 amps. A.C. Price
15/6, Post 4d.

TOGGLE SWITCHES
Single hole. panel mounting,
250v. 2 amps. Ideal for Model
Railway enthusiasts,
Price : Sample 10d. Post 3d.

Per doz. 8/6. Post 6d.
Per gross 86/-. Post 1/ 1 .

GREEN HOUSE
THERMOSTAT
Type ML. Constructed especially
for the amateur gardener. The
scale plate is calibrated " High-
Medium -Low," and has a tern-

Model SN/40. I amp. 240v. A.C.,
50-250 deg. F., 5/6. Post 3d.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO., SHRUBLAND WORKS, BANSTEAD, SURREY.

MAKE MONEY - making casts

with VINAMOLD
A grand spare -time occupation

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass-
produce any object, from a chessman to a candlestick,
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete, etc.
. . with VINAMOLD" the flexible mould that gives
the REST results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation wills
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Also avail-
able : Illustrated booklet describing " VINAMOLD,"
methods of heating and melting, preparation of models
and moulds, etc. Price 1/6 post free, from : -

VINATEX LTD. (Dept. P.14.3). CARSHALTON, SURREY

FOR COMPLETE RESPRAYING OR TOUCHING UP

OMLY 716 POST 1/- EXTRA

WORKS OFF TYRE PUMP
2 YEARS' GUARANTEE

SEND P.O. TO

'///al
COMPLETE KITS INCLUDING
GUN AND ALL MATERIALS
(BLACK CELLULOSE FINISH,
PRIMER, ETC.) - - - - 20, -
DOUBLE SIZE 30:- Plus IL -
Postage

226 MUNSTER ROAD, LONDON, S.W.6

The Right Tool
for the lob!

FOBCO " STAR "
PRECISION

DRILLING MACHINE
 Capacity
 Speed range 4,260/1,990/1,020/475.
 Fully tilting table can be located at

90 deg. each way.
 Graduated friction dial.

Chrome plated ball handles.

Bench model Pedestal model

Single phase machine fitted Jacobs chuck £35. 8. 9
Single phase machine with No. I M.T. spindle £34.13. 0
3 -phase machine fitted Jacobs chuck ... £33. 7. 6
3 -phase machine with No. 1 M.T. spindle £32.1 1. 9

£40. 6. 9
£39.11. 0
f38. S. 6
L37. 9. 9

ACCESSORIES : Mortising attachment complete with ain. chisel and
bit, £5.10.0. Chuck guard, I2/-.
These fine machines are available on our well known OUT OF
INCOME TERMS.
Examples : Single phase machine fitted Jacobs chuck, bench model,
deposit £8.17.9 and 12 monthly payments of 49/3. Pedestal model,
deposit, £10.2.9, and 12 monthly payments' of 55/4. WE PAY
CARRIAGE OUT (mainland only). Illustrated literature sent with
pleasure, quite free of obligation.

A. J. REEVES &
416, MOSELEY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 12.

Grams : " Reevsco, Birmingham." Phone : CALthorpe 2554.

" THE CHOICE OF EXPERIENCE "
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

Have you had your copy of "Engineering Opportunities"?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" N 0 PASS - NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT
MECHANICAL ELECTRICAL RADIO

ENGI NEERING ENGINEERING ENGINEERING
Gen. Mech. Eng. Main- Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen- Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
tenance - Draughtsman- tory & Advanced Elec. Servicing, Maintenance &
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die Technology - Installations Repairs-Sound Film Pro-
& Press Tool Work-Weld- Draughtsmanship-Supply jection - Telegraphy -
ing-Production Eng.- -Maintenance - Design Telephony - Television -
fig & Tool Design-Sheet -Electrical Traction - C. & G. Teiecommunica-
Metal Work-Works Man- Mining Electrical Eng.- tions.
°gement - Mining - Re- Power Station Equipment,
frigeration-Metallurgy. etc.

AUTOMOBILE CIVIL
ENGINEERING ENGINEERING

Gen. Automobile Eng.- Gen. Civil Eng.-Sanitary
Motor Maintenance & Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Repairs - High Speed Road Eng. - Reinforced
Diesel-Garage Mngment. Concrete-Geology.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation -Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying - Clerk of Works
- Carpentry and joinery
-Quantities - Valuations

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC.. ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.P.E., B.Sc., A.M.Brit.I.R.E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.B., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,
M.R.San.I., F.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS,
COMMON PRELIM., GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION, ETC.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.

Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

HOW ;.0 get a beter paid, more
" interesting job.
.Ar HOW to qualify for rapid" pro-

motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.

lir HOW to benefit from our free
' Advisory and Appointments Depts.
* WHERE today's real opportunities

are . . . and HOW you can take
cdvantage of the chances you
ore now missing.

lir HOW, irrespective of your age,
" education cr experience, YOU

con succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit from
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than £15 a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

i
Ii

To : B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

Only lid.
stamp isneeded if

posted in an
unsealed envelope.

NAME

ADDRESS

I
WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE I

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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Tr,

The " Cyclist," and " Home Movies " are temporarily incorporated.

VOL. XXI. No. 248 Editor F. J. CAMM AUGUST, 1954

The Eclipse and Flying Saucers
THE eclipse of the sun on June 3oth

was the occasion for a further
crop of stories concerning flying

saucers which had been sighted. These
stories must not be dismissed as hallu-
cination or phantasmagoria for they have
come from responsible people well
versed in scientific matters. One of them
was an experienced pilot who made a
sketch of what he saw, and it would be
foolish to suggest that this was a figment
of his imagination. He was the pilot of a
Stratocruiser and he saw seven mysterious
flying objects when flying at 19,000ft.
over Goose Bay, Labrador. The centre
machine he described as resembling a
flying jellyfish, because it seemed to be
constantly changing shape. His sketch
shows three main shapes, and also three
smaller shapes which alter their positions,
sometimes three ahead and three astern,
and at other times one or two ahead and
the rest astern. Notwithstanding this, the
pilot states that he is still sceptical of the
flying saucer theory, which credits these
saucers as coming from other planets.
He can only believe what`he saw, and
cautiously states that they were not like
any planes he had seen before, except
for one short period when the larger
object took on the shape of a delta -wing
aircraft. He is certain that the .objects
were not the result of reflected light,
mirage, or any other of the usual pheno-
mena met at high altitude.

Flying saucers have been reported so
frequently and from such widely differing
localities over the last few years, that it is
impossible to discredit that something
unusual, of which we are at present
unaware, is taking place. But then many
mysterious things are taking place behind
locked doors, and it is only to be expected
that they will be tested in the air ; also
that as they are on the Secret List no
one will confirm or deny the accuracy of
the reports.

The explanation put out by a noble
lord, that the saucers contain visitors
from another planet who are anxious to
help us in our present economic diffi-
culties, must be dismissed as unacceptable
and nonsense. It is straining credulity
too far to suggest that the inhabitants of
other planets, if any, are conversant with
the various languages of the world and

FAIR COMMENT
By

The Editor
the economic difficulties of each nation,
any more than we are aware of theirs.

If the inhabitants of other planets
are endeavouring to visit the earth, it
would be on the same basis as our desire
to visit them, namely, that of scientific
exploration.

Like some so-called spiritualistic mani-
festations, which investigation has shown
to be utter fraud, no doubt a large amount
of the rubbish which is spoken and
written about flying saucers can be con-
sidered as hoax and humbug, and we are
astonished that one who ought to know
better should promote such stupid
beliefs in the minds of those members of
the public who are without scientific
knowledge.

After several years of flying saucer
stories, we are no nearer an accurate
explanation than we were at the start.
If these visitors from the planets are
trying to help us, their education regard-
ing the state of the world at the present
time is not so advanced as their knowledge
of space travel, for their assistance would
have been made manifest long before
this.

One extraordinary aspect of the
problem is the absence of photographs,
with the minor exception of those
published in a book which I recently
reviewed herein. The space ships have
been visible long enough for someone to
have produced a camera with a tele-photo
lens. However, the author of this par -

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - - I4s. per annum.
Abroad - - - - I4s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newness Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles published in " Practical Mechanics" is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of

these are therefore expressly forbidden.

titular book is to appear at the Albert
Hall in September, and no doubt he will
be able to answer some of the questions
which scientific people are asking.

Exploration in Egypt
T S it not remarkable that whilst so

much has been accomplished in dis-
covering the tombs of the Pharaohs and
the contents of them, no one has yet
discovered the tools with which the
objects found were made, nor the work-
shops in which they were made ? These
beautiful pieces of craftsmanship, many
of them made in gold and silver, deli-
cately chased and made in complicated
patterns, required finer implements than
the stone tools of the palxolithic and
even the neolithic ages. No one, however,
has discovered the tools nor the methods
of melting and refining the metal nor of
rolling it into sheet form or drawing it in
wire form. No examples of prehistoric
drills exist nor of saws, chisels, mallets,
and all of the other implements which
would be necessary to work even the
softest metals into the shapes found.

Some of them do not appear to be cast.
Steel had not then been discovered.
How then were the beautiful carvings
executed ? Some of the parts would
seem to have needed an instrument such
as a lathe, but no prehistoric examples of
lathes exist. Others would appear to
have required a press, and although the
wine press is mentioned in the Bible,
such an instrument would hardly be
capable of exerting the very high pressure
necessary for pressing metal into shape.
They must have been real craftsmen in
those days to have wrought such wonder-
ful work with such tools as we know
exist. Tubal Cain must indeed have been
a man of might when he fashioned the
first ploughshare.

" Practical Motorist and Motor
Cyclist "

THE fourth issue of our companion
monthly The Practical Motorist

and Motor Cyclist is now on sale at
is. Similar in size and style to PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, it is packed with articles
on the upkeep, overhaul, and repair of
all makes of motor car, motor cycle, and
motorised bicycle, irrespective of year
of manufacture.-F. J. C.
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Overh uling a Lawn Mower
Points About Dismantling a Lawn Mower and Grinding

the Blades

Fig. I.-Adjusting the height of the blades.

THE essential parts of a lawn mower are a
set of rotary blades mounted on spiders,
attached to an axle. These form a

skeleton cylinder, each blade being twisted
to form a segment of a coarse pitched spiral.
The blades are made of shear steel, and the
edges forming the outside diameter are truly
ground with the axis of the spindle. The
leading or cutting edges of these blades are
also ground on the faces. Mounted in bearings,
the cylinder is driven by the action of pushing
the machine. On the bottom of the machine
is a stationary blade, arranged in such a manner
that the revolving blades are almost rubbing
it throughout their entire length. Each blade,
bearing in turn along the edge of the stationary
one works like a pair of scissors.

Scissors or shears that are blunt and rocky
in the joint have their cutting action impaired
and made difficult. This also applies to a
mower, the condition that is analogous to a
loose joint being excessive clearance between
the blades. Then, instead of cutting, the
tendency is for the grass to fold between the
blades and tear. The effort required to propel
a machine with blades that are blunt and out of
adjustment is many times greater than that
necessary when in proper order.

Lawn mowers in general use are one of
two types-these are " side -wheel " and
roller, or drum. The fundamental difference
between these types lies in the method of
driving the cylindrical cutters. The first,
driven by a pinion attached to each end of the
cutter spindle, actuated by internal gear teeth
made on the insides of the rims of the wheels
of the side -wheel type. In the other type the
drive is taken from the live spindle of the
drum, either through a train of gears or by a -
chain. A slight variation between different
makes occurs in the manner of adjustment,
arrangement of bearings and so forth apart
from difference in type, but the following
remarks will be found to apply more or less
generally.

Examination
Presumably the machine was put away in a

clean condition, as far, as the exterior parts
were concerned. Therefore, the first thing to
look at is the condition of cylinder spindle
and bearings. To do this properly means that a
certain amount of dismantling will have to be
done. While the bearings may not be worn,
there is every likelihood that they will be
clogged with grass particles and dried oil which,

if allowed to remain, would prevent any
lubricant from reaching the bearing surfaces.

To do this with a side -wheel machine,
remove the split pins from the wheel spindles,
or if the spindles are made with a head,
loosen the set screws in the frame and drive
out the spindles. These should come out
fairly easily, driving from between the frame,
of course, and using an old bolt as a punch.
The removal of the wheels exposes to view
the driving pinions on the ends of the cutter
spindle. Lift these off, but when so doing
watch that nothing falls out. The backs of the
pinions are recessed to form internal ratchet
wheels, having three teeth. Corresponding
with these are short slots cut through the
spindles, into which pieces of flat material are

Combined
chi, and
handle

Fig. 2.-An easily made handle for turning the
wheels.

loosely fitted. This arrangement acts like a
free -wheel when the mower is pulled back-
wards. Remove these pawls noting which
way the straight edges are facing. On some
machines channels are cut in the frame castings
to facilitate their removal.

The ends of the spindle can now be tried
by shaking to see if there is any play in the
bearings. If no shake is apparent, spin the
cylinder to see if it revolves freely. Then, if
satisfied on this point wash out the bearings
with paraffin, but if very sticky, it is best to
remove the cylinder for cleaning purposes.
This is done by removing one of the nuts on
the ends of the tie rod, exposed by removal of
the wheels and one rocker bolt holding the
bottom blade. One side plate can then be
lifted clear and the bearings thoroughly
cleaned. The bearings may be ball or roller,
in which case there is less likelihood of them
being badly worn than if made of bronze. In
the latter case, some wear can be taken up by
adjustment of the set screws, afterwards
securely tightening the locking nuts. Do not
let the bearings go without adjustment if at
all slack, as the degree of fineness to which the
blades may be set depends upon them.

After cleaning the gear teeth, the parts
are reassembled in the order in which they
were removed. Do not forget to oil properly
all working surfaces before putting back, or the
chances are that the oil will pever find its
way where it is wanted if assembled dry.

Sharpening the Blades
We will presume that the blades are merely

dull and not badly gapped. Should such be
the case, regrinding may be successfully carried

out by hand. Lay the machine on its back,
resting it on a plank or block, and supporting
it by the tie bar and handle bar, so as to leave
the wheels free to rotate.

The bottom blade is adjusted by means of
the set screws acting on abutments on either
side of the rocker bolts until the cylinder
blades rub when rotated. There are also
other systems of adjustment, see Fig. I. It
will be necessary to provide some form of
handle with which to turn one of the wheels.

A suitable one for this purpose is shown in
Fig. 2. As will be seen, it is of iron, about
tin. x kin. section and made to clip with one
bolt on to the rim of the wheel. Apply a
liberal quantity of fairly fine carborundum
grinding paste thinned with oil to the extreme
edge of the bottom blade. Rotate the cylinder,
stopping occasionally to replenish the abrasive
and to adjust the bottom blade slightly as
necessary. Continue the process until all of
the rotating blades give evidence of having
made contact over their entire length with the
bottom blade. A word of warning must here
be inserted, calling attention to the danger in
touching the revolving blades, and any
feeding of grinding paste should be done with
the cutters at rest. One hand must necessarily
hold the machine down, and a convenient
point out of harms way to do so is on the
wooden roller.

Free the blades of the grinding medium by
wiping dry, finally cleaning with a rag damped
with paraffin. Washing off must be avoided,
as it will result in the substance entering the
bearings.

Now remove the bottom blade and sharpen

Abutments Zr
adjusters

Fig. 3.-Details of the angle at which to
sharpen the blade.

the edge with an oil stone or reaper file to the
angle shown in Fig. 3. The edge should be
like that of a scissor blade. Look at the faces
of the rotary blades, on the edges that pass the
bottom blade first. Should they appear at all
rounded off; bring to a sharp edge by stoning
along the face, taking care to maintain the
original plane of the grinding.

Replace the bottom blade and adjust up so
that edges of the moving blades just touch
evenly. After making sure that the bolts and
adjusters are screwed up, the. machine is
ready for use.

The foregoing remarks as regards sharpening
apply to both types of machine, with the
exception that a driving handle is attached to
one of the gears. This is provided for on some
makes of drum -type machines. Half bearings
are usually fitted to the cylinder bearing ends.
Wear on this type of bearing is taken up by
filing the faces of each half. The adjustment
of the cylinder in relation to the bottom blade
is by means of screws, which raise or lower the
bearings.

After grinding has been carried out, it may
be necessary to readjust the meshing of the
gear train. Allowance is made for this, usually
on the drum bearings, and by moving the
position of the intermediate gear spindle.

Sharpen edge
at this angle
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Notes on the Techniques and Apparatus Used in these Three Methods
of Metallic Bonding By E. W. TWINING
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SOFT soldering is a comparatively simple
method of so joining two metals and
these two metals can be of entirely

different natures ; thus, brass can be soldered
to copper and either of these to steel. Alu-
minium is the one metal which cannot be
soldered, silver soldered or brazed, except
by using a special solder and adopting special

Ftg. for soldering
work.

Fig. 2.-Two copper soldering bits.

methods. Cast iron is not easy to soft solder ;
though it can be done it is difficult to get
the solder to flow.

Soft solder is an alloy of lead and tin, and
the addition of the tin not only hardens the
mixture but lowers its melting point. The
fusing point of lead is 620 deg.. F. and of tin
446 deg. F., so the solder will melt at some-
thing between the two, according to the
proportions contained in the alloy.

Perhaps  the only difficulty in soldering
when more than two pieces of metal have to
be united is found in holding them together,
especially if they have to be joined, as they
nearly always have, to exact positions on
each other. The whole assembly can some-
times be performed in one operation when all
of the pieces are arranged vertically one above
another. They can then be held together by
their own weight, though if they are small
and light they are liable to move by tending to
slide when the solder melts, especially if
the work is held in the hands. The solder
acts as a lubricant and prevents adhesion by
gravity ; in fact, if the surfaces are not truly
horizontal gravity will cause the movement
when a small piece of metal floats on the
molten solder.

So it is apparent that in most cases some
means must be provided of holding the pieces
of metal together and one excellent way is

by means of clips of various sizes and shapes.
Two such clips are illustrated in Fig. t.

In cases where clips are not practicable,
a binding of black iron wire may be put
around the work and, occasionally, when the
shape does not permit of either binding or
clipping, pinning must be resorted to ; such
pins can be of brass wire driven lightly into
drilled holes, or screws into tapped holes.

Applying the Heat
With regard to the application of the heat,

almost everything depends upon the size,
complication of shape and the amount of
metal in the object, also to some extent upon
the number of pieces in it. Unless the object
is very' small or very light, it will be a blow-
pipe job and the object will be laid on several
thicknesses of asbestos card or better on a
firebrick slab and played upon with a bunsen
flame in which an air jet is fitted. The size
of this flame and the air pressure required
will depend upon the size and amount of
metal in the work to be soldered. It is a great
advantage, before assembling the parts, if
all the surfaces to be joined are Vbinned,"
i.e., thinly coated with solder, see Fig. 3.
This can usually be done with a solder-
ing iron which, by the way, is not iron at
all, but is a copper bar in an iron holder
and will be referred to here as a " copper bit."
Two forms of this are shown in Fig. 2.

Tinning the Iron
To " tin " an iron with either of the

fluxes the bit should be cleaned up with a
file until the copper is bright. Heat it until
the copper is about to change colour, and
rub with a stick of solder which has previously
been dipped in the flux. Apply it quickly to
all sides, afterwards wiping the solder over
evenly with a piece of rag. The iron is now
" tinned " and ready for use, but there is
another method which is equally as good, and
that is to have a small piece of tinned steel on
the bench on which to rub the iron instead of
wiping it with the rag. Both methods apply
to both fluxes, see Fig. 4.
When the iron is " tinned "
it should still be carefully
heated, as a " burned " iron
ruins the tin on the sur-
face, turning it into a very
brittle dark mass that will
neither convey heat nor
hold the solder.

Fig. 3.-Tinning the work.

If the object to be soldered is small and
for the greater part made up of brass or
copper plate the whole of it can be done with
a copper bit ; usually, however, this handy
tool is kept for very light work such as
electrical wiring and the soldering of seams
in tin and other plate work. The disadvantage
with the bit is that it rapidly cools and has to
be reheated, though for continuous work gaS-
heated bits are obtainable in which the
temperature is kept constant by a small
Bunsen flame. These have, of course, to be
connected up to a gas supply by means of a
rubber or other flexible pipe, which limits
their range of movement. Fig. 5 shows one
form of such a gas -heated bit.

In doing all-round small work, nine out of
so soldering jobs can be done in the flame
of an ordinary vertical Bunsen burner, with
the work to be soldered held in the left hand
by means of a pair of pliers or small tongs ;
objects up to s lin. or 2in. square being perhaps
the limit. But here again the limit is really set
by the shape and weight, or mass, of metal to
be heated. No blowpipe need be used in
such cases.

With large pieces of work which are fairly
open and have no heavy masses forming a
part of them, it is possible to add small pieces
of metal to the structure by local heating
without risk of unsoldering what has already
been done. Suppose we have an open cylinder
of brass tube, say, tin. or more in diameter
and something is already soldered on one side
of the cylinder. We want to add two small
bosses, one at each end, to the opposite side.
We can safely sweat on those bosses with a
very small blowpipe flame, if we are careful
not to let the flame play upon any part of
the cylinder other than the spot to which we
are attaching a boss, nor to let it play too
long. After the first boss is on let the cylinder
cool down ; such cooling being accelerated
with water or with a wet rag to save time.
Then apply the second boss in the same way.

With regard to the soldering flux-either
" Fluxite " or Baker's Soldering Fluid may
be used, for a flux is absolutely necessary in
order to make the solder amalgamate with the

Fig. 5.-A constant -temperature
gas -heated bit.

Fig. 4.-How to tin the soldering iron.
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surfaces of the metals to be joined. Which-
ever is used the work should, after soldering
is completed, be well washed in water and
then in turpentine to remove the grease and
the acid or chloride. For all -steel work the
correct flux is zinc chloride and this or sal -
ammoniac may be used for all -copper and
all -brass fittings.

Silver Soldering
Fig. 6 is a drawing of a Bunsen burner

with a blowpipe jet suitable for local soldering,
such as the putting on of the bosses on the
cylinder just referred to ; it is equally applic-
able to the silver soldering of small work ;
indeed, comparatively small work is all that
is likely to be done by silver soldering. The
biggest job which the writer has ever seen
entirely silver soldered is a lin. scale locomotive
boiler. Many mechanics and amateurs are
afraid of silver soldering, but it is just as easy
to do as soft soldering, though a much higher
temperature must be raised in the work,
in as much as the metal must be brought to a
fairly bright red heat. The flux in this case
is borax and this must be applied sparingly
to the j?int as a paste, the powdered borax
being mixed with a little water. The water is
merely to prevent the borax powder being
blown away by the blast from the blowpipe.
It dries quickly by the heat and solidifies
into a mass or film before it fuses down on to
the metal.

The silver solder is sold in sheet form at so
much an ounce; it can be had in several gauges,
s.w.g., and in three varieties of flow or hard-
ness. It is an alloy of silver, copper and zinc,
and the higher the percentage of silver it con-
tains the higher is its melting point ; thus the
hardest contains 8o per cent. of silver and the
softest 6o per cent. The zinc content averages
8 per cent., the rest in each case being the
copper.

Using Silver Solder
There are two ways in which the silver

solder can be applied. In both cases a narrow
strip is cut with tinman's shears from the sheet,
say Ain. wide. In one case tiny cross pieces
are cut from this strip, measuring III in. by
kin., and these are packed in with the borax
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paste ; then the blowpipe is brought into
play. In the other way the blowpipe is made
to play on the work and when the borax has
fused and the metal is at a bright red heat the
joint is touched with the strip of silver solder
and in a second or two the hot end of the strip
will melt and instantly flow around the joint,
displacing the borax. The writer has found
the first to be the better way because it is
easier to control the amount of solder which
makes the joint, though of course it requires
nice judgment of the quantity needed. With
the second method there is liability of more
than is necessary being melted off the strip.

If the fitting which is to be soldered is
circular and all parts of it which are to be
soldered have been turned in the lathe there
will be no difficulty in holding all together if
each component sockets into the next ; or if
one part is turned and has to fit into a drilled
hole in, say, a part that is square. A good fit
of the spigot in the hole will ensure the holding
together for soldering, but if a flat to flat joint
has to be made-a simple butt joint-there
a steel clip, like one of those in Fig. s, must be
used to hold up the two parts to be soldered.
It is an excellent plan to have a goodly number
of these clips, two or three of each of two
or three different sizes large and small.

For most small silver
soldering jobs sufficient
heat can be concentra-
ted on the work by a
Bunsen flame f r o in
41in. to yin. long, and a
jet supplied with air by
the breath and lung
power of the operator,
but if the work is larger,
with upwards of two or
three ounces of metal in
it, a power air pump
will be necessary, such,
for instance, as a motor
car tyre pump which
can be worked by the
foot and having an air
drum between t h e
pump and the blowpipe
to give constant pres-
sure by equalising out
the strokes of the pump.

Fig. 6. (Right)-
A small Bunsen

blowpipe.

Fig. 7.-A Fletcher
type of bellows with
a gas and air blow-

pipe.

The work must be
supported on a piece
of firebrick or, for
very small jobs such
as jewellery, or model
fittings, on a number
of thicknesses of sheet
asbestos. On a slab
o f firebrick with
pieces of broken fire-
brick or asbestos
packed around the
work, to conserve the
heat, in medium size
work and, for compar-
atively big jobs such
as a model boiler, on
a proper hearth filled
with broken firebrick
or coke breeze.

Brazing
This mention of a

hearth brings us to
the matter of hard
soldering, which is
known as brazing.
This method, of
making joints is

chiefly confined to bigger structures almost
entirely of steel and owing to the still higher
temperatures required must be done entirely
on a'hearth.

As the name of the process implies, brass
is the metal employed to make the joint. Brass
is an alloy of copper and zinc and the fusing
temperature of the solder, or " speltcr" as it
is called, depends upon the proportions of the
alloyed metals ; the greater the proportion of
copper the higher will be the melting point
and vice -versa. In most spelters for brazing
the proportions are so arranged that with care
there is no risk of melting or burning the
work.

Apart from this matter of higher tempera-
ture and the use of speltcr instead of silver
solder there is no difference between brazing
and the hard soldering last described. In both,
borax is used as a flux and in both can the
fusible metal be applied in particles with the
borax or in the form of a stick of the metal at
the moment when the joint is ready to receive
it. The methods of holding the parts to-
gether which are to be brazed are much the
same except for the fact that screw -down
clamps are advisable instead of spring clips
and there is perhaps more frequent occasion
to resort to the binding with iron wire to hold
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together loose pieces. It is good practice
to pin together the parts before brazing but
this need only be done when the work is of
such a shape that it is impossible to apply
either a clamp or a binding, for instance in the
brazing together of tubular and other frames.

As the temperatures which the job must
reach in brazing are high there will be required
not only a hearth but a powerful blowpipe
capable of giving a flame, when required to do
to, at least a foot long ; the blowpipe must be
able to yield a correspondingly big supply of
air and maintain it. A Fletcher type of bellows
will meet the case and a sketch of one of these,
with a gas and air blowpipe, is reproduced in
Fig. 7. Some people obtain excellent results
in brazing by using a paraffin blow lamp of
large size, but it seems certain, however, that
the gas and air blowpipe would give better
control over ther operation and the flame can
be shut down immediately the spelter has
flowed into the joint.

After both silver soldering and brazing
there will remain around the joint some of the
fused borax ; this is hard and glossy, like a
vitreous enamel. It is difficult to remove by
chipping but it can be dissolved by immer-
sion in a 5 per cent. to so per cent. bath of hot
caustic soda solution.
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Attachments for an Electric Drill
Some Home-made Additional Accessories for the Wolf Cub Drill Kit

ONE or other of the popular makes of small
electric drill is a piece of equipment
now in use in many homes, and is a

tool which the handyman or amateur con-
structor would not like to be without. In the
case of the Wolf Cub, accessories can be
purchased by means of which the drill can be
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Fig, 2.-The longitudinal fence.

adapted to drive a small circular saw, a wood -
turning lathe or a vertical driller. Some of the
components are common to all three, making
it practicable to mechanise one's workshop
at a very small cost. There are some acces-
sories for which, one feels the need, however,
not at present offered by the makers. It is
possible to make these and they will widen the
scope and utility very considerably, particu-
larly in the case of the circular saw set. In
this article some of the simpler attachments
are described. The prototypes of them have
been made up in metal, but they could be
produced in wood ; in either material there
is no doubt, they will be found most useful.

432x j16 deep

1

2'b2"

r 1

/16
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By C. W. TINSON

Assuming one already possesses the electric
drill, the parts to be bought to make, up the
saw set comprise a saw table, a holder for it,
a back centre support, a straight -edge forming
a longitudinal fence, a circular saw, a saw
guard, an arbor, with its nuts and washers,
and a length of sin. diameter steel bar, on
which the components are assembled. These
combine to make an extremely useful and
efficient little machine, which will accept
timber up to tin. in thickness. The height of
the table can be regulated to set the extent
of emergence of the circular saw above it, and
the fence can be adjusted for distance from
the saw, so that in addition to the ability to
cut off material to width it is possible, by

Saw guard

Table

Saw

Work being sawn

Right-angled fence

Fig. 3b.-Application of the right-angled fence.

setting the emergence
appropriately, to produce
first-class rebates. One
quickly realises, however,
that the range of jobs
that could be done on this
saw could be increased
if one or two extras were
available.

The dimensions of the
table and straight -edge,
or longitudinal fence,
which are supplied with
this set are shown in Figs.

j Fig. t (Le f t).-Dimensionel
-1~ydrawing of the table.

/6 siva metal or
fa plywood

r

6 S.WG. metal or 416 plywood

16 SWG meta/ or plywood

:/1

8g

L

t and 2. The table height can be varied
tin., while the lateral adjustment of the
fence is akin,

Right-angled Fence
Perhaps the first piece of additional equip-

ment for which one feels a need is a right-
angled fence, to enable the ends of work to
be cut off truly square to the length. Fig. 3a
shows the dimensions of such an accessory of
size suited to the saw table and Fig. 3b shows
its application. This was made in metal, but
could be made with a plywood base and a
plywood guide, and with a fence made of
wood having a cross-section of, say, tin. by Lin.,
but a watch should be kept from time to time
for possible warping of the fence piece. In
metal any trouble of this kind is unlikely.
Fig. 3a suggests thicknesses of ply, etc.,
which would probably do the job satis-
factorily.

While the edges of the table will be found,
in general, to be quite parallel to the plane of
the saw it is as well to check that they are
smooth and straight. There may be a slight
unevenness and this should be corrected by
filing smooth. After that the squareness of
the saw disc in relation to the axis of rotation
of the arbor should be checked. The saw is
held between washers and nuts, and if the
faces of the nuts are not perfectly at right
angles to the thread the saw is not held quite
upright. It should be, of course, otherwise
it will wobble as it rotates, will cut more

sawdust than it need,
and it will be difficult
to gauge where to
start cutting if it is
required to cut up to a
pencil line previously
marked on the work.

It is necessary to
ensure that the fence
piece is secured to
its base precisely at
right angles to the saw
cut and to achieve

this it is as well
to pin one end
only of the fence
at first, by a rivet
(nearly tight) if
in metal, or a

ich

Sections: of metal or
alternative wood for

fences

Strip of brown paper between

3/4

4 4-

SP;
Fig. 3a (Right).-The right-

angled ence. 9
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woodscrew (nearly home) if a wood fence
is being fixed. A small trysquare, or a card-
board square on which the right angle has
been set up with a pair of compasses, is called
for here. Celluloid sctsquares are not always
sufficiently accurate. Lay one edge of the
square against the side of the saw disc and
rotate the fence to meet the other edge of the
square. Adjust to obtain contact throughout
the length of the fence and cramp it firmly
for drilling for the next rivet or screw. This
method is better than drawing a line across
the base and then matching up the fence to
the line. A strip of brown paper between the
guide piece and the lip or flange will be
found a convenient way of ensuring a suitable
gap so that a nice running fit is obtained.

If the work to be cut is held to the fence
by means of a cramp the operator's right
hand is then free to press the base guide
sideways and forward, to maintain contact
with the edge of the table and to advance the
work into the saw at the same time.

Cutting Mitres
Another most useful piece of equipment

well worth making is an attachment for
cutting mitres on the saw set. Suitable
dimensions for this arc illustrated in Fig. 4a.
This attachment was also produced in metal,
as shown in the figure, but could be made
using wood and three-ply if desired. Fig. 4b
shows it in use. One advantage of timber as a
material for constructing this is that the
components of it can be produced on the saw
set itself; a disadvantage is that a certain
amount of warping could occur after a time,
tending to reduce the accuracy which is so
essential if a really neat mitre is to result. In
the design shown, however, any warping

2efig!1/
6 S.WG. meta/ or

376 plywood
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which might take place is not likely to give
much trouble in this respect.

The base plate is cut true and square and a
line is then drawn on it precisely parallel to one
edge and coincident with the centre line of the
saw slot in the Wolf Cub table. The guide
strips must be exactly parallel to this and
must also be so separated in plan view that
the plate is able to move freely over the table,
but without any backlash. To permit a
limited amount of adjustment to ensure the
desired fit it is as well to drill slightly over-
size rivet holes through the guide strips. Then,
with the rivets partly closed, not fully
home, the guide can be tapped sideways into
position to get a freely running fit without
slackness. As this is so important it is as
well first to fix one of the guide strips to the
base plate and then, with the base plate upside
down, to invert the saw bench table and place
it in position with its edge hard up against
this strip. The table then acts as a gauge ;
the other strip can then be pressed against its
opposite edge and cramped to the base plate
firmly while the fixing holes are drilled.

After securing the second guide strip the
table ought to slide up and down quite freely,
but if it does not, a rub with a file along the
edges of the table will give the freedom
required. If the plate tends to bind anywhere in
its traverse across the table when in use the
work will feed into the saw jerkily and this,
naturally, is most undesirable ; but if, on the
other hand, the plate is at all loose because of
backlash in the guides, then it will almost cer-
tainly wobble sufficiently to menace the
accuracy of the mitre, and it is not much use go-
ing to the trouble of making this attachment
unless it is perfect and will produce accurately.
The fixing of the guides, therefore, demands

great care.
It is of equal

16 S.WG metal or importance that the
fences should be
secured to the base
plate with precision,
for not only must
they have an in-
cluded angle of 90
deg. between them,
each must be exactly
at 45 deg. to theA

elj
centre line on the

irplywood

_t___

L
-34,""

Sections: of metal or
alternative wood for

fences

A

6%8

12"

Stop of
brown
paper
between

Pivets shown dotted fix the guides
prior to the attachment of the lips

base plate along which the saw will be
cutting. A good method is to prepare a
fairly large cardboard setsquare set out
with compasses to give the required 90 deg.
and 45 deg. angles. Mark the centre line,
bisecting the 90 deg. angle and the base,
because this line will be used subsequently.
Then cut out the square, using a sharp knife
against a straight -edge. In the case of the
right-angled fence it was recommended to
pin one end of the fence first ; in the case
of this mitreing attachment, also start by
pinning one end of one of the fences before
doing anything with the other one. Lay the
cardboard setsquare on the base plate with

Finish flush with top surface

Table Mitreing attachment

tl

Say.

n -

Saw guard not 
Work being sawn shown

Fig. 4b.-The use of the mitre cutting
attachment.

/6 S.WG meta/ or *cs.. 'plywood

dia tubes or bar soldered in, or
dia dowel rod glued into plywood

Fig. 4a.-An attachment for cutting mitres. Fig. 5a.-Attachment for cutting discs or wheels.
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its centre line running through the length
of the saw slot. Then rotate the fence to
meet the edge of the setsquare and cramp it
in that position to hold it there while drilling
to fix it. This fence will then make exactly
45 deg. to the cutting line. Repeat the

Attachment rep/acing saw table

Saw guard

Saw

Disc being

cut from rough polygon

Fig. 5b.-Disc cutting attachment in use.

operation for the opposite fence and the result
will be that both of them will be set at precisely
the correct angle for making a perfect mitred
joint.

The lip strips are put on last and are
separated from the guides by a strip of brown
paper, as before. It will be noticed that these
do not extend the full length of the guide
pieces and this is to allow the plate to drop
on to the table over the saw. It will then be
resting on the table, and a small forward
movement of the plate will then engage the
lips and bring them into action before the
saw reaches the work. There is adequate
overlap of the lips by the time the table is
advanced sufficiently for the saw to start
cutting.

A simple form of saw guard (not shown in
the figure) should be made and fitted, as the
standard one is not suitable.

This method of producing mitres will .be
found more satisfactory than by using the
fixtures described in my article in the January,
5954, issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS, for it
is very much quicker and, due to the high
speed of the saw, the cut is extremely clean
and requires the minimum of dressing with
glasspaper afterwards, particularly in the case
of hard woods.

284 bolt, nut
and washers

Discs and Wheels
The saw set can also be adapted to produce

discs or wheels up to a diameter of 6in. and
with a maximum thickness of about tin.
First, draw the required circle on the article
to be cut, using compasses. Then drill a
3/16in. diameter hole through the centre.
Next cut across several tangents to a circle
about 3/32in. larger in'radius than the radius
of the finished disc, thus cutting away most
of the redundant material, so that the material
is now roughly of polygonal shape. The work
is now mounted on the attachment shown in
Fig. sa ; a centring pin is fitted in the slot
and set to a distance from the saw equal to
the radius of the finished circle. On rotation
of the work the saw will trim the polygon
down, as shown in Fig. 5b, producing a truly
circular shape, which will need very little
dressing with glasspaper, particularly if the
disc is inverted and rotated once again to
remove the whiskers left from the first cut.

This attachment needs little explanation.
It is used in place of the saw table and
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therefore requires two legs which will enter
the table holder. Two tubes of 5/16in.
diameter, each 2lin..long, are soldered into
holes glin. apart and to make quite sure
that the fixture will be interchangeable with
the saw table these tubes should be inserted
and clamped in the holder while soldering
them to the plate. The holder is then being
used as a jig to keep the tubes the right
distance apart and parallel to one another.

The slot shown in the end of this attachment
is to receive the arm of the saw guard which
is supplied with the set, so a special guard is
not necessary.

Sanding Wheel
One of the most useful pieces' of equipment

for the workshop is a sanding wheel with which
to dress up end -grain. Although the Wolf
Cub saw cuts extremely cleanly, the cut usually
requires a bit of finishing off with glasspaper.
Using the disc cutting attachment as shown in
operation in Fig. 5b three-ply discs lin.
thick and 4in. in diameter can be cut, to
which glasspaper is glued, making excellent
miniature sanding wheels.

Fig. 6
(Right).-
The long-
itudinal
fence

extension.

6 S.WG. metal or 4f6 plywood

!

J_.....
1...

rir5/8

-  -

Drill and ci)(
for 4 8A.

screws I

Since the drill runs
at a high speed there
is risk of overdoing
the sanding operation
when dressing up the
ends of pieces of small
cross-section unless a fine
grade of glasspaper is
used, but a coarser
grade is satisfactory
when the cross-section is bigger. For this
reason it is recommended that two discs be
made, one with quite fine paper stuck to it
and the other with a medium coarse grade.

lp4;

L

1

L

Fig. 7.-Main de-
tails of the drilling

fixture set-up.
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For finishing ends at right angles to the
length use the fence shown in Fig. 3a.
Mitre cuts can be finished by adding the
attachment shown in Fig. 4a in place of the
right-angled fence. To avoid having to
remove the saw from its arbor in order to
replace it by the sanding wheel each time
the sander is wanted it is better-as all parts
are sold separately-to buy a duplicate saw
arbor complete with its nuts and washers, on
which the sander can be mounted permanently
in its correct position, the arbors alone being
changed over according to the job to be done.

When cutting it is wise to have the saw
slightly outside the finishing mark ; this
seems too obvious to point out, but the
sanding wheel is so effective owing to the
rapid rotation of the drill that until one gets a
bit of practice there is risk of overshooting the
mark and finishing undersize in consequence.
Even with a light touch against the wheel, the
glasspaper removes material quickly and it is
for this reason that a fine grade of paper is
recommended for small cross -sections.

Longitudinal Fence Extension
The length of the fence part of the straight-

edge which is supplied with the saw set is not
great, and a worth -while improvement is to add
an extension to it such as is shown in Fig. 6.
This will be found to have certain advantages,
among them the provision of a finer control
over any long piece of work as it first enters
the saw, making it certain that there is no
difficulty in leading the work in absolutely
straight right from the beginning of the cut.
The material used for the extension is prefer-
ably metal, of course, as drawn in the figure,
but plywood might be a satisfactory alternative,
and a plywood strip for. -this purpose can be
produced on the saw itself.

The attachments described enormously
increase the utility of this saw set and give the
speed and perfection of machining to jobs
which otherwise would take longer and would
probably be a little less perfectly done by
hand.

(Continued on page sot.)
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A Parallax Corrector
MODERN

miniature
and roll

film cameras
which have their
viewfinders s e t

above the taking lens
have a particular fault
in common with twin
lens reflexes. They all
suffer from parallax when
close-up . pictures are
being taken. This can

A view of the completed
parallax corrector.

Viewing Lens

Taking Lens

Views correspond only in shaded area

Fig. i.-The effect of parallax.

largely be defined as the inability to see in the
viewfinder exactly what is being recorded on
the negative, due to the difference in height
between the centre of the lens and the finder,
as shown in Fig. I.

Special prism attachments, obtainable for
fitting to the viewing lens of some makes of
reflex cameras, do not entirely correct the
trouble for, although they deflect the light
rays reflected from the subject so that
centring of the image in the viewfinder
ensures that the upper part of the subject
will not be cut off from the negative, the
picture is not seen from the exact angle
which is presented to the taking lens. In
theory, this might seem to be a very minor
point, but, when working at extremely short
range, this difference is amazingly apparent.
However, these prisms are only available for
use with a limited number of cameras and
some other method must be generally
employed.

The only true solution to the problem is
to move the camera up bodily after focusing
so that the position previously occupied
by the viewing lens or finder is now adopted
by the taking lens. The amount of movement
must, of course, be predetermined and
constant for all kinds of close-up photography,
and preferably some form of device should be
used to control the degree of correction.

The accessory described here can be con-
structed cheaply and simply and, with the
care usually devoted to the handling of
photographic apparatus, it should last in-
definitely. The material should, as far as
possible, be brass as this is easily soldered
and requires no special treatment to resist
corrosion. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the
principle of the device is that of two tubes,
one sliding within the other, and if the
outer one is tin. in outside diameter by to
s.w.g. wall thickness, the nominal bore size
will be 1.744in. This means that a qin.

A Handy Accessory for Close-up Photography

By ARNOLD E. BENSUSAN

outside diameter tube by so s.w.g. will require
only slight rubbing down with fine emery
cloth for it to fit snugly in the outer tube,
and slide up and down without excessive
side play. The length of the inner tube is
about tin. plus twice the vertical distance
between the centres of the viewfinder and
the taking lens and the outer tube length is
approximately &in. more.

Two end caps are prepared from to s.w.g.
or thicker brass sheet or strip, each being of
2in. diameter or just over, and these have a
central hole drilled and tapped tin. or lin.
Whitworth, depending upon the thread in the
camera bush and on the platform of the tripod.
The smaller size is the standard British fitting
while the larger one is generally found on
Continental cameras and tripods. One end
cap is soldered to an end of the large tube
with the hole reasonably concentric with the
periphery of the tube. Silver solder is, without
doubt, the best jointing material as the
strength of the assembly will then be more
than adequate but, failing this, ordinary soft
solder may be used provided that the mating

Solder

Bolt to suit camera

28A Bolt
and

Wingnut

Ai- vent T

-1/;;; 4

Thread to suit tripod

Fig. 2.-A vertical section.

surfaces are really clean and the join is
properly made.

The second cap has a bolt of the appropriate
size screwed firmly into the central hole,
sufficient thread being left protruding for
the camera to be fitted on when the corrector
is in use. This cap is now soldered to the
inner tube in a similar manner to the other
and, in addition, a little solder is allowed
to flow around the head of the bolt so that it
is locked firmly in position.

A small radius or chamfer is cut around the
inside edge of the large tube in order that the
solder fillet of the upper, one can be accom-
modated when the device is fully collapsed.
A hole of in. diameter is drilled near the
base of the lower tube for use as an air vent.

A dimension consisting of the separation
between the centres of the lenses plus lin.
is marked off on the upper tube, measuring
from the underside of the end cap. At this
point a hole is drilled and tapped z B.A.
The lower tube is marked off at a dimension
of from the open end and again at a
distance from the first point equal to the lens
separation. These points are the centres of
the end radii of a &in. wide slot. An easy
method of making the slot is shown in Fig. 3.

The two components are now brought
together and the slot in the outer tube is
lined up with the tapped hole in the inner one,
while a 2 B.A. thumb screw is fitted to keep
the assembly as a unit and to control the move-
ment. If it is not convenient to make up

MADE IN
ENGLAND

PHOTOFLASH

SLAB

MADE IN
ENGLAND

Two views of an object, the first taken without
parallax correction and the second, using the

device described.

a special knurled head screw, a 2 B.A. bolt
may be screwed into a standard wing nut
and secured there with solder. A trace of
oil on the surface of the inner tube will
facilitate its working and the outer tube
may be finished with black enamel.

In use the parallax corrector is mounted
between the camera
and the tripod with the
tubes in the retracted
position. The picture

Dimension A' equals
distance between

centres of
Viewfinder and Lens

Fig. 3.-Making slot
by drilling
diameter holes. The
metal to be filed away

is _shown shaded.

is composed in the viewfinder or on the reflex
screen, the thumb screw then loosened and
the corrector extended and locked in the
upper position. The shutter is now tripped.
To make this adjustment it is only necessary
to lose a very few seconds between viewing
and taking the picture while the results are
consistently satisfactory.
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THE success of a home-made windcharger
depends to a large extent on the
erection, wiring and associated equip-

ment. Usually a wooden pole is the only
type available. One sees very many small
units perched on top of light poles only Sin.
or 4in. thick, but sooner or later they dis-
appear from view. It is very easy to under-
estimate the power of a storm, but it is a
mistake that is seldom made a second time.
A small pole must be well tied with guy -
wires, particularly in the direction of the
prevailing wind. It is much less trouble in
the end to use a large pole containing the
greater part of a good straight larch or fir
tree, sunk about 4ft. in a hole filled with loose
stones and cement Once erected such a pole

forms a per-
manent support
worthy of the
best wind -
charger.

Erecting the
Pole
It is usually

convenient to
erect the pole
beside the wall
of a house, to
which it is se-
cured by two

5' 6 iron bands pass-
ing around the
pole and through
a hole in the
wall. The pole
in the illustra-
tion is held in
this way at a
point about 13ft.
from the ground,
the total length
above ground
being 32ft. The
bands used were
two leaves from
a motor - car
spring, bent to
" embrace " the

/20 pole, where they
are held in

d Power -Plants
4.-Erecting the Pole : Instrument Panel and Wiring

(Continued from the July issue.)

This series of articles was first published in " Practical Mechanics" in 1944,
and is now being reprinted in response to readers' requests.

position by a bolt, and bolted similarly over a
long flat iron plate bridging the hole on the
inside of the wall. No other supports or
tying wires were found necessary.

Fig. r shows the best method of attaching
the windcharger to the pole. The four long
bolts were originally used for adjusting the
tension of a wire mattress. The top steps,
where one may have to stand for long periods,
are made from flat iron bars, tin. by in.,
projecting from the pole for about 6in. They
are spaced like all the steps at an angle of
about 120 deg. and are tilted slightly upwards.
Four 6in. nails, or long screws, hold them
in position. The climbing steps are made
from lengths of solid iron bars, driven
into 4in. holes in the new timber. Four
inches will be found sufficient to leave pro-
jecting. Such a system of steps is much

Fig. I.-Side view
(left) and section
(right) of the pole,
showing Method
of attaching the

windcharger.

View of a complete
plant. The small
blocks seen along the
front of the pole carry
the copper conductors.
One row of climb-

ing steps can
be seen on the
right of the pole.

easier to climb than a ladder of similar
height, and even the most nervous climber
becomes accustomed to it after attempting
easy stages.

Conducting Wires
The wires from dynamo to instrument

panel must be as heavy as possible, to avoid
excessive losses at the low voltage. In the
absence of proper rubber -covered cable
bare 7/22 aerial wire is quite good, and is
the cheapest heavy wire available. Those
living in a locality where there is a scrap yard
or large garage at hand should try to get
sufficient copper strip for the job from field -
coils of -old motor -car self-starters. The
small starters only yield lengths about 6ft.,
but one may be lucky enough to find an old
model with large coils. The author found an
old Hupmobile dynamo which supplied
two Soft. lengths of flat tin. by r/ loin. copper
strip, which, along with that already taken
from the coils of the A9ooC, reached to the
panel. To join the strips, clean of each
with emery paper, bind together with bare
18 or 20 gauge wire and melt solder well into
the joint. Alternatively drill small 6 B.A. holes
and rivet the strips together with brass boot
nails before soldering. The conductors are
held on the pole by wooden blocks every
3ft., some of which can be seen in the
photograph. No attempt is made to cover the
wire, either here or at any other point in the
lighting circuit, since no leakage occurs at
6 or 12 volts across timber or plaster. The
problem of raising the heavy pole, with the
weight of the windcharger already assembled
on top, is best solved individually. Ten men
were needed to lift into position the pole
illustrated. A home-made windcharger

The instrument panel.
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should always be " run-in " for several
weeks on a small 8ft. temporary pole, where
weak points in the construction can be detected
and corrected.

Instrument Panel
An ammeter and a cut-out form the essential

parts on the instrument panel. However; we
shall describe the construction of an elaborate
panel, and each reader may include as many
of the refinements as he likes. The operation
and wiring of a cut-out often puzzle begin-
ners. Two separate coils are wound on the
electromagnet, a coil of many turns on the
inside, and a coil of to or 20 turns of heavy
wire on the outside. The inside coil is
connected across the dynamo circuit, while
the small coil is in series with the main
charging current. -The inside coil alone
would not be sufficient for correct working.
If adjusted to close the contacts at 6 volts,
then, once closed, it would not open again
until the 6 -volt battery is exhausted. On the
other hand, if adjusted to close at 7 volts,
it would behave as a vibrator, since the
dynamo voltage falls back almost to 6 once the
points close and connect it through to the
battery. The second coil is necessary so
that the points are held in the closed position
in spite of this small drop in voltage by the
added attraction due to the charging current
now flowing through the outside coil. When

Generator S5

C2

Fig. 2.-Circuit diagram of instru-
ment panel. 2

8+

the charging current again falls to zero the
points open, since the inside coil is no longer
able to keep them closed without help from
the outside coil.

The connections are usually marked clearly
by one of the methods illustrated in Fig. 2,
but can easily be traced by examination once
the above is understood. A 12 -volt cut-out
with a weakened spring will work on a 6 -volt
circuit, but a 6 -volt cut-out would heat up
badly on 12 volts. The voltmeter is con-
nected directly across the incoming wires, so
that it registers the actual dynamo voltage
under all conditions. The dynamo control
switch (S.') stops the dynamo generating by
short-circuiting the field coils when changed
into the second position. Under these con-
ditions the propeller " races " when the
load is removed, so that the switch should
not be used as an alternative to the brake rope !
It is useful, however, when one is charging
batteries, or working at the instrument panel,
or for emergencies, to protect the dynamo
windings. The push-pull switch (S,5) shorts
the main cut-out points, allowing the dynamo
to run as a motor from the battery. Its main
use is for testing the condition of the battery,
indicated by the battery voltage registered on
the voltmeter while the battery is supplying
4 or 5 amps. to the dynamo. It is useful also
when oiling the dynamo or cleaning the
commutator.

on the 2 -volt charging circuit whenever the
main charge exceeds 6 amps., or any other
value for which the spring in C.2 is adjusted.
In this way the 2 -volt batteries will receive
their current at a time when it can best be
spared from the main charging current, and
can be left connected for a week or so until
their indicators register a full charge. The
current delivered to the 2 -volt cells is set by
means of the rheostat (R). This was made
from the wiper of an old volume control
moving over flat contacts cut from the brass
vanes of an old variable condenser. Short
lengths of resistance wire are attached from
contact to contact, the lengths being found
by trial. The last pieces should be doubled
or trebled to carry up to 6 amps. if necessary.
The ammeter (A.2) has a full-scale deflection
of about 6 amps., and can be made by in-
creasing the number of turns in the deflecting
coil of an ordinary
car ammeter. The
needle is also bent to
one side to extend
the range. The switch
(S.2) short-circuits
the second cut-out,
leaving the 2 -volt
cells to charge at a
steady rate from the
car battery. This rate
will not be affected (4.1)

!ights
Generator

Voltage

Main Cut -Out
and Fuse Box

(Ci)

Generator
Starting, Switch

(S..5)

Car Battery

needed in the connections of the cut-out (C.2),
but -the wiring diagram makes it clear. The
main ammeter (A.t) is connected directly to
the battery, so that no current may enter
or leave the latter without registering on the
meter. Remember that the negative wire
must be well earthed, preferably at the foot
of the pole, as a protection from lightning
damage. A i-mfd. condenser across the
brushes on the dynamo will stop any radio
interference. See that the 2 -volt charging
circuit draws its current from the positive
line after the heavy coil of cut-out (C.2), so
that the operation of the cut-out will not
reduce the current through its own coil and
cause it to vibrate.

House Wiring
For wiring the lights 7/22 aerial wire is

very convenient. For small living -rooms two

Holder (B)

Lighting Circuit
Main Switch

(S.4)
Fig. 3.-Layout of instrument panel.

Volt when the dynamo beginsCells to charge, but will remain
reasonably constant even when the charge rises
to 15 amps. Two 2 -volt cells in series can be
charged simultaneously. The end contact on
the off " side of the rheostat goes to a bulb -
holder. If a bulb which consumes 5 or 6 amps.
is plugged in, it acts as an artificial load for
high winds, so that the current reaching the
storage cells does not vary so much. The
second last rheostat contact is the " off "
position. Normally, a 6 -watt bulb in the
holder (B) acts as a panel light, controlled
by the switch (S.3). A fuse in the charging
circuit is a source of trouble, since it may
cause the dynamo to burn out if it blows at
the beginning of a windy night. A to -amp.
fuse may be included in the lighting circuit,
to protect the battery. A slight alteration is

Cut-out
The cut-out (C.2) automatically switches

Generator

Automatic
2 Volt

Charge Relay
(C.2)

Main Charge
indicator

4-
torage

Cells

FOR

Lights

Pane/
Bulb Switch

(5.3)

Generator
Control Switch

(S./)

2 Volt Charge
indicator

(.4.2)

2 Volt Charge
Rheostat

(A)

2 Volt Charge
On/Off Switch

(5.2)

2 volt Cells

12 -watt bulbs suspended over the two main
" chair positions " at each side of the fire is a
good arrangement. When only one person
is in the room the second light can be left
off. With a large conical shade made from a
circular cake -tin lid, well polished, good
reading light is obtained beneath a 12 -watt
bulb. Two 24 -watt bulbs may be kept at
hand to be plugged in for special occasions.
For passage -ways and halls 6 -watt bulbs are
quite sufficient, and can be mounted artistically
under thick glass ointment jars with their lids
screwed to the wall or ceiling. For very
small lights on 6 -volt circuits, screw -in cycle
bulbs, consuming 1.5 watts, are very suitable.
It is advisable to economise on power where -
ever possible by using efficient tin or other
reflectors, even at the expense of appearance.

(To be continued.)
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HOW often must the amateur astronomer
wishing he could obtain lunar and
planetary photographs, have despaired

when he looked at the excellent pictures pro-
duced by the large observatories and noted
that they were obtained by telescopes having
apertures of 24in. and upwards ? Moreover, he
would be very disappointed if he tried photo-
graphing the moon in the normally accepted
way, that is, by placing a photographic plate or
film at the focus of the objective or mirror of a
telescope as shown in Fig. i. For in such
circumstances the image of the moon which is
obtained with most amateur equipment is only
a half -inch or so in diameter. The size of this
image depends, of course, upon the focal
length of the objective, and a rough guide is
given in Fig. 2. Although enlargement by
projection printing can give some passable
results from the lunar negatives obtained in
this way, the use of this technique on the
planets is completely hopeless.

Fortunately there are other methods avail-
able whereby the amateur can obtain excellent
pictures of both the moon and the planets.
Most astronomers will know of the method
of observing the sun by projection, namely by
using the eyepiece in the telescope to project
an enlarged solar disc on to a sheet of paper
held about a foot or so away from the eyepiece
end of the telescope, Fig. 3. In this case the
size of the image is given by the distance
between the eyepiece and the screen. It also
varies with the telescope focal length and the
power of the eyepiece which is being used.
There is no doubt that this method could be
used for photographing the moon and the
planets and it would give enlarged negative
images. However it is not a suitable method

How to Photograph the Moon and Planets Without Expensive
Equipment By ERIC BURGESS, F.R.A.S.

for the amateur due to a number of practical
difficulties. In the first place, some manner
of light -tight box has to be constructed and
attached to the telescope. Then arrangements
have to be made for focusing and for a suitable
shutter to expose correctly the sensitive
emulsion. In a final analysis the complete
apparatus might be so unwieldy or heavy as to
upset the balance and mounting of the
telescope.

The system used by the writer obviates
these difficulties and it is one which has been
developed from experimental work over a
large number of years. Theoretically it was
unlikely that the sys-
tem would work, due
to the fact that astro-
nomical instruments
are visually corrected
and not photographi-
cally so. This was
stressed by a number
of my astronomical
friends, when the ex-
periments were begun
- but in practice the
system does give good
results, which is the
main criterion.

A Simple System
The idea is extreme-

ly simple and is shown
in Fig. 4. Essentially it consists of using the
camera in place of the eye at the eyepiece of the
telescope. It is, moreover, interesting to note
that this system can be used for terrestrial as
well as astronomical work. The writer once
obtained by it some excellent coloured tine
films of the famous lighthouses through the
telescopes at Land's End.

The eye is employed first to focus the tele-
scope at infinity, and this is the part of the

The moon photographed with a 3in.,fixed to escope. Exposure sec. on Kodak Super XX
roll film.

method which needs experience. It may,
for example, be necessary for the beginner to
use both eyes alternately to find the correct
position, or even to make a series of test
exposures at different foci and mark the
correct one on the draw -tube of the telescope.
The camera is focused at infinity also, and the
iris diaphragm opened to the largest aperture.
It must, however, be emphasized that the f.
number of the camera is of no importance
whatsoever in the optical arrangement. The
sole reason for having a large aperture is to
ensure that the complete pencil of rays emerg-
ing from the eyepiece is able to pass into the

Fig. i.-The normally accepted way of photographing the moon by
placing a photographic plate at the focus of the objective or mirror of a

telescope.

Fig. 3.-Observing the sun by projection.

camera, thereby ensuring that the field photo-
graphed is the field covered visually by the
telescope. The f. number of the telescope/
camera combination is determined from the
size of the image of the moon on the sensitive
plate coupled with the aperture of the tele-
scope itself. The image size can thus be used
to determine the correct exposure. Now the
size of the objective or mirror is governed by
the equipment which is available to the
amateur, -most of whom will only have one
telescope which consequently is not a variable.
But the size of the image on the plate or film
depends upon the eyepiece used with the
telescope and upon the focal length of the
camera, so these become the variable factors.

For reasons of simplicity and ease of
handling, the writer prefers a miniature camera,
but the choice of eyepiece is made relative
to the " seeing " conditions. It is advisable
to use the highest power which can be em-
ployed visually without running into troubles
due to bad definition. It is important to
remember that, with planetary and lunar
photography, it is not possible to obtain better
detail on photographs than those which can be
visually observed ; in fact, for reasons which
will be discussed in the next article, photo-
graphic definition is much worse than the
visual definition. So the golden rule is to use
the greatest_magnification possible under the
seeing conditions which are being experienced.

The procedure is to set the telescope on the
moon ; focus either visually, if experienced
enough to do so, or by means of the pre-
determined marker, if not. Then substitute
the camera for the eye, hold the camera close
up against the eyepiece-the writer rests it
against the eyepiece and has never, found it
necessary to complicate matters by using
clamps even with planetary photographs of five
to ten seconds duration-and make the
exposure as determined from the tables. It
is as simple as that.

Accordingly, with this streamlined systen.,
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it is possible to photograph the moon several
times per minute without upsetting the
arrangement of the telescope for visual obser-
vation. The system thus makes it possible
for the amateur to combine visual and photo-
graphic work during the same set of observa-
tions with one instrument. His photographic
work can, for example, give an overall view
with accurate shadow determinations, while
his visual work can fill in the finer details,
and the two together will result in a most
accurate drawing of an area of the moon being
made later, without wasting good observation
time to draw those rougher details which can
easily be captured photographically.

Working Without Clock Drive
Obviously the ideal equipment will have a

clock drive, but most amateurs are without
this refinement to their telescopes. Many,
indeed, will have only an alt -azimuth mount-
ing. This does not mean that they are
completely out of the picture as far as lunar
photography is concerned. If the mounting
is a steady one good results can be achieved.
In fact, the photographs illustrating this
article which were taken with a Sin. refracting
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Fig. 2.-Guide to rough diameter of moon image
for a given focal length.

telescope were actually obtained by clamping
the telescope to a window -frame of the house,
waiting until the moon was approaching the
centre of the field of view, and then making
the exposure.

As the moon appears to move through its
own diameter in about two minutes due to
the rotation of the earth on its axis, a long
exposure will result in a blurred and useless
image. Landscape photographers have found
this out when taking moonlit scenes, often
ending up with a sausage -shaped object in
the sky. Now, it is simple to calculate the
maximum exposure which can be given with a
fixed telescope if we assume that an object
must not move through more than one-third
of its diameter during the exposure. If its
motion is less than this the object should be
recognisable. By choosing craters as objects
for the photographical definition we arrive at
the data of Table 1. 'This table indicates how
short the exposure must be for a fixed tele-
scope to produce negatives on which craters
larger than a given size can be recognised.

The exposure is also governed by the phase
of the moon and the part of the moon which
is being photographed, and also by the
aperture of the telescope and the size of the
negative image. These are factors which also
apply to clock -driven telescopes.

Using a Clock Drive
It has been shown how photographs can

be taken with a fixed telescope, but obviously

Fig. 4 . - The
method of photo-
graphing the moon
recommended i n
this article. The
telescope is focused
with the eye and
then a miniature
camera is

substituted.

a clock -driven instrument or a telescope with
slow-motion handles, equatorially mounted,
will facilitate the work. The writer has used
both an 8in. refractor and a 12in. reflector
for this type of photography and the illustra-
tions to this article have been obtained with
these instruments.

The next stage is, therefore, to determine
the basic exposure for a lunar photograph,
assuming the use of a fast panchromatic
emulsion such as Kodak Super XX or Selo
HP3. The exposure depends upon the aperture
of the telescope and the diameter of the lunar
image. If high powers are used and thus
only a part of the lunar disc is obtained on the
negative, the size of the complete disc must
be calculated. A number of trials will have to
be made but it is also possible to save expense
by using the sun. Remove the back of the
camera and Substitute a ground glass for the
film so that the image of the sun appears on
the ground glass. The image size of the moon
can then be determined for the various eye-
pieces, because the sun will give an image
approximately eqtial in size to that of the
moon. There is a word of warning though,
do not keep your camera at the eyepiece for
long periods of time, especially if you are
using a large telescope, for if your alignment
is not correct, a concentration of solar heat on
the iris diaphragm or shutter can have
ruinous consequences to the camera.

The Basic Exposure
By referring to Table 2 it is possible next

to ascertain the -basic exposure by noting the
image size resulting from the eyepiece coupled
with the aperture of the telescope. This will
be the permanent basic exposure for the
eyepiece considered.

The basic exposure is, however, only a
guide. In practice it is found that the level of
illumination varies considerably at different
phases of the moon and over the moon's
surface at any one time. In the crescent phase

the intensity of illumination is the east,
because the sun is then shining from behind
the moon relative to the earth and the shadows
of each tiny hill on the surface are cast towards
the earth. The bright parts, on the other hand,
are turned away from the observer. At the
gibbous phase, on the contrary, the sun is
shining on to the surface of the moon from
behind the earth, the shadows are partly
hidden by brightly illuminated hills, so that
the general level of illumination is high.
Correcting factors for the basic exposure
are accordingly given in Table 3. In addition,
at any phase of the moon, it has to be
remembered that when photographing the
whole of the moon the camera is trying to
record illumination which may be varying
from very low along the sunrise or sunset

TABLE

Diameter of crater Maximum exposures
which is to be recog- with a fixed telescope-

nised camera combination
(miles) Exposure (seconds)

6o
30
15

6
3

/
t//s o
1 / 2 5

For example : An exposure oft second, if called
for by the magnification and atmospheric con-
ditions, would allow craters the size of Plato to be
recognised. An exposure of 1/5th second would
enable Pico to be recognised.

line (the terminator) to a maximum value at
the limb. Correcting factors for these effects
are also given in Table 3 and, in practice,
it will be found that shading must be resorted
to during projection printing in order to
produce an acceptable print.

From the above it would appear that the
ideal to be aimed at is the maximum possible
exposure to give the greatest image size. In
fact, this is not entirely true for, unfortunately,
when we are observing the moon through a

The moon photographed with an 8in. refractor on February 2nd, 1949. The exposure was 5
seconds on Selo HP3 roll film. The photographs show Theophilus and environs of the Mare

Nectaris.
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telescope the image is not steady because we
are looking at it through many miles of
turbulent atmosphere. All astronomers are
familiar with the troublesome " boiling "
which makes the image shimmer like a scene
viewed through the hot gases over the top of a
glowing brazier. When visual observations
are being made, the eye can seize on the steady
periods and record fine detail. The camera
cannot do this, especially if long exposures
are being used. Larger telescopes help by
reducing the exposure but an opposing factor
operates because they gather light from a
larger column of air, and they are conse-
quently more subject to " boiling." Hence
the aim of the lunar photographer must be to
use the minimum exposure.

Developing to Completion
An aid to doing this has been made available

during the past few years. It is the technique
of development to completion. The exposures
are reduced to a quarter or a fifth of those
called for from the tables given here and the

TABLE 2

Diameter of
negative image

of moon
(inches)

Basic exposure for 3z deg.
Sch. Emulsion

(in seconds)
Aperture of telescope in inches

r z 8 6 3

1/5o 1/25 115
2 1/25
3 1/5 2
4 z I 4 6

TABLE 3

Phase
Correcting Factors for Basic

Exposure
Multiply basic exposure by :-

Crescent
Half-moon
Gibbous

(1)
for waxing moon

(II)
for waning moon

8
3
1.1-

to
5
r

The above apply to terminator regions. Away
from the terminator the basic exposure must be
multiplied by another factor, 3. to 1.

film is then developed for two hours. With the
8in. telescope, photographs have been obtained
in this way which show extremely fine details,
and this technique can be recommended.

In addition to photography of di; moon,
the method which has been outlined can be
employed to obtain planetary photographs
which can be quite surprising in their detail.
Most amateurs regard planetary photographic
work as completely out of the range of their
instruments ; something only to be attempted
by the larger observatories. This is not so.

The author has worked mainly on the
planet Saturn, using an 8in. refractor, but
he has also made some experimental exposures
on Mars (at poor oppositions) and on Jupiter.
With Jupiter, it is quite easy to record the
belts and the satellites, but not on one and the
same photograph. This is because an exposure
long enough to record the satellites will burn
out the details on the surface of the planet ;
while the correct exposure for surface detail
is not long enough to record the satellites.
A disc of Jupiter can be obtained even with
a Sin. telescope, but a 6in. is about the mini-
mum for serious work.

The phases of Venus can be recorded and
the polar caps and markings of Mars should
be recognisable on photographs taken in this
way with an 8in. refractor or comparable
reflector at a good opposition.

Saturn is a very interesting object because,
with this size of equipment, it is possible,
quite easily, to photograph the ring system.
The shadow of the planet on the rings and
the rings on the planet can be recorded and
photographs over a period of years will
produce a series showing the closing or
opening of the ring system. Again it is
necessary to minimise the exposures in order
to prevent atmospheric distortion, and develop-
ment to completion pays dividends. Another
useful hint is in the production of planetary
prints. It will be found that even with an
8in. telescope, using a high power, the
negative image of a planet is very small. The
writer enlarges this on to a lantern slide,
first with the negative the correct way round,

Photographs of Saturn, taken with the Sin.
telescope and printed by the method described

in the text.

and then with it reversed in the enlarger. By
careful arrangement of the projection appara-
tus it is possible to ensure that the two slides
can be mounted face to face. The result is a
lantern slide with a dense background,
enhanced details on the image of the planet,
and a reduction in emulsion grain. A nega-
tive can be prepared from this slide and
used for projection printing of positives of
the planet (see above photographs).

A final word on this method of astronomical
photography is perhaps of interest to readers
who may wish to experiment further. If
the telescope is clock -driven, an exposure of
fifteen minutes or so can produce fascinating
photographs of stellar objects which have a
suitable separation to show double stars.

Making Moulds for Casting Lead Toys
THE process of duplicating existing lead

models may be undertaken with ease
by any amateur, provided he is willing

to take a reasonable amount of care. Let us
i assume that the model to be duplicated is

z }in. high by tin. broad ; a model soldier
for instance. The first article to be con-
structed is the box stop. Cut out a piece of
cardboard to the dimensions and shape

"

Fig. 1.-How to make tlea mould.

shown in Fig. r, score
along the dotted lines
and bend up the flaps
to form a lidless box,
placing an elastic band
round it to hold it
together.

Making the Mould
Obtain a small

quantity of plaster of
paris. Carefully cover
the model with oil and
then mix a tablespoonful
of plaster with sufficient
water to make a
thin paste ; place this
mixture in the box so as to fill this half -way
up the sides, and then level up the surface.
Allow the mixture to become " tacky " and
sink the model evenly into it, face downwards,
until it is half immersed. Leave the plaster to
set, and then carefully remove the model with a
pair of pliers. If it has been thoroughly oiled
it should come away from the plaster without
breakage. Slip off the elastic band, bend down
the sides of the box and remove the mould. The
edges of this half of the mould should now
be bevelled with a penknife, see Fig. 2.

Replace the mould in the box, re -oil the
model and also the surfaces" of the plaster,
and insert the model in its original position.
Mix some more plaster and place this in the
box, filling up flush with the surface, removing
all air -bubbles by pressing down the wet plaster

Fig. 2.-Taking an
impression of a toy
soldier in' the plaSter

of paris mould.

with the end of a pencil. Allow it to dry
thoroughly and then remove from the box.
The swo halves of the mould may now be
separated, and should come apart easily if
oil has been applied freely. A small channel
should be cut in the plaster from the base of
the model to the edge of the mould through
which to pour the lead. The mould is now
ready for use.

Warm up some scrap lead in a tin, place
the mould on a piece of wood and grip the
two halves together with two more pieces of
wood. Pour in the lead-keeping the head
well back to avoid splutterings-and allow
a few seconds for cooling ; separate the
half -moulds and remove the casting with
pliers ; it may then be trimmed, filed and
afterwards painted to suit personal tastes.
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2.-Further Notes
ALL woodworking tools may be used for

turning plastic by raising the handle
above the centre of the cutting edge

to create a negative rake. Take a scraping
cut to give ribbon-like shaving. Do not let
the plastic powder or chip. The best speed for
the woodturning when working plastic is
x,too to 2,500 r.p.m.

The best speed for the machine lathe is
2,000 r.p.m., with a fast speed taking light
ribbon cuts. The cast phenolic plastic,

2°1Vegotive top ram

Y7----
1

(a)

10° Front clearance

Neutral top rake

O

8 -la Front clearance

(b)

o o
5-10 Side clearance

on Working This Popular Material

By W. G. HOWL
(Concluded from the July issue)

when drilling, for a perfect job may be
effected with a woodworker's brace if carefully
manipulated. Although a twist drill is adequate
more favour may be expressed for a hand-
made spade drill of soft mild steel stock,
or, better still, silver steel, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). Not only does this type of drill
dissipate the heat, but a wide variety in the
size of hole can be obtained by striking an
eccentric. Another type of drill may be made
by grooving a piece of stock silver steel,
Fig. 7(c). The countersunk spade drill
shown in Fig. 7(d) is very useful for setting
countersunk head screws and centre popping
before drilling, because, it may be remem-
bered, a centre punch must not be used, but
an awl is permissible. Holes may be tapped
with standard taps, using no lubricant. A
simple tap for small holes may be made by
fluting or vee grooving a stock screw. The
most secure type of screws to use are the
self -tapping Phillips Type " Z " screws.
These may be obtained with countersunk,
round, raised, mushroom or cheese heads,
and if Form No. A.134 is obtained when
purchasing, tapping drill sizes will be at hand.

Routing
Routing grooves, etc., is generally beyond

the scope of the home mechanic for a spindle
moulder or routing machine is rarely at his
disposal.

Simple grooves and forms can he routed,
however, in the drilling machine. Design
the grooves or form that can be obtained in

Fig. 6.-(a) Plastic turning
tools. (b) Plastic parting off

tool.

although not particularly hard, will be found
to take the edge off the turning tool very
quickly and should be honed frequently.
Again, the tool should have a negative top
rake and the cutting angles recommended in
Fig. 6 will be found most suitable.

Although finishing and polishing of plastic
will be dealt with separately it is advisable to
polish cylindrical pieces while they are still
set up in the lathe. Depending on the surface
of the piece after turning, take the surface
down with a suitable grade of emery paper
and follow up with smoother grit to an
extremely fine wet paper. Pumice or house-
hold scouring powder with water will fetch
the polish higher, finishing with a very smooth
emery stone and water will give a jewel-like
lustre to the plastic article.

Drilling and Tapping
It has been pointed out that when shaping

plastic it is more prudent to scrape it away
than actually to cut it, and in drilling we
follow the same procedure.

When drilling with a twist drill the
inclusive point angle is left as for general
metal, but the cutting face angle is ground
neutral ; see Fig. 7(a). A fast speed is
advisable, but care must be taken in feeding
for fear of softening the plastic. A fair amount
of latitude may be allowed in speeds and feeds

(b)

Small straight fluted end milling cutters
will cut the groove well if the cutting angle
is neutral or negative. If forms on the edge
of the work are desired, obtain routing cutters
which will give the form required (a wide
range is obtainable) and relieve the former
block to clear the cutter, Fig. 8(c).

It is well to remember whilst on the
subject of routing, that an angle face plate
on the cross slide of the lathe makes an
excellent line router or milling machine.
Most suitable effects and finishes may be
obtained by replacing the cutter with coarse
grit grinding wheels, either plain or formed.

Heating, Bending and Forming
The varied formation of plastics by bending

is unlimited strips and sheets, under heat,
can be curled, twisted and bent into almost
any desired shape.

Bending and forming is so simple that it
tends to breed carelessness. But waste of
material should be avoided, and if the follow-
ing pointers are observed a perfect product
should result.'

Before heating remove all masking paper.
Keep the material under observation through-
out, for overheating will result in blisters and
extreme overheating will be made evident
by small lines showing in the material.

The plastic is ready to form when it has
reached the consistency of crude rubber.
Use gloves for handling if you wish, but the
plastic will be marked less if bare hands are
used for manipulating. Sharp curls may be
effected with a clothes peg or tool, shown in
Fig. 9(c). Acrylic plastic has the peculiar
property of returning to its original moulded
form when it is heated, hence when bending

For drilling larger holes
offset work \e,-60

(c)

' Fig. 7.-Drills for plastics.

one continuous movement under the cutter.
Make the former block, Fig. 8(a), from wood,
and move the plastic through the block with
a very firm but even pressure, always ensuring
that the cutter rotates into the block and
away from the pressure, to avoid lifting the
work off the block.

(e) (e)

complicated forms it is advisable to make a
former or template to bend to.

When designing the project keep the bend
as large as possible, for a sharp bend tends to
break the molecular structure of the material.

Each of the groups of plastic material
requires a different type of heat and tempera-
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ture for bending, and if the following tem-
peratures and methods are used, successful
bending will be achieved.

The acrylic group will be procured ig an
unplasticised state, in which case it will not
soften in boiling water, but will require a dry
heat of 200 deg. F. to 30o deg. F. This can be
achieved by placing on a piece of asbestos
board in a domestic gas oven or in a simple
home-made oven which will hold the heat,
as shown in Fig. 9(a). Two domestic baking
tins or dishes can be cheaply obtained. The
object to be formed is placed on the canvas,
fine mesh or asbestos which is fixed to the
rim of the lower tin and the remaining tin is
placed above it to retain the heat and the whole
placed in the oven. It will be evident to the
enthusiast that this type of oven could have
added to it a number of improvements. A
thermometer could be fixed in the top plate or
a heater element in the lower. A basic design
is shown, which may be improved to taste
and need.

If only a small amount of bending is
needed, it can be easily effected by holding
the Perspex in front of or placing on an
asbestos sheet on the bars of an electric fire.

For the enthusiast with a great deal of
bending to perform, an oven, shown in
Fig. 9(b), is desirable.

All general sizes are omitted, for these
will depend on the largest work undertaken,
although a can about min. diameter should
be sufficient to accommodate most general
work.

Three metal feet are fitted to the open
end of the canister, which is placed on an
asbestos table. The closed end of the can
is bored to take a lamp adaptor fixed to a
porcelain or asbestos retaining plate. This is
connected through a switch to the house
power supply. The frosted infra -red lamp
should be about 6in. above the material to be
heated.

Cellulose plastics are heated in water at
16o deg. F. to 212 deg. F. To accelerate the
heating, add glycerine to the water, allowing
about three minutes for ;in. -thick material.
In all cases when heating in water raise the
piece above the bottom of the container.
Pieces of old garden hose are excellent for
this purpose.

Work

Tins

(a)

Mesh

(c)

Fig. 9.-Equipment for bending.
(a) A simple heating oven. (b)
Infra -red heating oven. (c) A

simple tool for sharp bends.

Cast phenolics are heated in a similar
manner, in water, from 212 deg. F. to 25o
deg. F. It may be necessary to heat two or
three times to obtain the desired bend.

To raise the temperature of water above
boiling point add either glycerine or three
parts hydrochloric acid and one part distilled
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water. If you are not familiar with hydro-
chloric acid consult someone who is, or leave
it alone !

Jointing
When making joints in plastic let care and

patience be your watchwords. A " sloppy "
joint is not worth the time taken. It will only
break at the first opportunity.

The cementing of plastic is not just a bond,
as in gluing wood, but the cement dissolves
the plastic to fuse the pieces into a whole. It
is important that air bubbles are dispersed
from the joint, for these will weaken it. Where
possible clamp the work in jigs to enable the
joint to set. By jigs elaborate contraptions are
not anticipated, for instance, when cementing
a box place the cemented side around a piece

(c)
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to harden off and a good joint will result.
Diakon No. 2 or Perspex No. 6 are
good proprietary cements for acrylic plastics.
There are also a number of chemical solvents
which are excellent for cementing acrylics.
vinyl trichloride, ethylene dichloride, and
methylene dichloride with monomeric methyl.
methachylic mixed (50-5o) with enough
benzoyl peroxide and a little acrylic filling to a
consistency of treacle, are first class for craft
work. These will set in 3o seconds and dry off
in about three hours. The best method for
applying the solvent to the workpiece is to wipe
the work across a cloth pad, soaking in a
shallow tin of the liquid cement (see Fig. to).

Another very simple yet strong home-made
cement is made by dissolving too grammes of
acrylic filling to one pint of too per cent.

(h)

(d)

Fig. 8.-(a) Router block for curved form. (b) A mote universal block for circular routing.
(c) Block for straight routing. (d) Edge routing for pieces with a centre hole.

Porcelain ring receptacle
with cover terminals

Can
9'oVa.
x 12 f'S
high

Face of
lamp b"
from
sample

Infra -
red

lamp
250
watt.

of wood and clamp with an elastic band. A
number of everyday articles will be found
useful when joining plastics, such as clothes
pegs, battery or bulldog clips, rubber bands,
wood or toolmaker's clamps, masking and
insulation tapes, etc.

Use a good cement and give the joints time

glacial acetic acid at 8o deg. C. This should
be applied with brush or matchstick, and wilt
take one minute to set and four hours to
dry off.

If a delicate job is on hand and you deem
it expedient to clamp it before applying the
cement, use chloroform and apply to the
joints with an eye -dropper. Do not let other
parts of the work contact with the chloroform:
remember it is a solvent. Chloroform will
take half an hour to set and about two hours
to dry. Plastics in the cellulose group should
be cemented with cellulose dope, obtainable in
jars or tubes. This is the same cement as used
for model aeroplanes.

An excellent home-made cement for cellu-
lose acetate can be made by mixing 20 per
cent. scrap cellulose acetate with a solution of
25 cc. benzine to one pint of acetone.

The manufacturers recommend a good fish
glue for cast resinoid plastics. Hide glue is
also recommended and a good cement can be
made by adding 4oz. of hide glue in small
pieces to 6oz. of hot glacial acetic acid.
Apply hot and leave under pressure until set.

Welding
The welding of plastic is very different

from the welding of steel, although it is still a
fusion of material. The object is to heat the
surfaces to be fused under pressure. Fig. t(a)
shows a napkin ring of plastic being welded by
the hot plate method. The strip of metal,
preferably a good conductor, is heated at the
opposite end to the work end, which is
allowed to reach a temperature of about
400 deg. F. to 66o deg. F. The work is clipped
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on to the metal until it just melts, then snapped
off and held until it is cool. Allow the heat to
dissipate naturally ; under no circumstances
must it be force cooled.

Fig. t(b) shows a mallet being friction
welded. The stale is held in a drill chuck and
the head clamped in a vice. The fit of the stale
in the head is a good push fit. Revolve the
chuck at its top speed and lower into the hole ;
it will keep revolving until fusion has taken
place due to the frictional heat. When the belt
slips, switch off the motor and leave the work
under presgUre until cool.

Decoration (Inlay and Overlay)
Overlaying is mounting plastic upon plastic

to form a motif or decoration. Effective over-
lay may be made by using a different coloured
or different group of material, the overlay
being cemented to the main object. All parts
should be completely finished before fixing
the decoration. By colouring the cement used

work

Saturated pad

Liquid cement
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these is scratch work, which is very simple to
perform. The patterns are worked with a
scriber, mortise gauge or divider, an example
being shown in Fig. t2(c). After the design
is completed the scribe lines may be filled -in
with coloured pencil, preferably chinagraph
pencil, which is greasy and will polish with
the plastic. Lacquer may be used for filling,
in one colour. Simply paint all over the
design area with lacquer and wipe off
immediately, leaving the residue in the scribed
pattern.

Patterns worked with drilled holes are also
very effective. These can be left as from the
drill or the holes can be filled in with coloured

Fig. To.-(Left) Wiping joint
face across saturated pad to

spread cement.

in overlaying, delightful effects can be
achieved.

More accuracy must be used in inlaying
than overlaying, and the inlay must be a good
push fit in the receptive groove before being
cemented in. If the end of the inlay is open,
as in Fig. 12(a), the groove should be cut on
a slight taper to form a dovetail. For a dovetail
in a closed inlay use coloured cement in the
groove and finish after hardening. Plastic can
be used effectively in inlaying other materials,
such as aluminium, wood, ivory, etc.

Carving
Plastics can be carved equally as well as

wood or ivory with the same tools. If no
standard carving tools are available a very
serviceable set can be made from broken
french files, as shown in Fig. 12(b).

Carving, of course, needs a great deal of
practice to achieve perfection. A simplified
method can be effected by using one of the
many pencil grinders or vibro-engravers.
These are supplied with a wide variety of
forming tools, which will create professional
carving when used with a certain degree
of care.

Hot point work although adequate is
tedious and the results do not reflect the time
and work expended. The object is to burn
the pattern in the work with a hot steel wire
in a holder. Two or three points should be
used to enable points to be heated while one
is in use. When hot cast phenolics resinoids
give off an odour of formaldehyde, which is
an eye and nose irritant, for which the use of
goggles is recommended. The length of
part of the pattern should not take longer
than the time needed for the point to cool,
joints in the pattern will show. This type of
design is similar to wood burning seen on
spill and matchbox holders which are so
familiar.

Further Ways of Decorating
There are other forms of decoration which

enhance plastic as no other material. One of

Fig. lib.-(Right)
Chairman mallet
welded by friction.

Heat generated
by friction

(c)

(a)
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used for decorative edging, Fig. t2(e). To
prevent the plastic cracking when stamping
warm it first.

Colouring
All types of plastic can be coloured by

painting with lacquer, which is obtainable in a
wide variety of colours. Use only Chinese
lacquer to obtain a good polish and if the
plastic has a polished surface roughen it with
glasspaper to bind the lacquer. Brush marks
will show if the lacquer is applied by hand, so,
if possible, either spray the paint or dip the
object. A pleasing effect is obtained by apply-
ing the lacquer to the opposite side of the
plastic which is on view.

The acrylic resins may be dyed with a
special plastic dye. The dye, which is supplied
ready mixed with a developer, is inexpensive
and can be procured from most good handi-
craft stores. Take care to see that the plastic
is perfectly clean before dyeing. The makers
supply full instructions for using their particu-
lar product with the packet of dye, but they
all conform to the same general procedure.

Any clean vessel can be used for the dye
bath. Put in the dye and developer mixed,
add the specified amount of water and raise
the temperature to about 18o deg. F., until
the powder has dissolved to form a saturated
solution. The liquid dye will be poured through
a filter to strain off the undissolved residue.

Before dyeing the finished product test
the dye for colour with a piece of scrap plastic.
Agitate the dye and plastic to obtain a uniform
colour. The shade may be varied from a faint
tint to a deep colour. To obtain a light shade
add more water, but if a deep shade is needed
the object should be left in the bath for a
longer period of time. After dyeing wash the
plastic in warm soapy water and dry with a
soft cloth.

Working on the phenomenon that the longer
the plastic is immersed the deeper becomes
the shade, an interesting colour variation can
be obtained by lowering a piece of acrylic
very slowly into a tall jar, to give the end
which enters first the deepest shade, gradually
becoming fainter, until a pale tint is achieved
at the other end.

(G)

(b)

   
<><> AAA

0 0 0 0
0 0 0

°°°7888°°8LA.urrtficpc)

(e)
Fig. 12.-Decoration on plastic. (a) Inlay plastic dovetail. (h) Carving tools can be made fro;n
french files. (c) An example of scribed design in plastic. (d) A drilled dice filled with lacquer.

(e) Examples for using steel stamps to decorate edging.
cement or lacquer, as in the dice shown in Masking off certain parts of the object
Fig. t2(d). with tape before dyeing will open another

If a set of steel letter stamps are available interesting avenue for experiment with
the letters H, I, L, 0, U, V, X and 8 can be coloured patterns on the plastic. The dyes
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are obtainable in the colours of yellow, orange,
blue, red and violet and if these are mixed
dry a wide variety of other shades may be
obtainable. Another interesting effect may be
tried by dipping the project first into one
colour, washing and drying, then dipping
the same piece wholly or partly in a second
or even third coloured dye. Edging and
corner jointing may be coloured by mixing
the dye with plastic cement, a method
effectively used when laminating plastic strips.

Finishing
The finishing of plastics may be divided into

two parts-faces and edges.
The edges should be planed with a wood-

worker's block plane, with the iron well back
so that it only just cuts. If possible plane the
edges before jointing, taking one smooth
sweep. This will be enough to produce a
polish on the edge.

With the face a different and more arduous
procedure must be followed. In most cases
when the protective paper covering is removed,
a polished surface is discovered, but invariably
this is destroyed in subsequent operations.

Heated metal strip

Fig. 'Ia.-Welding
plastic by heat.

The first step is rubbing with a damp rag
household pumice or scouring powder. With
these processes always rub alternately at right
angles. Mix the pumice powder with hot
tallow to form a paste and use as the first
polish on a cotton -wool pad, following this
with a good wax, and finishing with metal

Simple M
Brass strip F

Fig. 1.-The completed map measurer.

THE measurement of road distances on
the map rarely gives accurate results.
When you come to traverse the actual

route, whether on foot, in the saddle or by
car, the laboriously worked out mileage almost
invariably proves to be longer on the road
than it appeared to be on the map. Part of
the reason for this discrepancy is, of course,
that one cannot be certain of making the
correct allowance for small bends and
deviations in the road, which add up to a
considerable distance on a long journey. If
you measure the road with a ruler, and check
the distance on the scale of the map to get
the mileage, you will also inevitably miss
many of the minor bends which the map
shows. This latter fault can be corrected quite
easily, and measurements on the map can be
much simplified by using an opisometer
instead of a ruler.

How it Works
This simple device is shown in Fig. i.

R is a threaded rod fixed in a U -frame (F).
On the rod is a little wheel (W) with a knurled
or toothed rim. The round handle gives
a convenient grip for the fingers, allowing
the instrument to be guided easily in any
direction. Imagine that you wish to measure
the length of a wavy line. You start with the
wheel at one end of the rod, rest it on one

polish. In place of these
Perspex polishes Nos.
and 2 can be used.

When polishing plastic
an electrostatic charge is
set up which will attract
particles of dust, these can
be removed by blotting
with a damp cloth. If a
polishing head is avail-
able a fine high polish can
be obtained by using
Perspex polishing paste
on a calico mop. To clean
finished articles wash
with a mild soap and
warm water; never use
acouring powder.

With plastic we have
one of the most ad-

aptable and attractive materials on the
market to -day. With a knowledge of how it
can be worked and fabricated, enthusiasm, a
certain amount of care and good common
sense many articles both useful and
attractive can be made on the table top or
in the home workshop.

Me cot surer
Known as an Opisometer, this Instrument Will Accurately

Measure the Scale Distances on Your Map

end of the line, and push it forward, steering
the wheel carefully along the line and using
just enough pressure to prevent it from
slipping. When you reach the far end of the
line, the wheel will have run along the thread
a certain distance. Now you rest the wheel
on a ruler and run it back again straight along
the scale until it comes to a stop against the
frame at the point from which it started. In

Handle
.1./. frame

Brass tube

Tapped 4 B A

Wood screw

.0400:34aD

_Hole for woodscrew

Brass strip

Fig. 2.-The U-fra) le and details of the handle.

applying the opisometer to a map, you follow
the same procedure, except that in this case
you run the wheel back along the scale of
the map instead of along the ruler, thus
getting your answer direct in miles. With
care you can follow every bend in the road
which is given on the map, and the accuracy

of the result will depend largely on the
relative scale of the map and the amount of
detail which it shows.

The Frame and Handle
To make the opisometer, choose an old

clock wheel with a good, solid hub, so that it
will have a long bearing surface on the thread.
Tap it out (4 B.A.) and clean up the thread
of a piece of 4 B.A. studding so that the wheel
will run perfectly freely on it. The U -frame
is bent up from brass strip, and the three
holes are drilled in it as shown in Fig. 2.
The handle is a piece of dowelling fixed to
the frame with a woodscrew. A piece of brass
tube, a tight fit on the dowelling, is driven
on to the lower end of the handle to prevent
the wood from splitting when the screw is
turned home (Fig. 2). Tap the holes in the
arms of the frame (4 B.A.), screw in the rod
with the wheel on it and secure it with solder
at each end. Use as little solder as possible,
so that it does not run inside the arms.

The exact dimensions of the instrument arc
not important. Use a reasonably fine thread
for the rod, or the wheel will travel across
so rapidly that you will find it difficult to
steer it accurately. You will find that you can
go a surprisingly long distance in one " run "
of the instrument in spite of its small size.
A simple calculation will show you that if
you make the wheel tin. in diameter and fit
it on a 4 B.A. rod, allowing sin. of travel,
you will be able to run the instrument about
soft. forward before the wheel has travelled
across to the other end of the rod.

.......FOR THE MODEL
THE MODEL AEROPLANE HANDBOOK

By F. I. CAMM
312 pages 303 illustration:: 12:6 (13/. by post)

Construction and Principles of all Types e

and

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
Constructional details of Model Sailing and Power Boats. SI- (5/6 by post) i
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THE machine described here will deal
a pack of cards into four heaps with
unfailing accuracy, and avoid the

misdeals which are so irritating to card
players. It thus may be used for any card
game where the cards must be dealt from
right to left, one at a time. It cannot, for
example, be used for solo whist, where the
cards are dealt three at a time except for the
last round, when the remaining four cards
are dealt singly.

A surprising number of people cannot
deal cards with that nimble digital dexterity
which marks the skilled card player. Quite
often two cards are dealt instead of one,
necessitating a reshuffle and a redeal. Such
a machine will preserve the cards in a clean
state for a much longer period than is possible
when they are dealt by hand. There is
usually at least one in a party of four whose
hands are not clean or which suffer from
perspiration. Sticky cards are one of the
main causes of misdealing, and it is in the
shuffling that moisture and dirt from the
hands become transferred to the cards.

All cards, of course, are dealt clockwise
round the table, and to avoid the possibility
of the machine being turned the wrong
way it incorporates a free -wheel device, so
that if the machine is accidentally turned the
wrong way it fails to function.

9rb s.

Slots

approx.

I/2'' rad

3/
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A :Weal
A Novel and Useful Device

The machine automatically " counts " so
that if the dealer is interrupted in the course
of his dealing he does not have to remember
to whom he last dealt. The machine cannot
make a mistake and deal two cards to the
same person.

Points About Construction
It will be seen from the drawings below

that it consists of a base with a series of holes
equi-pitched around its periphery, on which
is pivoted the revolving carriage carrying a
train of two gears, one of which drives the
roller carrying on its circumference a strip
of rubber, which grips the bottom of the
cards and ejects them as the carriage is
revolved. This roller or platen has a gap
in its. circumference, and it is when this
point reaches the card that it is ejected.
The gear ratio is such that the platen
revolves four times in one revolution of the
carriage. At the top of the carriage is a spring -

k
116 dia hole to take spring

3/16"

3/16

0 CARD RETAINING PLATE

loaded pressure plate to keep the cards in
contact with the platen, and there is adjust-s fat h id tod tmen , o course, t es e accommo a e

siot.3/l6,g cards of varying thicknesses.
When using old cards it is essential that

each card be straightened and made flat
eh;

-3//5
Hole for housing plate

%4x3/I6 Slot

4%6 hole
2 1/46

3/4

5132 x16 Slot 4 holes As dia. spaced
at M intervals on --1.,B4radlus

VIEW IN DIRECTION A.

S,'ot cut 5/8x7M
centrally under

wheel

rg;

VIEW B

43/8

3//6 dia. hole

hole drilled

VIEW A ---I

VIEW IN DIRECTION S.

9/3 "6

IM hole drilled

Slot MxI14 to be
be cut after corr-
en' location of T-,
second gear with
fixed gear and base

//8

before placing
in the card
dealer. T h e
backs and
corners of
cards are often
bent. The reg-
ulator at the
side, for cards
of normal
thickness,
should be in
the central
position, but
it should be
moved up-wards or
downwards
until it deals
correctly.
Different
makes of
cards differ in thickness and size. The
machine here illustrated has been designed
for cards which are 2 j1 in. in width; that is,
the smaller size cards. Some cards, how-
ever, are made 2 in. wide. The reader
must therefore make up his mind as to
which size of card is to be used.
I suggest the smaller size.

The Setting Gauge
On the front of the

carriage immediately
above the roller is a
setting gauge, and this
needs adjustment
according to the thick-
ness of cards used, in
conjunction with the
side regulator already
referred to. The correct
method of adjusting
this gauge is to loosen
the set
screw and
insert twocards

Fi

NORMANBy H.

-V,

from the pack to be used between
the banded drum and the gauge,
inserting them from the front
end of the card holder. Press the
gauge down gently until it rests on the cards
and then tighten the set screw. After this
adjust the regulator at the side. A slight
downward pressure on the operating handle
during rotation will prevent the dealer sliding
on the table while in operation.
The Gears and the Base

A side elevational view above shows the

3/P/6

I.
1

/W6"

Left.-The revolving
carriage.

2 4?

Side eleva

/5/
.6

The card tray.
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for the Card Table

complete
assembly with
the various
parts number-
ed, and these
numbers cor-
respond to
those on the
detail draw-
ings. It is not
necessary to
get two gears
specially cut;
with careful
marking o u t
they can be
filed up to
form. Need-
less to say,
the spacing of
the holes in
the base into

which the gear teeth mesh must be very
accurate, otherwise the carriage will not revolve
freely. Preferably the base should be turned

from brass to provide sufficient
weight to prevent the machine
from moving and to avoid having

to use undue pres-sure on the
turning handle. A
groove must be
turned on the
underside of the
base to take an
inset of rubber so

on of the complete machine.

End of plate
slightly raised
to hold cards

Wood roller

that the
machine
does not
scratch
polished
table sur-
faces. The
revolving
carriage
is cut from
sheet steel
and then
folded to

the shape shown in diagram
below. The photographs at the
top of this page clearly show
the general assembly and the

shapes to which the various parts have to
be bent.

figA ;8 Rubber placeo
round roller and secured
with Bostic. /4 T wheel sweated

4. shaft

ca

0617_1
dia. /./.4

°6//;-.-1
(46

3P2'
ei hole drilled to OMAN SPINDLEtake rivet

S/ot to correspond
with main
housing

Aluminium of about 18 gauge will suit for
the various parts of the carriage and the card
tray. A spacing washer must, of course, be
interposed between the base and the carriage
of a thickness to ensure the correct mesh of
the gears and to enable the carriage to revolve
freely. The tubular eyelet which secures the
carriage to the base acts as a bearing. It can
be cut from a piece of in. tubing to provide
a suitable bearing area, but for preference it
should be turned.

When mounting the driving drum, which
ejects the cards, on to its spindle it is necessary
to ensure that it revolves quite truly. The
rubber band passes right round the boss,
through the slot and round the circumference
of the drum.

In the model illustrated there are 56 holes,
which means that the gears must have 14
teeth. The leading or driver wheel is mounted

On assembly these
are bent down

die hole to take spring

S/or cut Mx .r/.6
to take spacer ,

gauge

I/8

0 BRIDGE
between an auxiliary plate secured to the
side pieces of the revolving carriage. Its
short spindle runs in elongated holes, so that

may freewheel when turned anti -clockwise.
As mentioned earlier, the spacing of the
holes in the driving disc
is, of course, very impor-
tant, and if the reader
is without access to a
dividing attachment or
other means of accurately
indexing, the disc will
have to be very carefully
marked out in the follow-
ing way. First of all,
make a very light centre
punch in the exact
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geometrical centre of the disc and then
scribe a circle of V,in. radius. Next, make a
light centre punch on this line to act as a
starting point, and then, with a pair of
engineer's dividers, step off round the
circle, resetting the dividers as necessary
until exactly 56 spaces are stepped off. Then
proceed to scribe off the positions of the
centres of the holes and lightly centre punch.
Drill through with a kin. drill, and check,
and where necessary correct with a rat-tail
file before opening out to the full diameter of
Ain. Remove all burrs with a lin. drill, held
in the hand.

If the reader experiences any difficulty in
making this particular part, model makers,
such as those who advertise in this journal,
will undertake to make it for him. It is
essential that the movement should be
absolutely free, otherwise the cards will be
distributed unevenly. Freedom of motion is
entirely dependent on the accuracy with
which this drilled base driving disc is made.
It will be understood that lubricant cannot
be used on the various moving parts because
of risk of soiling the cards or the table or
cloth on which the instrument is used.

Readers who are tempted to make this
device for sale should remember that certain
novelties of this type attract purchase tax
Whilst readers are entitled to make a copy of
anything for their personal and experimental
use, they are not entitled to market anything
incorporating a method or principle which is
the subject of a patent.

Apart from these special points the
construction is clear from the drawings.

3//6 dia. rivet holding plate and main
frame together and allowing -frame to rotate

56 holes
egui- spaced
drilled g dia.

Wood or
plastic
handle
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THE machine described here will deal
a pack of cards into four heaps with
unfailing accuracy, and avoid the

misdeals which are so irritating to card
players. It thus may be used for any card
game where the cards must be dealt from
right to left, one at a time. It cannot, for
example, be used for solo whist, where the
cards are dealt three at a time except for the
last round, when the remaining four cards
are dealt singly.

A surprising number of people cannot
deal cards with that nimble digital dexterity
which marks the skilled card player. Quite
often two cards are dealt instead of one,
necessitating a reshuffle and a redeal. Such
a machine will preserve the cards in a clean
state for a much longer period than is possible
when they are dealt by hand. There is
usually at least one in a party of four whose
hands are not clean or which suffer from
perspiration. Sticky cards are one of the
main causes of misdealing, and it is in the
shuffling that moisture and dirt from the
hands become transferred to the cards.

All cards, of course, are dealt clockwise
round the table, and to avoid the possibility
of the machine being turned the wrong
way it incorporates a free -wheel device, so
that if the machine is accidentally turned the
wrong way it fails to function.

9rb s.

Slots

approx.

I/2'' rad

3/
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A Novel and Useful Device

The machine automatically " counts " so
that if the dealer is interrupted in the course
of his dealing he does not have to remember
to whom he last dealt. The machine cannot
make a mistake and deal two cards to the
same person.

Points About Construction
It will be seen from the drawings below

that it consists of a base with a series of holes
equi-pitched around its periphery, on which
is pivoted the revolving carriage carrying a
train of two gears, one of which drives the
roller carrying on its circumference a strip
of rubber, which grips the bottom of the
cards and ejects them as the carriage is
revolved. This roller or platen has a gap
in its. circumference, and it is when this
point reaches the card that it is ejected.
The gear ratio is such that the platen
revolves four times in one revolution of the
carriage. At the top of the carriage is a spring -

k
116 dia hole to take spring

3/16"
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0 CARD RETAINING PLATE

loaded pressure plate to keep the cards in
contact with the platen, and there is adjust-s fat h id tod tmen , o course, t es e accommo a e

siot.3/l6,g cards of varying thicknesses.
When using old cards it is essential that

each card be straightened and made flat
eh;

-3//5
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VIEW B
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VIEW IN DIRECTION S.
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IM hole drilled

Slot MxI14 to be
be cut after corr-
en' location of T-,
second gear with
fixed gear and base

//8

before placing
in the card
dealer. T h e
backs and
corners of
cards are often
bent. The reg-
ulator at the
side, for cards
of normal
thickness,
should be in
the central
position, but
it should be
moved up-wards or
downwards
until it deals
correctly.
Different
makes of
cards differ in thickness and size. The
machine here illustrated has been designed
for cards which are 2 j1 in. in width; that is,
the smaller size cards. Some cards, how-
ever, are made 2 in. wide. The reader
must therefore make up his mind as to
which size of card is to be used.
I suggest the smaller size.

The Setting Gauge
On the front of the

carriage immediately
above the roller is a
setting gauge, and this
needs adjustment
according to the thick-
ness of cards used, in
conjunction with the
side regulator already
referred to. The correct
method of adjusting
this gauge is to loosen
the set
screw and
insert twocards

Fi

NORMANBy H.

-V,

from the pack to be used between
the banded drum and the gauge,
inserting them from the front
end of the card holder. Press the
gauge down gently until it rests on the cards
and then tighten the set screw. After this
adjust the regulator at the side. A slight
downward pressure on the operating handle
during rotation will prevent the dealer sliding
on the table while in operation.
The Gears and the Base

A side elevational view above shows the

3/P/6

I.
1

/W6"

Left.-The revolving
carriage.

2 4?

Side eleva

/5/
.6

The card tray.
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for the Card Table

complete
assembly with
the various
parts number-
ed, and these
numbers cor-
respond to
those on the
detail draw-
ings. It is not
necessary to
get two gears
specially cut;
with careful
marking o u t
they can be
filed up to
form. Need-
less to say,
the spacing of
the holes in
the base into

which the gear teeth mesh must be very
accurate, otherwise the carriage will not revolve
freely. Preferably the base should be turned

from brass to provide sufficient
weight to prevent the machine
from moving and to avoid having

to use undue pres-sure on the
turning handle. A
groove must be
turned on the
underside of the
base to take an
inset of rubber so

on of the complete machine.

End of plate
slightly raised
to hold cards

Wood roller

that the
machine
does not
scratch
polished
table sur-
faces. The
revolving
carriage
is cut from
sheet steel
and then
folded to

the shape shown in diagram
below. The photographs at the
top of this page clearly show
the general assembly and the

shapes to which the various parts have to
be bent.

figA ;8 Rubber placeo
round roller and secured
with Bostic. /4 T wheel sweated

4. shaft
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0617_1
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Aluminium of about 18 gauge will suit for
the various parts of the carriage and the card
tray. A spacing washer must, of course, be
interposed between the base and the carriage
of a thickness to ensure the correct mesh of
the gears and to enable the carriage to revolve
freely. The tubular eyelet which secures the
carriage to the base acts as a bearing. It can
be cut from a piece of in. tubing to provide
a suitable bearing area, but for preference it
should be turned.

When mounting the driving drum, which
ejects the cards, on to its spindle it is necessary
to ensure that it revolves quite truly. The
rubber band passes right round the boss,
through the slot and round the circumference
of the drum.

In the model illustrated there are 56 holes,
which means that the gears must have 14
teeth. The leading or driver wheel is mounted

On assembly these
are bent down

die hole to take spring

S/or cut Mx .r/.6
to take spacer ,

gauge

I/8
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between an auxiliary plate secured to the
side pieces of the revolving carriage. Its
short spindle runs in elongated holes, so that

may freewheel when turned anti -clockwise.
As mentioned earlier, the spacing of the
holes in the driving disc
is, of course, very impor-
tant, and if the reader
is without access to a
dividing attachment or
other means of accurately
indexing, the disc will
have to be very carefully
marked out in the follow-
ing way. First of all,
make a very light centre
punch in the exact
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geometrical centre of the disc and then
scribe a circle of V,in. radius. Next, make a
light centre punch on this line to act as a
starting point, and then, with a pair of
engineer's dividers, step off round the
circle, resetting the dividers as necessary
until exactly 56 spaces are stepped off. Then
proceed to scribe off the positions of the
centres of the holes and lightly centre punch.
Drill through with a kin. drill, and check,
and where necessary correct with a rat-tail
file before opening out to the full diameter of
Ain. Remove all burrs with a lin. drill, held
in the hand.

If the reader experiences any difficulty in
making this particular part, model makers,
such as those who advertise in this journal,
will undertake to make it for him. It is
essential that the movement should be
absolutely free, otherwise the cards will be
distributed unevenly. Freedom of motion is
entirely dependent on the accuracy with
which this drilled base driving disc is made.
It will be understood that lubricant cannot
be used on the various moving parts because
of risk of soiling the cards or the table or
cloth on which the instrument is used.

Readers who are tempted to make this
device for sale should remember that certain
novelties of this type attract purchase tax
Whilst readers are entitled to make a copy of
anything for their personal and experimental
use, they are not entitled to market anything
incorporating a method or principle which is
the subject of a patent.

Apart from these special points the
construction is clear from the drawings.

3//6 dia. rivet holding plate and main
frame together and allowing -frame to rotate

56 holes
egui- spaced
drilled g dia.

Wood or
plastic
handle
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'2 -Spacer washers

lb square rubber
fitted tight into
base

8 ho/es egwi-spaced,drilled
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Plan view and section of the base.
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L MAKING RELIEF MAPS
How to Make Maps With
the Added Third Dimension

of Height
By "CARTOGRAPHER"

AN ordinary map, such as one finds in
any atlas, has two dimensions only :
length and breadth. It is perfectly flat

and all details are shown by lines, drawn or
printed. It is frequently embellished by
colouring, which emphasises either the
physical features or political boundaries and
partitions. The relief map differs from the
ordinary map in being given three dimensions:
length, breadth and height. It can still, if
required, give the political divisions and have
the positions of towns and cities marked
upon it, or any other features, such as railways
and roads, but its chief purpose is to give the
physical details ; i.e., the undulations of the
land, its rivers, hills and valleys.

Ordinary flat maps, such as those issued
by the Ordinance Survey Department, give
contour lines, marked and figured to indicate
height above sea level, and those made for
the use of motorists, cyclists and others, by
John Bartholomew and Sons, Ltd., to a
scale of two miles to sin, do the same. These
latter give not only the contours in figures
but show the elevations in differing colours ;
at every iooft. up to 400ft., then at every
zooft. up to i,000ft. and after that at every
25oft., and so on. These Bartholomew maps
are mentioned because they will be found
particularly useful if one wants to make a
relief map,
whether it be to
a small scale or
to a large one.
By a small scale
is meant a map
of a whole country,
such as that of England,

Fig. 2.-Plaster
filling to form
unbroken c o n -

tours.

Scotland or Wales.
Just suppose that a relief map of Scotland

is desired and it is wanted to measure about
zoin. by i6in., then the scale can be 55 miles
to sin. This would not include the Orkneys
or Shetlands but it would the Outer Hebrides.

Fig. I.-The laminated 'method of
The relief in such a map could be in eight
stages above sea level, with an additional
stage at about four points (literally points)
to show the mountain peaks which exceed
the 4,000ft. elevation. With eight stages,
each stage will represent an elevation of
5ooft.

The Vertical Scale
On most flat contour maps where the

elevations are indicated by lines and figures,
the rate of progression in elevation is not
uniform : in the lower elevations it may
advance in 25oft. stages, then jump to 5ooft.,
finishing with r,000ft. stages. This should
not be so in relief maps ; whatever rate of
progression is decided upon it should be
perfectly uniform and it will be necessary to
adopt a uniform and definite vertical scale.

If in " Scotland "
we use eight
stages up to the
4,0ooft. mark,
each stage will, if the stages are
cut from I/16in. thick material, represent
5ooft. or fin. per thousand feet and the
total elevation will be 4in., which repre-
sents a vertical scale of 8,000ft. per in.

It will be understood that if the map were
to be made twice the size, i.e., 4oin. by 32in.,
the scale for the elevations can still be the
same. The only result would be that the
map would look flatter and the relief would
not be so bold. It may be asked why the
vertical scale cannot be made the same as the
horizontal. As a matter of fact it can, in certain
cases, as will be explained. In the case of
modelling such a vast expanse of country, if
the horizontal scale is 15 miles to sin., an

elevation of 4,000ft. will be represented

by only : (55 x 5,28oft.) = 79,2ooft. 5

4,o0oft. 20

approximately (the figure 5,28o is the number
of feet per mile). So it will be seen that in

building-up contours on relief maps.

order to obtain any marked relief, which can
be seen and appreciated, we are bound to
adopt an enormously larger vertical scale than
that of the horizontal.

The Small Area Map
With small areas of country, modelled to

a fairly large scale, the case is entirely different.
Suppose it is required to make a relief map
of Loch Lomond, the largest of the Scottish
freshwater lochs, from Balloch at the southern
end to Ardlui at the north, or of the Avon
Gorge, from Bristol to Avonmouth. The
distances are so short, about 25 miles in the
first case and 6 miles in the second, that there
would be no need for a larger scale for the
elevations and a uniform scale could be used
throughout. Usually with large scales the
purpose of the maps is different from that of

'An artist's
impression
of a large-
scale relief

map.
small scales, and what is wanted is something
more in the nature of a scale model. Indeed,
it could readily be converted into a model
by adding fields and trees and perhaps
buildings. But whether it is a large scale,
small area map, or a model, the construction
of the relief contours can be the same. It
will be seen that, with small areas to a large
scale, there is little difference between the
map and the scale model ; the only difference
being in accessories and finish.

Between these two there is the large type
of map, made to scales of perhaps 6in. to the
mile ; in these the vertical scale may be
twice or three times the horizontal and would,
or could, be constructed differently from
either of the foregoing, according to the nature
of the contours. This construction will be
dealt with in due course.

Large Map Construction
Taking the first class of map, dealing with

the construction of " Scotland " as a whole,
it is assumed that it is to measure win. by
i6in. with eight stages of 1/16in. each, as
at A in Fig. 1. But suppose we want it to be
twice this size with the same exaggerated
elevation ; we can either double the thickness
of the stages to Bin. as at B and still use eight,
or we can double the number of thicknesses
to 56, as drawn at C, and still adopt the height
of / i6in. at each stage. The reader who
contemplates making a map must decide these
things for himself; the principle is, however,
made clear in Fig. I.

With small relief maps, especially when
layers of cardboard are used, it is best to let
the edges of each sheet of cardboard show,
sharp and square cut, and to paint each step
or stage in the elevations a slightly different
colour or depth of tone, just as is done in the
Bartholomew maps, using three or four
shades of green for the first three or four
stages then changing to greenish -brown, or
greenish -grey, increasing the depth of tone
as the elevations get higher, the 4,000ft. level
being the deepest brown or the darkest grey
of all. Above the 4,000ft. level the four peaks,
Ben Nevis (4,4o6ft.), The Cairn Gorm
(4,094ft.), Ben Macdhui (4,296ft.) and Cairn
Toul (4,245ft.), can be painted white to show
that these are often snow-capped.

It is understood that the flat surface of the
base of the map represents the sea level and
must be painted a pale blue; it must also be
understood that if the first cardboard layer
represents a rise of 5ooft. it will not do to
let the ground around the coast rise abruptly
from the sea to this level since in many places
the lowest lying land will be only a few feet
above the sea.

Therefore where there are such low levels
of meadow land or stretches of sand dunes it
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would be advisable to glue down a thick
cartridge paper under the first sheet of card-
board and let this paper give, and be cut to,
the true coastline, see Fig. 1. In modelling
Scotland the reader is reminded that most,
if not all, of the freshwater lochs are above the
sea level and there is a definite drop in their
outfall to the sea.

In making large relief maps, especially to
large scales, sheets of plywood are used for the
laminations and these need not be laid solid ;
the fourth layer, sheet or ply can be cut out of
the first, the fifth out of the second and the
sixth out of the third, and so on, as shown at
B (Fig. t), but this depends largely on the
angle of the slope. If the angle of slope were
very steep it could not be done because there
would not be a sufficiently wide overlap of
each ply to make good joints, but some cutting
can certainly be done and the pieces removed
can be used in other places on the map.

Some relief maps, made by the laminated
method, especially large ones and to a large
scale, should have the angles formed between
the laminations filled in with plastic wood,
plaster, glue plaster and whiting or some other
filler. There is a material called Church's
" Alabastine " filler which is used by builders
and decorators and which is excellent for relief
map work. It can be purchased in packets
from hardware shops and wallpaper and
decorators' stores. The powder is mixed into
a paste with a little water and can be applied
with a table knife or an artist's palette knife.
The relief map must be prepared to receive it,
or any other plaster, by having a thin coat of
glue applied to all the steps of the contours.
When completed, a cross section of a map, or
a portion of it, would present the appearance
shown in Fig. 2, where the filling is drawn in
solid black.

Making a Scale Drawing
The first step will be to make a drawing to

scale of the whole coastline, but it must first
be decided what size the model is to be and
from that the horizontal scale settled. A good
plan will be to make the size a multiple or a
fraction of that of the contour map from which
it is proposed to copy. Suppose this map
measures loin. by 8in. and the scale of it is
3o miles to tin., we avant to make our relief
map twice this size, i.e., four times the area or
zoin. by i6in., then the scale will be 15 miles
to tin.

Rule up the copy map, or an accurate
tracing from it, into fin. squares by vertical
and horizontal lines. Next, pin down on a
drawing board a piece of drawing paper
measuring, with a margin, zoin. by i6in. and
rule this up into tin. squares. On both the
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map and the paper letter the horizontal squares,
putting the letters at both top and bottom. At
the sides number the squares, either from top
to bottom or from bottom to top ; it does not
matter which so long as the map and the
drawing are done the same. Now, commencing
at some point on the coastline, note the letter
and number of the square in which it comes,
find on the drawing by means of the letter and
number the corresponding square and com-
mence to draw the outline of the coast, follow-
ing through from square to square, checking
up the letters and numbers frequently to see
that you are drawing in the correct square.

Having drawn the whole of the coastline,
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board, cut this to outline and glue it down
and so on until you have all the elevationS
drawn, transferred, cut out and glued in their
proper positions. It may sound, from the
description, a long business, but it is an
extremely interesting and by no means a
tedious one. Moreover, it is the only accurate
way.

It may be mentioned, in connection with
accuracy, that the smaller one draws the
squares in ruling up the copy map and the
enlarged drawing, the more exact will be the
result. Thus, instead of ' in. and jin. squares,
3/16in. and On. could be used, or even bin.
and lin. The finer ruling leaves less chances
of error in drawing the lines of the contours
through the squares. Of course, the tracing
and particularly the cutting of the cardboard,
as well as glueing down to correct position,
must be accurate also. If cardboard is used for
the relief work it should be cut with a keen -
edged and pointed knife, cutting on a sheet of
glass, preferably plate glass ; whilst if the
elevations are of plywood a fretsaw will have
to be used.
Method for Intermediate Maps

We now come to the intermediate size and
scale map in which we want to make the
vertical scale only two or three times that of
the horizontal. A scale of 6in. to one mile was
mentioned as a possible scale for such a map,
and for this the greatest elevation may be many
inches in height. To build up such elevations
by the laminated method-although it is the
most accurate-would entail the use of a
great deal of plywood and would make the
weight of the model very great. Therefore we
can adopt a different method of construction.
Instead of considering the contours in plan
we treat them vertically in elevation by a series
of vertical profiles. Each of these will represent
a cross-section through the hills and valleys
and this at regular intervals apart. The
profiles can be cut from, say, 3 -millimetre
plywood and be spaced at zin., Sin. or 4in.
apart, according to the scale. They will be
erected, square with the baseboard, by means
of small strips of wood about .jin. square in

/8 /7 /6 /5

Base board

Fig. 4.-Construction by plywood profile formers with fabric and plaster covering.

make a zoin. by i6in. tracing of it and use this
tracing to transfer the outline, by means of
carbon paper, to the baseboard and to the
before -mentioned cartridge paper which is to
form the foundation for relief ; cut it (the
cartridge) to the drawn line and glue down
accurately to the outline transferred to the
baseboard.

Now go back to the copy map and the
drawing and draw, square by square, the
outline of the first stage of the elevation.
Trace this on the same tracing, transfer it by
carbon paper to the glued -down cartridge
paper and also to the first sheet of cardboard
or plywood, whichever is to be used for the
relief. Cut this to the transferred outline and
glue it down. Again, go back to the map and
drawing ; draw the second stage of the
elevation, trace it, transfer its outline to the
first elevation and to another sheet of card -

cross -section. The profiles will naturally be
all different and each one will have to be drawn
by the aid of the contour map. In Fig. 4
(at A) is drawn the same island as appears in
Fig. 3, but here in Fig. 4 the thick lines drawn
across indicate the positions the profiles may
occupy. At B is drawn the profiles in per-
spective, showing the wooden strips by which
they are fastened down. At C is a longitudinal
section of the island. When the profiles are
all fixed, the edges of them must be given a
coat of glue.

Fitting a Covering
We now have to fit a covering over the

profiles, and this can be of strong cotton or
linen material soaked in glue, stretched taut
and pinned down all around the coastline. The
fabric had better be cut on the cross so as to ' v. -
allow it to stretch. When thoroughly dry there
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will be angles over the profiles with straight
lines in the fabric in between the profiles :
these straight lines must be built up with
Alabastine and the contoured surface nicely
rounded off so that no angles show at or
between the formers. The painting of the
levels in differing shades of colour will not be
easy, but it can be done by making a tool some-
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thing like an engineer's scribing block, but of
wood. It will consist of a flat-bottomed wooden
block holding a blacklead pencil by means of a
vertically swivelling fitting which will allow the
point of the pencil to be adjustable for height.
Then by setting the pencil by a scale for the
first elevation, say, 2ooft., or whatever it may
be and letting the block rest and slide upon
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the sea, draw a line around on the white
surface of the Alabastine. Then move the
pencil up for the next elevation ; again draw
a line, and so on in succession, until all the
elevations are indicated by lines horizontal
and parallel with the sea. Then it will be a
comparatively simple matter to paint in
between the lines with the different colours.

A Potato Harvester
A Device for the Complete Mechanical

Harvesting of Potatoes
FINDING labour for lifting potatoes has

always been a problem on the farm,
and in these days when labour is at

a premium the Packman Potato Harvester
would appear to be the answer for the large
grower. Fourteen years of research has gone
into the problem of producing an efficient
potato harvester, and one of the things that
emerged from this research was that precision
planting had a great bearing on the subject.
The Packman precision planter was evolved.
This ensures that potatoes are placed on the
ground, not dropped, and that the potato
once placed does not roll out of position.
The potatoes are laid down gently in straight
rows at the precise
spacing required, with
equal distances
between rows, ensuring
that the tubers draw
an equal amount of 0

sustenance from the
fertilised soil.

Harvester Requirements
The planter was evolved more easily

than the mechanical harvester. The harvester
must lift up to zo tons per acre of potatoes
from ridges at an economical speed and
deliver to trailer and bags undamaged. The
conditions under which this must be done
vary considerably, e.g. different types of
soil, stones, clods, haulm, weeds, wet and dry,
and level ,and sloping land. Potatoes vary
considerably in size and skin texture.

The potato harvester running at 2 m.p.h.
has to eliminate 4 tons of soil per minute.
On a heavy crop, approximately 1,800
potatoes pass through the machine every
minute and these may be mixed with stones,
clods and rubbish which must be separated
before potatoes reach the trailer.

The Packman Potato Harvester embodies
a novel system of soil riddling and stone
separation which is unique in that potato
damage is eliminated and labour reduced to
a minimum, so that the grower can achieve
the very desirable objective of lifting his
crop with his own permanent farm staff
instead of seeking squads of hired pickers.

The performance of the Packman Har-
vester at the end of last year's harvest showed
that the intensive research work by Packman
Machinery Ltd. has resulted in the provision

5

/0H.1?
Ford

engine

Share

Fig. 2.-The operating sequence.

Fig. i.-The Packman Potato Harvester.

of two of the most needed potato machines.
The cost of lifting and planting by these
machines is considerably less than is possible
by hand methods and the work is done in a
much cleaner and more uniform manner.

Both machines are of light tubular con-
struction. The harvester is driven by a Ford to
engine and special precautions are taken
to keep bearings free from dirt and grit. No
fewer than 5o ball races are incorporated in
the mechanism to ensure free running and
long life. The frame is of tubular steel con-
struction.

Sequence of Operation
This is shown in Fig. 2 and is as follows :

t. Large elevating riddle. Speed controlling
lifting of potatoes with cushion of soil to
No. 2 riddle. 2. No. 2 riddle disposes of
remaining soil. 3. Rubber brush gently
deflecting flow of potatoes, clods or stones
into rubber formed buckets of patent elevator.
4. Picking position and receptacle for rubbish.
5. Rubber separation carpet. Potatoes
bounce from carpet on to rubber receiver at
bottom of final elevator. Stones and clods
go over end of carpet on to worked land.
6. Carpet picking positions. 7. Final elevator
to trailer with rubber receiver at bottom.
It. Elevator picking positions. 9. Share.
to. Floating haulm stripper.

The harvester can lift up to 4 acres per
day and requires permanent farm staff only.
All the potatoes are lifted, clean and undamaged
and delivered into carts or bags. No after
harrowing is required.

Both the planter and harvester are being
manufactured by Thos. Storey (Engineers)
Ltd., Vernon Works, Stockport, England.
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DIESELS
THE FINEST

ENGINES FOR
YOUR MODELS
Designed and manufactured by
a team of skilled aircraft
engineers, each engine is
individually checked for
accuracy and reliability up to
a standard that ensures the
greatest possible speed and
performance for your models.
Other Models Not Illustrated :

E.D. .46 BABY L2.13.6
E.D. 3.46 HUNTER L3.18.5
(Water cooled model E5A.6)
All prices include

Purchase Tax.
Order through your

Model Shop.

Ask for a copy of
our 1954 illustrated
folder which gives
particulars of all
E.D. Engines, Kit
Set. Radio Control
Units, Spare Parts.
etc.

E.D. 3.46 c.c. HUNTER L3.18.5
(Water cooled (5.4.6)

E.D. I c.c. BEE
L2.15.0 (Water cooled (3.16.0)

E.D. 2.46 cc. RACER
E3.18.5 -
(Water cooled (5.4.61

E.D. 2 cc. COMPETITION
SPECIAL L3.I.9
(Water cooled (4.5.6)

E.D. 5 c.c. MILES
SPECIAL (8.6.3

EinE:...ELECTRRNv1F1p!VmE,LpIPMEINT,,S,
,S,1!1!1!EY) LTD

(Water cooled) L9.19.6

4411-2 18,VILLIERS ROAD, KINGSTON -ON -THAMES, SURREY. ENGLAND.
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Build a railway
in your garden \

rrrr
4.F71.4" 1

GAUGE0

Write today for Gauge '0'
Catalogue quoting Ref.
G.0.12. Comprehensive,
detailed, containing over
40 pages of New Loco- ,

motive models, accessories,
etc. Price I/6.

What could bring more lasting
pleasure and interest to you and your friends
than a Model Railway in your Garden-the
Ferfect natural setting for a permanent layout.
A Bassett-Lowke Gauge ' 0 ' Model Railway
is sturdily built for operating outdoors.
Starting with a modest layout you can add to
it all these exciting features-Signals, Tunnels,
Cross-overs, Stations and Goods Yards, which
will make your garden railway a proud posses-
sion and an exciting ' All the Year round '
hobby.

Write now for free leaflet 954/12 which illus-
trates and describes the best method of making
an outdoor model railway, your most enjoyable
all the year round hobby.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
Head Office & Works NORTHAMPTON

LONDON :
28, Corporation Street alliASSIT1 LOorNEggim112, High Holborn, W.C.I.
MANCHESTER OoEn Er

PROFITABLE
PLEASURE'

HANDYMEN

HOBBYISTS

HOUSEWIVES
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PRICE

5.19.6

1/4" Portable drill-
POWER UNIT
that drives all Cub
equipment

-as a bench drill

-as a lathe

-as a circular saw

-as sander and
polisher

The only electrically powered " do - it -
yourself" equipment with all these advan-
tages at " suit - the - pocket " prices.

Hand and Bench Drilling
Polishing, Sanding and Wirebrushing
Wood Turning and Sawing
Grinding and Buffing
Fretworking in wood and metal

To build up this versatile equipment you
begin with the powerful Wolf Cub Drill
(fully T.V. suppressed). A bench clamp
adapts it for stationary use and, by adding a
pillar and base, you have a sturdy vertical
drill press. Place it horizontally-add a few
more low priced accessories and you possess
an efficient bench saw, wood turning lathe
or high speed fretsaw - it's as simple as
that. Additional accessories enable you
to do grinding, wirebrushing, sanding,
polishing and buffing.

Obtainable from tool merchants everywhere

Remember, only Wolf Cub offers the unique l00%
Interchangeability of Parts. Insist on Wolf Cub
equipment and you will then be able to add to an
ever growing range of useful attachments which
only Wolf can provide.

Stand No 45/6 National Handicrafts and
Hobbies Exhibition Sept. 2-11

Stand No 17B International Handicrafts
Exhibition Sept. 9-23

Send for fully illustrated Brochure
"Profitable Pleasure" FREE

WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LIMITED
Pioneer Works, Hanger Lane, London, W.5 Telephone Perivale 5631-4

Branches at : Birmingham Manchester Leeds Bristol Newcastle Glasgow
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"KINWES
DRAW!
MATERIA

Go

We are the largest manufacturers of high-grade Drawing Instruments
and Slide Rules in the British Empire, and our Kinwest Drawing
Materials have gained a reputation throughout the world for superb
quality and accuracy. Insist on using only Thornton's for complete
satisfaction.

Our illustrated Catalogue, which includes particulars of Drawing
Boards, Tee and Set Squares, Scales, Drawing Instruments, Curves,
Protractors, etc., is sent Post Free on request.

A. G THO R1\1 TO N LTD
tpla, .,714PULinet2t Sperifilt4t3

W Y T 4-1- £ N./.44AW E, MA N C f-tf/TE Ft

Tel: WYThenshawe 2277 (4 lines)

NEW ! LEARN
THE PRACTICAL WAY
With many courseswe supply
actual equipment thus com-
bining theory and practice
in the correct educational
sequence. This equipment,
specially prepared and de-
signed remains your property.
Courses include: Radio, Tele-
vision. Mechanics, Electricity,
Draughtsmanship, Carpentry,
Photography, Commercial

LI Arc, etc.
m=i1

SUITABLE AS UNIVERSAL
ELECTRIC MOTORS

For 200-250 v. A.C. or D.C. mains. By simple
external wiring, full data supplied. New
method gives better than 1/6th h.p. with
MG.29 or approx. I h.p. with MG.30.
MOTOR GENERATOR TYPE 29
as Generator. Input 24 v. 16 a. Output
1.200 v. 200 mA. Dim.: llin. x 511n. x 51in.
Ask for
PM/Rose

17/6 each. Carriage
Paid.

MOTOR GENERATOR TYPE 30
Ref. 10K'21. Input 9.3 v. 23 a. Output 7.2
volts 13 amps. 255 v. Ili) mA. Size : 12in. x

i_51in. x Sin.
Ask for each. Carriage

14PM488
15

Paid.
MAN. -OPERATED WOBBLE

PUMP, R98, BC -1444
Reciprocating action provides a suction
and exhaust action to each stroke. Designed
to pump hydraulic oil to a maximum reser-
voir pressure of 750 lbs. per square inch.
This pump is capable of drawing water from
approximately 5 feet below its own level,
and exhausting same to a height of 4 feet
above its own level. at a rate of 60 strokes
per quart. Inlet and outlet threaded nozzles
fitted at one end of the unit. Suspension
arms and rams fitted at the other end.
4 -hole fixing. Length of Pumping Handle
271in. Length of pump overall Bin. Height
of pump overall 41n. x 311n. wide.
Ask for
PM ' H563

12/6 each.
Paid.

ENGINE - DRIVEN GENERATOR,
TYPE A SC/S62

Compound Wound. In original wood boxes.
Output 12 volts. 500 watts. Clockwise rota-
tion. 4 -hole fixing. Size overall : 10in. L. x
5in. dia. Spindle fin. L. x Tin. dia. /Speed
3,500-5.000 r.p.m. Wgt. 2411bs. nett.

PM/H497
Ask for 19/6 each. Carri

Paid.age

ENGINE - DRIVEN GENERATOR,
AM Ref. SU/981

Shunt wound. Otherwise as H497.
Ask a gefor
PM H983

19/6 each. Carriage
Paid.
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EX-U.S.N. TEST OSCILLATOR
TS-24/ARR2

Low/High frequency. battery powered for
TBX alignment, H.F. signal 245 Mc/S. L.F.
signal tunable 540 to 830 He's with valves
2-955 acorn triodes and clockwork time
switch with calibrated dial 0,30 minutes.
Unit Dim.: 91in. x 7lin. x 7in. Finish Black.
Ask for
PM/H364 27/6 each. Carriage

3/6 extra.
FUEL PUMP (STANDARD), TYPE

36R/82450. Part No. FB6688I
A Rotary Unit with two pump chambers
each having 4 blades, complete (less motor)
with inlet and outlet valves, gear wheel.
drive with On. spindle. Diecast aluminium
body, 6 -hole mtg. at gear end. Overall
Dim. : 61in. x 411n. x 41in. Wgt. 411bs.
Ask for 16/6 each. Post
PM H922 Paid
ROTARY PUMP, 24 v. D.C. 2.5 amps.

Ref. 5U/2492
On. bore inlet. On. bore outlet. 41in. flange
for connecting to tank. Ideal for pumping
oil, petrol, water, etc. Diecast construction
with brass rotor blades. Dim.: 41in. x 7In.
x 74in. Wgt. 5lbs.
Ask for 35/. each.

Paid.PM/11941

DIRECT CURRENT GENERATOR
TYPE 3D3G. Ref. 42U/506
Output 14/32 v. 9 amps. 2,500 r.p.m. Yin. dia.
splined spindle, lin. projection. Size : llirt.
x 7in. x bin. Wgt. 311bs. Can be used as a
battery charger or low -voltage lighting
generator, when driven by a motor or petrol
engine.
Ask for .02 19s.6d. each. Carriage
PM/1193,_ Paid.
ENGINE - DRIVEN GENERATOR,

TYPE KX. Ref. 513,190
In Manufacturers' Carton.

24 volts. 1.500 watts (rotation clockwise).
splined spindle : Diameter fin., projects
fin.. overall size 14in. x 81in. Wgt. 271bs.
4 -hole fixing. Speed, 3,500-5.000 r.p.m.
Ask for 15s.od. each. Carriage
PM/H880 Paid.

Order direct from : _-

CLYDESDALE SCO.PIZTLDY.
2, BRIDGE STREET
GLASGOW - C.5

Phone : South 2706'9

POST THE COUPON TODAY FOR OUR
BROCHURE ON THE LATEST METHODS
OF HOME TRAINING FOR OVER

150 CAREERS & HOBBIES
PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL TUITION IN YOUR OWN HOME

Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical

Engineering
Automobile

Engineering
Banking

Book-keeping
Building

Business Management
Carpentry
Chemistry
Civil Service
Civil Engineering
Commercial Subjects

Also courses for University
A.C.C.A A.C.I.S., A.M.Brit.I.R

Commercial Art &
Drawing

Customs & Excise Officer
Draughtsmanship

Economics
Electrical Engineering
Electronics
Fashion Drawing
Heating & Ventilating Eng.
Industrial Administration
Journalism
Languages

Marine Engineering
Mathematics

M.C.A. Licences
Mechanical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Photography
P.M.G. Licences
Police
Production Engineering
Public Speaking
Radar

Radio & Television
Servicing

Radio Engineering

Refrigeration
Retail Shop Management
Salesmanship

Sanitation
Secretaryship
Sheet Metal Work
Shorthand & Typing
Sound Recording
Structural Eng.
Tel ecommunications
Television
Time & Motion Stud]
Tracing
Welding
Writing
Works Management
Workshop Practice

and many others.

Degrees, General Certificate of Education. B.Sc.Eng., A.M.I.Mech.E., L.1.0.8.,
.E., A.M.I.I.A., City & Guilds Examinations, R.S.A. Certificates, etc.

THE ADVANTAGES OF E.M.I. TRAINING
* The teaching methods are planned to meet modern
industrial requirements. * We offer training in all

subjects which provide lucrative jobs or interesting
hobbies. * A tutor is personally allotted by name to
ensure private and individual tuition. * Free advice

COURSES FROM El PER MONTH

The only Postal College which is part
of a world-wide Industrial Organisation

covering all aspects of training is given to students
before and after enrolment with us.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY
Please send without obligation your FREE book.

E. M. I. INSTITUTES (Dept. 144k)
43 Grove Park Road, London,VV.4 Phone: Chiswick 4417/8

NAME

ADDRESS

SUBJECT(S) OF INTEREST
31,7

1111 NM= mli 
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A model of the British experimental power station, which is being
constructed at Calder Hall in Cumberland. This scale model was
prepared by scientists of the Ministry of Supply's Atomic Energy
Production Division. The turbine house is seen in the centre with its
attached administrative control and workshop block and on each

side are the two reactors.

RECENT developments in this country
have indicated that we intend to go
ahead rapidly with a programme of

atomic power production which should put us
in the forefront in this field, in much the same
way as two hundred years ago when we
led the world in the industrial revolution. In
addition to setting up the experimental
atomic power station at Calder Hall, Cumber-
land, the Atomic Energy Authority intend to
establish a new atomic power generator of the
fast reactor type at Dounreay in Caithness.
It is also proposed to disclose considerable
information relating to the release of atomic
energy which will allow universities and
industry to become familiar with the experi-
mental techniques and also to establish a
School for Reactor Technologists, where
men from industry can learn the basic
principles of atomic reactor design.

More than any other country we need to
make full use of atomic power, for our fuel
reserves are fast running out. Furthermore,
if the planned increase in Britain's electric
power needs between now and 1965 are to
be realised, the consumption of coal will have
to rise from its present level of 35 million
tons to 6o million tons per annum, and it is
impossible for such an increase in 'coal
production to be achieved in this interval of
time.

The impending shortage of fuel reserves is
not, however, confined to Britain. It has been
calculated that at the existing rate of fuel
consumption the world supplies of coal and
oil will only last for about 400 years. If the
demand for fuel increases as expected, by the
year 2000 these will be used up at such an
alarming rate that they will hardly last for
another 8o years. On the other hand, if all the
economically accessible uranium and thorium
could be converted into energy by nuclear
fission, they would meet the world fuel needs
for at least 1,70o years, even at the rate of
consumption expected by the year 2000 !

Nuclear Fission
The release of atomic energy as we know it

to -day is based on the fact that when the
nuclei of certain atoms are bombarded with
minute particles of matter they are split into
two smaller atoms and, in the process, a small
amount of matter is annihilated and appears
as energy, see Fig. r. Of course, in every
process of power generation some of the
energy which is associated with the atoms of
the fuel is liberated, but in atomic fission
the amount of energy liberated is very much
greater-so much so, that as much energy can
be obtained from one pound of atomic fuel
as from 2.5 million tons of high-grade coal.

It was found that when uranium was

Nuclear Reactors
for

Power Production
How Atomic Energy Can be Used for Peaceful

Industrial Power By " PHYSICIST"

bombarded with elec-
trically neutral particles
called neutrons, certain
atoms underwent
this fission process,
giving out considerable
energy and at the same
time yielding two or

more neutrons which could, under favourable
conditions, collide with neighbouring atoms
and cause them to split. Clearly, here was a
self -sustained process which, when once
initiated, would maintain itself. Its
potentialities as a military weapon were
quickly realised and studies to determine the
ultimate speed with which fission could occur

Uranium 235
nucleus

Neutron

uranium 235, because it also undergoes fission
with the evolution of energy and, therefore,
is used in atomic weapons, see Fig. 2.

Another fissionable, man-made material
has also been discovered and is made by bom-
barding thorium 232 with slow -moving neu-
trons. This gives thorium 233, an unstable
isotope which emits an electron from its
nucleus to become protoactinium 233 and this,
in turn, becomes uranium 233 after emitting
another electron (Fig. 3). Uranium 233 is
also fissile and has certain advantages over
plutonium 239, for there are substantial

Nucleus
1.,t size of original
Uranium nucleus

 Neutron

This portion of
Uranium atom is
changed into energy

Neutron

Nucleus
Fig. 1. Mechanism of nuclear fission by %,2 size of original

neutron bombardment. Uranium nucleus
(i) Neutron approaching uranium 235 nucleus.
(ii) After impact with neutron, uranium 235 nucleus splits into; (a) two nuclei of approxi-
mately half size of uranium nucleus; (b) two or more neutrons ; (c) portion of matter from
the nucleus (considerably less than shown in this figure) is annihilated and converted into

energy.

led to its use in the atom bomb towards the
end of World War II.

Three materials have been found in which
these chain fission reactions can be induced,
viz., uranium 233, uranium 235 and pluto-
nium 239. (The numbers after the name of
the material refer to its atomic weight.) The
first two are different forms of the same
element and are called isotopes, but the third
is an isotope of a different element, plutonium,
which is man-made.

Nuclear fission was first discovered in
naturally occurring uranium and was found to
be due to the isotope of atomic weight 235
which is present only to the extent of 0.7 per
cent. For military purposes, where it is
essential to have the maximum amount of
energy liberated in the least possible time and
where the size and weight of the weapon
are important factors, it was necessary to
isolate the uranium 235 from the natural
material, but for power production this is
not essential and a slower evolution of energy .
can be tolerated.

It was subsequently discovered that another
isotope of uranium, viz., uranium 238,
which does not undergo fission directly can
capture neutrons, thus becoming uranium
239. This isotope is very unstable and emits
an electron from its nucleus to become an
isotope of a new element-neptunium 239.
Within a short time another electron is
emitted from the nucleus of this element and
another new element, plutonium 239, is
formed. This material is as valuable as

supplies of thorium in the world and uranium
233 is much less dangerous to health than
plutonium 239. It is also easier to separate
from its parent isotope than plutonium 239.

Both plutonium 239 and uranium 233 are
made in what are known as " breeder "
piles. Basically, these are designed to " burn "
a primary nuclear fuel, such as uranium 235,
and produce an equivalent amount of another
atomic fuel in addition to giving out energy.
An idealised " breeder " pile is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 4. Such a pile or
reactor would consist of a central region

(i) Thorium 232 neutron-* thorium
233.
(2) Thorium 233-* protoactinium 233

electron.
(3) Protoactinium 233-* uranium 233
1- electron.
(4) Uranium 233 neutron-->- 2 nuclei
of half the atomic weight of uranium
233 -F two or more neutrons -- energy.

Fig. 3.-Schematic representation of the
derivation of uranium 233 from thorium 232,

and the fission of this material.

containing pure primary fuel surrounded by a
shell of the material to be converted into the
secondary fuel. The whole would he enveloped
in a radiation shield to protect the operators
from exposure to the atomic radiations.
Ideally, in this type of reactor the fission
reactions would be confined to the core, but the
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neutrons liberated therein would penetrate
the surrounding material and produce trans-
mutation of the material. The energy liber-
ated during the fission processes occurring
in the core, which appears mainly as heat,
would be .removed by a coolant circulating
around the core. Unfortunately, such an
idealised system is not likely to, be realised in
practice, for the fission reactions cannot
Wholly be confined to the core.

Types of Nuclear Reactors
Attention is, at present, focused on the use

of atomic energy in electric, power production
and this is likely to prove its first major peace-
ful application. Because the energy is trans-
formed in bulk, before transmission to the
individual users, it offers certain advantages
in so far as expensive and complicated equip-
ment need not be duplicated and suitable
safety precautions can be taken to guard
against the harmful effects of the fission
materials. Fundamentally, the generating
equipment of the atomic power stations will
be conventional: the nuclear reactor merely
replacing the boiler of the normal power
station.

The generating and transmission costs of
the atomic power station will be much the
same as for a normal power station and what
economies there might be will be in the cost
of the fuel. Consequently, it is unlikely that
electricity from atomic energy will be any
cheaper than that derived from coal.

Unlike atomic weapons, in nuclear reactors
the liberation of energy must be strictly

Fig. 4.-Idealised construction of a " breeder "
reactor.

(a) Core of primary fuel.
(b) Coolant and/or moderator which envelopes
the reactor core.
(c) Shell of material for transmutation into
secondary fuel by neutrons from primary fuel.
(d) Radiation shield.
controlled. It is little use setting up extremely
efficient reactors which are likely to explode
without warning ! On the other hands
nuclear fuel is so expensive that it must be
burned economically and the temperature of
the reactor must be so maintained that the
energy is efficiently converted into electricity.

(i) Uranium 238+neutron--->vranium
239.
(2) Uranium 239-> neptunium 239
+ electron.
(3) Neptunium 239-> plutonium
+ electron.
(4) Plutonium 239 neutron--)- 2 nu-
clei of half atomic weight of pluto-
nium 239 two or more neutrons
+ energy.

239

Fig. 2.-Schematic representation of the
derivation of plutonium 239 from uranium 238
and the fission of this material.
[Note that the neutron has an atomic weigirti of

and no electric charge, but that the electron is
virtually weightless but has unit negative charge.]

Three types of reactors are possible,
each of which is suitable for particular applica-
tions, and in every case economy of operation
can be ensured if they are constructed as
" breeder " reactors. The three types are :

(a) slow reactors, in which the neutrons are
slowed down by moderators such as water,
graphite and beryllium before colliding with
the nuclei ; (b) intermediate reactors in which
the fission neutrons are slowed down Some-
what, but not nearly so much as in (a) ;
(c) fast reactors where the fission neutrons are
not slowed down at all, see Fig. 5.

Slow Reactors
Both the low -powered Gleep and the high-

powered Bepo piles at Harwell and the
Windscales piles are of the slow reactor type.
They use natural uranium as fuel and are
moderated by graphite.

Gleep is capable of running at too kW.
power output, but is essentially a low -
temperature reactor with air cooling and is
unsuitable for electricity production. The
nuclear fuel consists of 12 tons of natural
uraniurrf metal and 2t tons of uranium dioxide,
and the& are 505 tons of graphite used as a
moderator. The reaction is controlled by
cadmium rods, which can be inserted into
the pile and absorb the fission neutrons, thus
reducing the rate at which fission occurs.

Bepo is of a similar construction and was
intended to operate at a power of 6,000 kW.
It contains a total of 4o tons of uranium, is
air cooled, and its maximum operating
temperature is 200 deg. C. The reactor proper
is in the form of a 26ft. cube, but this is
surrounded by a massive radiation shield of
concrete and steel. Boron carbide rods -are
used to control the reaction.

Both these piles were meant for experi-
mental purposes and never intended as
sources of electric power, although some ofIhe
heat is now extracted and used to supply hot
water for space -heating some of the laboratory
buildings.

Some reduction in the size of the reactor
can be achieved by using uranium enriched
in uranium 235 or by using uranium 233 or
plutonium 239. Such units would, however,
be very wasteful of fuel since they would not
be breeder reactors and their use will, no
doubt, be confined to special applications,
such as ship, submarine or aircraft propulsion,
where their small size would be a decided
advantage.

Presumably the Calder Hall reactor is of
the natural uranium type, but it is specially,
designed to develop power for electricity
production and at the same time breed
plutonium 239.

Intermediate Reactors
There has been no indication that- any

reactors of this type are to be built in this
country, though one is under construction in
America. This is known as the Submarine
Intermediate Reactor and, as its name implies,
it is intended as a power unit for a submarine.
The advantages of this type of reactor over
the slow neutron types are that it will be
smaller in size and be capable of running for
longer periods of time without refuelling. It
is proposed to use uranium enriched in
uranium 235 as a fuel and to extract the heat
with molten sodium metal as a coolant. The
heat thus extracted will be used to liberate
steam which will drive a turbine and turbo-
generator. Beryllium is to be used as a
moderator for the fission neutrons.

Fast Reactors
This type of reactor is usually of the

" breeder " type and the proposed new power
generator at Dounreay in Caithness will be
the first to be developed in Britain. The
primary fuel will be plutonium 239 or uranium
235, and this will be confined in a small
central core round which a liquid metal
coolant will be circulated. This primary
fuel zone will be surrounded by a shell of the
material to be transmuted, viz., natural
uranium or thorium 232 and into which high -
velocity fission neutrons will be projected
from the core.

Type of
reactor

Material
used for
" fuel

Moderator Uses

Slow Any
fissionable
material,
not neces-
sarily pure.

Always
used.

Experi-
mental
purposes
and
"breeder"
work. ,

Intermediate Usually Only suffi- Small size
" fuel ' dent to power

enriched in partially plants, i.e.,
fissionable slow down for ships
material. the and sub -

neutrons. marines.

Fast Primary None Breeder "
" fuel " purposes
usually and power
pure production.
fissionable
material.

Fig. 5.-Table summarising the types, charac-
teristics and uses of nuclear reactors.

When the reactor is brought into operation
the material from the shell will be removed
from time to time so that the new fissionable
material can be extracted therefrom and
stored away.

Obviously, because of its compactness,
inaccessibility of the primary fuel and the
absence of moderators, this type of reactor
is more unstable than the other types, for if the
coolant should stop circulating the tempera-
ture would rise rapidly and the reaction might
get out of hand. Presumably this is why the
reactor is to be built on a remote site.

This slight hazard of reactor instability
is more than offset by the improved efficiency
of this type of reactor over the other two.

Some fast reactors use a liquid coolant
which is circulated throughout the primary
fuel, thus bringing about a better transfer of
heat.
Supply and Design Problems

The development of atomic energy reactors
has only been achieved after many technical
problems have been overcome. New materials
have had to be found which would withstand
continuous bombardment by all types of
nuclear radiations and particles. It will be
recalled that in some types of reactors,
particularly those which use natural uranium
as fuel, it is necessary to slow the fission
neutrons, and to do this effectively moderators
are used in which the neutrons are slowed
down without absorption. Very few materials
are suitable and those that are have to be
prepared in a high state of purity, for small
amounts of other materials can absorb a
high percentage of neutrons. Graphite,
heavy water and beryllium are three of the
most widely used moderators.

In most reactors the atomic fuel is
" canned," i.e., placed in sealed containers
which serve the double purpose of preventing
contamination of the fuel or contamination of
the cooling medium by the fission products
from the fuel and also act as a moderator
for the neutrons. Originally, aluminium in a
high state of purity was used for these con-
tainers, but this meant that the'. operating
temperature of the reactor could not be very
high-usually zoo deg. C. was considered the
maximum safe operating temperature. Clearly,
this was much too low to enable the reactor
to be used as an efficient " boiler " to power a
turbo -generator.

Much work has gone into the search for
suitable moderators and container materials
which would allow reactor -operating tempera-
tures in the 50o deg. -Soo deg. C. region to
be attained. Beryllium has been found
suitable here, but it is a dangerous material to
handle, being highly poisonous.

The most favoured metal for containers
to -day is zirconium, for this is very stable
towards bombardment by nuclear particles
and can withstand high operating tempera-
tures. But although zirconium is relatively
simple to obtain from its ores, it is very

(Continued on page 497)
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"TOOL POWER"
1" IT4w

DRILL
CASH PRICE

27.10.0
YOURS FOR 18/4
DEPOSIT. And 8 _
Monthly Payments of
the same amount

Accessories
will be available
August/Sept.

SEND FOR LEAFLETS

BRIDGES " NE -SHEAR "
HEDGE TRIMMER ATTACH-
MENT. For use with " Tool Power "
Drill. 14/5 deposit and 8 monthly
payments of 14/5. 25.17.6 Cash or
complete with drill 32/0 deposit and
8 monthly payments of 3219. (213.7.6
Cash).
THE BURGESS V IBRO TOOL
DELUXE KIT, cash price 24.17.6

or 11/11 deposit and 8
monthly payments

of the same
amount.

2031220 -

Send for
leaflets.

2201250
volts A.C.
only. Housed in
strongly construc-
ted box and is complete.

WOLF CUB
EQUIPMENT

THIS CAN BE YOURS FOR 25/I DEPOSIT
AND 8 MONTHLY KAYMENTS OF THE
SAME AMOUNT. 'MASH PRICE E10.5.0)

26/10 DEPOSIT

FRETWORK KIT 610.19.6 CASH OR
26/10 DEPOSIT, and 8 MONTHLY PAY-

MENTS OF THE SAME AMOUNT.

OTHER ITEMS AS FOLLOWS :-
WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD.

price
Cash Deposit

of
1" Electric Drill (built-in TV. suppressor) 25 19 6 or 14/8
Bench Clamp 19 6 2/5
Drill Stand ... L3 4 6 7/11
Sanding and Polishing Kit (including drill) L7 0 6 17/2
Lathe Kit (complete with drill and tools) LIO 17 0 26/7
No. I Drill Stand Base Set LI 18 66}

No. 2 Drill Stand Pillar .. 6
5/6

No. 3 Drilling, Grinding and Buffing Set El 5 0 Pt 3/I
No. 4 Lathe Set .. 17 66}

No. 5 Saw Set L2 19 91 9/5

No. 6 Sanding and Polishing Set LI 1 0 2/7
Wolf Cub Outfit (excluding fretsaw LI6 17 6 41/3
No. 8 Fretsaw Set .. L3 IS 0 9/2

BLACK & DECKER LTD.
I" Electric Drill ... 65 19 6 14/8
I" Electric Drill Kit LI 1 17 6 29/1
Craftsman Lathe . ES 5 0 12/12
Horizontal Stand . 17 6 2/2
j" Bench Drill Stand ... L3 7 6 8/3
No. 44 Sander . LI2 10 0 30/7
5" Sander Polisher Kit ... E9 17 6 24/2
r Portable Electric Drill L12 7 6 30/3

9/2
(and 8 mthly. payments
of the same amount)

FOR THIS
(Cash Price 75/-)

BURGESS

VIBRO-

SPRAYER

A complete unit.
No extras to buy-
just plug in and
spray. (220-250
A.C. only.)
Paint, varnish, lacquer,
light oils and insecti-
cides etc. Illustrated instruction manual
provided with each sprayer. Twice as
fast as a brush !

8 monthly
payments of

and 14/8
2/5

7/11
17/2
26/7

5/6

3/1

9/5

It

2/7
41/3
9/2

14/8
29/I

12/10
2/2
8/3

30/7
24/2
30/3

ra

24/1
Deposit
i s all

that is
required.

This can he yours for 24'I
deposit and 8 monthly
payments of the same
amount (Cash Price for
all components with 4
drills 29.17.0).

WRITE TO: DESK 18, LAFCO COMPOUNDS LTD., 3, CORBETTS PASSAGE, ROTHERHITHE NEW RD.,
TELEPHONE : BERMONDSEY 4343. ANY ITEM WILL BE SUPPLIED ON EASY TERMS. LET US KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

S.E.16.

Vett YoIRA

37

put that in your pipe
and prove it !

IT'S A G A LLA H E R TOBACCO

HIGH FIDELITY REPRODUCTION

WITH A MINIMUM OF WEAR
calls for the use of S. G. BROWN PRECISION SAPPHIRE NEEDLES

No. I. " Miniature " Jewel -tipped needle for Lightweight pick-ups.

No. 2. " Straight " Jewel -tipped needle for Crystal pick-ups.

No. 3. " Trailer " Jewel -tipped needle for Medium -weight pick-ups.

No. 4. " Knee Bend Trailer " Jewel -tipped needle for older type
Heavy -weight pick-ups.

No. 5. " Miniature Solid Sapphire " needle for Lightweight pick-ups.

PRICES

Nos. 1-4, 7/-, plus 2/4 P.T. Post 6d. No. 5, 9/3, plus 3/I P.T. Post 6d.

Nos. I and 5 now available with .001in. radius tips, for long playing records. Prices as above.

There's an S. G. BROWN PRECISION SAPPHiRE NEEDLE
for every type of PICK-UP

An instructive and interesting Brochure gladly sent on request. Write to Dept. P.M.

ittb.
SHAKESPEARE ST.,WATFORD,HERTS.

15.1Brown Telephone: Watford 7241.
14 N.
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TELEPHONE SETS
FOR PERFECT COMMUNICATION

BETWEEN 2 OR MORE POSITIONS.

EASY TO INSTAL.

1 Pair of Units £5 Post 2/6
Illustrated leaflet and wiring dia-

gram available on request.
EXPOSURE 111.1TERS.-Metrovick photo-
electric in leather case. dine Model. 24.17.13.
ENLARGER' TIMER.-A mechanically
operated unit giving from 1 to 16 seconds
exposure at each winding, dial calibrated in

seconds. Will work on any voltage from
6 to 250. A.C./D.C. Lamp automatically cuts
out at end of each exposure. Separate switch
fitted for focusing. Simple to use, will save
its cost in Bromide paper in a few weeks.
Improved model, still same price SW-.
Post 2/6.
ELECTRO MAGNETIC COUNTERS.
-Post Office type, counting up to 9,999,
operating from 2 to 6 volts D.C. Coll resist-
ance 3 ohms, overall size 41 x It x 1/ in.,
perfect condition. 12/8 each, post V-.
FIREMAN'S AXE.-One piece blade of
finest drop forged steel. Insulated handle
tested to 93.000 volts. Special curved blade
for breaking through flat surfaces, with
spike attachment. Brand new, 17'8. P. &
P. 2/6.
WEEDER COUNTERS TO 9,999. another
snake to 99.999. Only 7/6 each, post Gd.
ALKLUM LONGLIFE BATTERIES. -
12 -volt unit consisting of 10 cells in crate.
each cell is 1.2 volts 45 ampere hours. Price
complete, uncharged. DO, carriage 101,
BLOWER MOTORS.-Dual voltage, 12/24
volt. No. 10KB/115 recommended for car
cooling or heating. 25/-, post 2/,
TERRY ANGLEPOISE LAMPS.-Com-
plete with flex and S.B.C. holder, shade.
etc. Will stay put in any position, wall or
machine fixing. 351-, post 2/6.
VOLTMETERS. -0/3013 volt A.C. 50 cycles.
21In. flush moving coil, rectifier type. 30/-,
post 1/-.
HIGH-SPEED RELAYS. - Twin 1,700
ohm coils or twin 100 ohm coils. Siemens.
15/, post 6d.
GEARED MAINS MOTORS.-Universal
Series Type for 230 volt A.C.: D.C. 100 r.p.m.,
torque 7 lbs./Ins. Klaxon No. EK3UB1-W3,
complete with control box to enable speed
to be varied. 115/-, complete.
VOLTMETERS for A.C. Mains 50 cy.
reading 0 to 300 volt with clear 5in. dial only
60/- : worth double.
ROTARY CONVERTERS.-From 24 volt
D.C. to 230 volt A.C. 100 watts. 92/6 each :
also available with 12 volt input, 102/8
each, carriage 10,-.
CLOCK MOTOR.-Sangamo synchronous,
230 volt, 2 watt geared to 1 rev. per min.
15/, post 1/6.
AUTO CABLE for car wiring and all
electrical purposes. waterproof. Single,
4/- doz. yds.. 20'- 100 yds. Twin, 3 core or
single heavy, 5/- doz. yds., 37/8 100 yds.,
5 core. 61- doz. yds.. 457- 100 yds.
VACUUM PUMPS or Rotary Blowers.-
Ex R.A.F. Brand new. 7 cu. ft. per min.
10 lbs. per sq. inch at 1.200 r.p.m. Ideal for a
brazing torch, etc. Size Gin. x 4in. x 4in.,
2 x lin. shaft. 22/6 each, post 2/-.
BUZZERS. -3 to 8 volts. In mahogany
case. Superior quality. 5/6 each, post 9d.
VOLTMETERS. -0-300 Flush D.C. moving
Coil, 10/8 ; 0-20, 2in. Flush Moving Coil, 7/6 ;
0-40 2in. Flush M.C.. 10/8. post 1/-.
AMMETER. -211n. Flush 0/25 amps.
Moving Iron.. D.C. 7/8, post 1/-.
MOVING COIL METER with 1 MIA move-
ment. 211n. flush, rectifier type, scaled 0/100
volts A.C. Resistance 100k. ohms. A very
useful basic meter. 30/-, post free.
MASTER CONTACTOR.-A precision
made clock movement, contact making and
breaking twice per second, with regulator,
incorporating heating device working on
12 or 24 volt automatically controlled by
thermostat. Brand new in soundproof oak
case. Only 12/8. post 2/-.
PORTABLE ELECTRIC BLOWER.-
This unit is a powerful 220 watts electric
motor, operating on 220:230 volts. Enclosed
type with handle. 8ft. of metallic flexible
hose and nozzle is included, also 7 yds. C.T.S.
flex for connection to the mains. These
units are brand new and offered at about
half the usual price, they have many uses
where clean, dry air is required. 130/ -
complete.
INSPECTION LAMP.-Complete with
Battery Case. Fits on forehead. Leaves
both hands free. 7/6, post V-. Takes a
standard Ever Ready battery. No. 1215.
2/9. post 6d.
THERMOSTAT SWITCH.-Bimetal type
in sealed glass tube. 21in. x 1/in. 30 deg.
Cent. Ideal for Aquariums, Wax and Oil
Baths, Gluepots. etc. Will control 1 amp.
at 240 v.. 5/- each, post 6d.
THERMOSTAT.-Satchwell 12in. stem.,
0/250 v. A.C./D.C. 15 amps. A.C., .1 amp. D.C.
10 to 90 deg. Cent.. 35/-t post
SWITC'HES.-A row of 5 in a flush mount-
ing bakellte moulding 5/in. x llin. x 21n.
Ideal for model railways, etc., 5113. post 9d.
BALL RACES.-No. EE2, fin. x lin., 3/-,
30/- doz., post free.
THRUST RACES.-13/16in. x fin.. 1/6.
15/- doz. Post free.

WILCO ELECTRONICS
DEPT. P.M.,

204, LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD,
CROYDON.

RADIO SUPPLY CO. (Leeds) Ltd
(DEPT S)

. 32, The Calls, Leeds, 2
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. over LI. Postage 1/1 extra under £1 ; 2,' -

extra under 43.
All Goods guaranteed. Catalogue 6d. S.A.E. enquiries.

CONVERT YOUR BATTERY
RECEIVER TO A.G. MAINS.

R.S.C. BATTERY CONVERTER
KIT. A complete kit of parts for the
construction of a unit which will
replace both H.T. Battery and L.T.
Accumulator where 200-250 v. A.G.
Mains supply is available. Outputs
fully smoothed are 120 v., 90 v., 60 v.,
40 mA. and 2 v. at 0.4 a. to I amp. for
all normal Battery Receivers. Only 48/9.
Or assembled ready for use 8/9 extra.
R.S.C. BATTERY SUPERSEDER
KIT.-All parts to assemble a unit
(housed in metal case approx. 51 x 4 x
I lin.) to replace H.T. and L.T. Batteries
in ALL DRY RECEIVERS when mains
supply of 200-250 v. A.C. is available.
Outputs fully smoothed 90 v. 10 mA.,
1.4 v. 250 mA. For 4 valve sets only
35/9, or ready for use 42/6.
COLLARO 3 -SPEED AUTO-
MATIC RECORD CHANGERS.-
Type RC/3/521, with crystal pick-up
(2 plug-in heads) for long playing or
standard records. Plays ten 7, 10, or
I2in. records, not intermixed. For
A.G. Mains 200-250 v. input. Limited
number at approx. half list price.
Brand New, cartoned, £9/19"6, carr. 5/-.
PLESSEY 3 -SPEED AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANGER.-Plays 8
records, 10in. and I2in. Intermixed at
78 r.p.m. or 10 records 10in. and I2in.
Int. at 33) r.p.m. or 10 records 7in.
at 331, r.p.m. or 8 records 7in. at 45
r.p.m. Complete with Crystal Pick-up
with duo -point alloy stylus. Plays
approx. 2,000 records on each stylus.
2 years' average use. For mains 200-250
v. supply. Brand New, cartoned.
Limited supply at well under half list
price. Buy now at 810/19/6, plus 5/- carr.
CONNOISSEUR HIGH FIDELITY
MAGNETIC PICK-UPS COM-
PLETE with MATCHING TRANS-
FORMER.-Brand New, Boxed, and
Perfect. Limited
of maker's list price. Only 26/6.

1/9
2/9
5/9
9/9

14/9
19/9
3/9

250 v. 50 mA. H.W. . 5/9
250 v. 100 mA. H.W. ... 8/9
VARIABLE RESISTORS, -2 ohms
5 amps., 7/9 ; 10 ohms 3 amps., 8/9 ;
7.5 ohms 5 amps., 8/9 ; 0.4 ohm 25
amps., 819 ; 150 ohms 1.5 amps., 11/9 ;
suitable for speed control, battery
chargers, etc. All complete with Knob.
R.S.C. FILAMENT TRANS-
FORMERS.-Primaries 200-250 v.
A.G. 50 c/s 6.3 v. 1/5 a., 5/9 12 v. I a.,
7/11 ; 6.3 v. 2 a., 7/6 ; 12 v. 3 a., 17/6 ;

6.3 v. 3 a., 9/9 ; 24 v. 1.5 a., 17/6 ;

0-4-6.3 v. 2 a., 7/9 ; 6.3 v. 6 a., 17/6.
R.S.C. CHARGER TRANS-
FORMERS. Primaries 200-230-250 v.
A.C. 50 c/s 0-9-15 v. 1.5 a., 12/9 ;

0-9-15 v. 6 a., 22/9 ; 0-9-15 v. 3 a., 16/9 ;

0-4-9-15-24 v. 3 a., 22/9 ; 0-11-22 v. 15 a.,
45/-.
EX. GOV. ACCUMULATORS
(NEW). -2 v. 16 A.H. with Non -spill
Vents, 5/9.
EX. GOV. AUTO -TRANS-
FORMERS. -50 c/s. 15-10-5-0-215-235
v. 200 watts, 25/9. Double wound
10-0-200-220-240 v. to 10-0-270-290-
310 v. or reverse 200 watts, 27/9.
Many Auto Trans. in stock (up to
5 kVA) at very low prices.

R.S.C. BATTERY CHARGER KITS.
-For A.G. mains 200-230-250 v. opera-
tion. Kit comprises Mains Transformer.
F.W. Selenium Rectifier Fuses, Fuse -
holders, etc:, and Louvred Black
Crackle Case.
6 v. 2 a. ... 26/9
6 v. or 12 v. 2 a.... 31/9
6 v. or 12 v. 4 a.... 49/9
Supplied assembled and tested, 619 ex.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS ,

2/6 v. a. H.W.
6/12 v. I a. H.W.
6/12 v. I a. F.W. (Bridge)
6/12 v. 2 a. F.W. (Bridge)
6/12 v. 4 a. F.W. (Bridge)
6112 v. 6 a. F.W. (Bridge)
150 v. 40 mA. H.W.

Ideal for
use in pattern shops,

assembly
lines, maintenance

shop, etc.

pROMPT
DELIVERY

Manufacturers
B. ELLIOTT & CO.. LTD.

VICTORIA WORKS, WILLESDEN LONDON. N. W.Iu
414.1,45e 51,411 4050 1,514.4a1 Tele,ams -Eilletons Narlet

WORKS WILL ESDEN CARDIFF  MAESTRO  LEISTON  IPSWICH

THE 140 RANGE
INCLUDES,- GRINDERS,
DRILLS. COOLANT PUMP,
SANDER.NIBBLING SHEARS.
TOOL POST GRINDER.
BRAZING ATTACHMENT,
TWIST DRILL GRINDER.

GALPIN'S
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,S.E.I3
Tel.: Lee Green 0309. Nr. Lewisham Hospital.

TERMS: CASH WITH ORDER. NO C.O.D.

All goods sent on 7 days' approval against
cash.
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HEAVY DUTY SPOT WELDER
TRANSFORMERS, input 200/250 volts,
OUTPUT a combination of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12 volts at 120/150 Amps. New E6/15/ -
each, carriage 6/-.
LIGHT ARC WELDING TRANS-
FORMERS, 200/250 volts Input, Output
40/60 volts, 30/40 Amps. E7/5/- each.
MEDIUM SPOT WELDING TRANS-
FORMERS, input 200/250 volts, OUTPUT a
combination of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 volts at
50/70 amps., new 85/2'6, Cipaid.
HEAVY DUTY L.T.OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMERS, 200/250 volts Input. Output a
combination of 6, 12, 18 and 24 volts at 30
amps. 84/2/6 each. C/paid.
Another Input as above, Output 0, 6, 12, 18,
24 volts at 12 amps., 55/. each, post 2/-.
Another Input as above, Output 0, 6, 12,
18, 24 volts, 6/8 amps., 46/6 each.
HEAVY DUTY L.T. TRANSFORMERS
suitable for rectifiers, soil heating, etc.
Input 2001250 volts, Output a combination
of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30, 36 volts at 15 amps, 67/6
each, post 2/6.
Another Input and Output as above but at 6
amps., 47/6, post 2/-. Another input and
output as above but at 4 amps., 36/6 each
CONVERTORS, 400 watts output, 24
volts D.C. input, 50 volts 50 cycles I phase
output. Complete with step-up trans-
former from 50 volts to 230 volts at 400
watts. £12/10/- each C/F.
Ditto 200 watts.. 8910/. each C/F, fully
guaranteed.
ROTARY CONVERTORS. 230 volts
D.C. input, 230 volts A.C. output. 50 cycles
I phase at 250 watts. EIS each C/F.
EX -RADAR MAINS TRANS-
FORMERS. Input 230 volts. Output 4 or
5 Kilo -volts at 30 min., also 3 L.T. windings
4 v. 2 a., 6,3 v. 2 a., 2 v. 2 a., these trans-
formers are capable of a larger output than
stated and are immersed in oil. C3/15/ -
each, carriage 5/-.
DIMMER RESISTANCES. Large type
2,000 watts rating. 45/- each, carriage 5/-.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS (NEW),
input 200/250 volts in steps of 10 volts, out-
put 350/0'350 volts, 180 m/amps, 4 volts
4 amps., 5 volts 3 amps., 6.3 volts 4 amps.,
45/.. each, post 1/6 ; another 350!0/350
volts 180 m/amps., 6.3 volts 8 amps., 0/4/5
volts 4 amps., 45/- each, post 1/6 ; another
500/0/500 volts 150 amps., 4 volts 4 amps.
CT., 6.3 volts 4 amps., C.T., 5 volts 3 amps..
47/6 each, post 1/6 ; another 425/0/425
volts 160 m/amps., 6.3 volts 4 amps., C.T.,
twice 5 volts 3 amps., 47/6 each, post 1/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 200-250
volts input, output 400/0/400 volts, 280
m. amps., 6.3 v. 8 a., 2 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a., 4 v.
2 a., 4 v. 2 a., the last two heaters insulated
at 8,000 volts, 85/- each ; another 200/230
volts input, output tapped 0, 9, 18 volts at
4 amps., 25/- each, post 1/,
EX-U.S.A. ROTARY CONVERTORS,
12 volts D.C. input, outputs 500 volts 50 mA.
275 v. 100 mA. Complete with smoothing,
22/6 each, carriage 2'6. As new.
Ex -NAVAL ROTARY CONVERTORS,
110 v. D.C. input 230 volts A.C. 50 cy., I ph.
250 watts, output. Weight approx. 100 lbs.
812/10/, c/forward.
EX-W.D. U.S.A. HAND GENERA-
TORS, less winding handle, output 425
volts at 110 mA., at 6.3 v., amps., com-
plete with smoothing, 30'- each, carriage 2/6,
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
useful for sub -letting, garages, etc., at for
200/250 volts A.C. mains, 5 amp. load, 19/.
each ; 10 amps., 22/6 ; 20 amps., 27/- ;

25 amps., 32/6.
METERS. Moving coil, 0 to 14 amps., 18/S
each. Ditto, Moving Iron, suitable for A.C.
0 to 30 amps., 25/. each. Another moving
coil, 100 to 250 amps., D.C. 35/- each, all 4in,
scale.
1,000 WATT AUTO WOUND VOLT-
AGE CHANGER TRANSFORMER
tapped 0/110/200/230/250 volts. £5/ I 5/ -
each, carriage 4/6.
1,500 watt ditto, 87/15/., carriage 7/6.
350 watt 55/-, 500 watt 75/-, 200 watt 45/-,
PRE -PAYMENT ELECTRIC LIGHT
SLOT METERS, S/H reconditioned,
variable tariff. 10 amp. load, 200/250 volts
A.C. 67/6 each.

Clients in Eire, please allow at least
double the carriage stated to allow for

customs clearance charges.
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(Continued from page 494)
difficult to purify, being invariably associated
with the element hafnium, which because it
is a good absorber of neutrons and would,
therefore, lower the efficiency of the reactor
must be removed completely.

There is also the problem of efficient heat
transfer from the reactor to the. turbo-
generator. Some reactors which have been
built in America use water or heavy water
as a coolant, this being circulated through the
reactor and a heat exchanger, but these
reactors were not really designed for power
production. In another reactor of the fast
type, called " Clementine," which used pure
plutonium as fuel, mercury was employed as
a coolant.

But for efficient power production it appears
likely that molten metals will be used as
coolants, so that temperatures of 500 deg. C.
or more will be achieved. These liquid metals,
particularly sodium and potassium, can be
circulated round a closed circuit into a heat
exchanger, using electromagnetic pumps
which have no moving parts !

In addition to the careful selection of the

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

materials which make up the reactor proper,
the constructional materials have also to be
carefully chosen, since the liberation of energy
from the atom is invariably accompanied by
harmful radiations from which the operator
must be fully protected.

A basic factor in reactor design appears to
be the heat exchanger, so that the coolant
which is circulated through the reactor does
not enter the turbo -generator. In this way
the harmful radiations are kept away from the
power generating equipment. Radiation
shields adequate to safeguard the operators
are usually made of concrete or lead, or both.

Another important factor is the method of
controlling the reaction, for, unlike in atomic
weapons, the reactions that occur in nuclear
reactors must at all times be under control.
Neutron -absorbing materials are, therefore,
an integral part of reactor design and provision
has to be made for their automatic insertion
and withdrawal from the fissionable material.
Cadmium and boron carbide are used for this
purpose.

Finally, there is the by no means insig-

Points About Scissors
With Notes on Their Sharpening and Adjustment

THERE are many points about the
construction of scissors which it is
well to know if they are to be put to

any special uses. A good pair of scissors
will, of course, cut better than an inferior
pair of the bazaar type.

One of the first things to look for is whether

Bodkin (round blade)

Neck
end

Double bow

are in such contact, from
the very start near the screw,
that the scissors remain
open. In other words the
cutting action has no slack-
ness, due to the nature of
the workmanship.

rup shank

Flat- blade back
Pinch Vigo point

Fig. x.-Two types of scissors.

the cutting edge on each blade is properly
" set " ; that is, it should " stand up proud,"
as the cutler calls it. Not only should the
two surfaces of the blades that cross each
other in the act of cutting be hollowed slightly,
as arises from the curvature of the grinding
wheel on to which they had been pressed,
but in addition the edge can be " set up " by
a blow from the setter's hammer, correctly
given to increase the rising up of the
edge.

Hold an ordinary pair of scissors by one
handle, vertically ; open it by lifting the other
handle, which you then release. The pair
of scissors will shut of its own accord, but the
point of the test is, how far does it shut ?
A cheap pair of scissors will practically close
itself, for the simple reason that the binding
of one blade upon the other is so slight and
loose, that the scissors close almost to the
tip. Try the test on a better made pair of
scissors, and it will be found that the edges
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nificant problem of the disposal of the waste
components of the " burnt " fuel, which are
strongly radio -active and harmful to health.
Elaborate storage facilities have to be provided
for these materials to allow the radio -activity
to decay to such an extent that they can be
safely disposed of.

Future Developments
The recent announcement indicates that

the Atomic Energy Authority will process the
naturally occurring materials and thus prepare
the primary nuclear fuels. Industrial and civil
users will be able to purchase these fuels from
the Authority and sell back any secondary
fuel that may be produced during the libera-
tion of energy from the primary fuel.

It is hoped that within to years nuclear
reactors will be paying their way and that
British industry will be ready to exploit to
the full these important developments. If we
promote with vigour the development of
nuclear power generators we may open up a
new era of industrial expansion and prosperity,
for fuel supplies are second only to food
supplies in the well-being of a nation.

Fig. 4.-Hqu, the blade should be held
against the grinding wheel.

Description of
Parts
In Fig. I are shown

two types of scissors ;
the Bodkin, distin-
guished by its round
blade, and the Double
Bow, used for heavier
work, where a two -
finger grip is needed.

The following is a
description of the
various parts, shown
in Fig. I.

Bodkin.-Type of scissors having one blade
with rounded point.

Double Bow.-Large enough to allow two
fingers instead of one. This is chiefly seen
in tailor's scissors to give extra leverage.

Fore Side.-Edge of screw hole flat.
Neck End.-Where shank joins the blade.
Pinch.-The step down between the screw

hole flat and the thin portion of the blade.
Score.-A line or nick scored on scissors

sometimes with a file to give a little decoration.
Tup Shanks.-The parts growing out of the

blade to join the bows, like the horns of a tup
or ram.

Vigo Point.-Straight or strong point.
Probably from Latin : Vigor-strong. Chiefly
used on tailors' and heavy scissors.

The blades should be slightly hollowed
and curved towards each other, so that when
nearly half open they appear in side view as

in Fig. 2. The pivot at the base of the blade
should hold them together closely. Fig. 3
shows an enlarged section of a blade that has
become worn in this way, the dotted line A
indicating the original section.

To sharpen, therefore, the curved faces
of the blades must be ground until the cutting
edge is restored to its original condition. This
is best done with an emery wheel (or carbor-
undum), and must be done with a clean run

Fig. 2 (Top).-Side view of correctly adjusted
scissors.

Fig. 3.-An enlarged section of a worn blade.

from end to end of the blade. (See dotted
line B, Fig. 3.)

Separate the blades by removing the pivot
and treat each one similarly. Fig. 4 shows
how the blade should be held in the right
hand and pressed against the wheel.

Unless the scissors have been badly treated
so as to become notched on the arris, Fig. 3,
there is no need to grind that edge.

When ground to your satisfaction, connect
the blades again, screwing home the pivot
till they meet on their cutting edges and work
together smoothly and with some pressure.

The hollow grinding of the blades must be
done by keeping them moving over the wheel
with a steady movement from end to end.
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000 LETTERS
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The Editor does not necessarily agree
with the views of his correspondents.

Modern Housing-New Ideas Wanted
SIR,-On viewing our contemporary hous-

ing programme it is my view that our
building industry is being asphyxiated by a
mixture of by-laws, economics and unimagina-
tive architects. Although an architect can
produce eye -pleasing and carefully designed
houses with orthodox materials, he can do so
only when the potential owner's liking matters
more than the several hundred pounds extra
required to produce a work of art as well as
comfortable living conditions. The outside
of the new terraced type of council house, in
my opinion, with over 20 years weathering
will take on the drab look of slums to be.
Even if the interiors are far from such, the
traditional brick and mortar walls are almost
uncleanable.

To encourage attractive economical build-
ing, local authorities should allow the architect
more freedom in his choice of materials, and
research into modern, attractive and less
costly materials should be encouraged. The
tradesman should be trained in the use of
these new materials and also new methods of
construction.

Among the problems and ideas giving
food for thought I suggest:

f. A light, flat or slightly pitched roof
requiring less support, consisting of large
light asbestos interlocking tiles (coloured)
or suitable spray over " Celatex " board ;
a spray such as is used as underseal for cars.

2. A steel or reinforced concrete frame
necessitating only the thinnest of walls, damp
and heat resisting, instead of the usual f sin
brick cavity wall.

3. One chimney, with gas or electric cook-
ing, the heating and hot water being from
steam or hot-water mains to radiators and a
calorifier, from a high -efficiency boiler
supplying an estate, with a heating and hot-
water rate.-C. D. NORMAN (Cranbrook).

Rewinding Armatures
SIR,-Re your article " Small Wind Power

Plants, 2-Rewinding the Dynamo
Armature," in the June issue. Having had
some experience in the winding of small
armatures I feel that I can offer some useful
suggestions.

In the first place I would not advise anyone
to hammer the end windings, or to use undue
force of any kind on the winding, as shorts are
very easily caused by these methods.

Secondly, I should prefer winding the
armature by using three similar coils at each
stage instead of the two diametrically opposite
which the writer recommends. By this
method the end windings need only accommo-
date the thickness of seven coils, whereas
the writer would need to fit in 15. My first
coil would span slots 1-8, the second 11-18
and the third 21-28. It will be seen that none
of these coils overlap and can be identical
coils. The second series would span slots
2-9, 12-19 and 22-29, each coil overlapping
one of the earlier coils. Again each coil can be
identical with the other two of the series.
It might be thought that this method is
rather tricky, but the difficulty is more
apparent than real, for each coil begins in the
third slot from whtre its predecessor ends.

The winding of a heavy gauge wire, such
as 18 s.w.g. and even zo- can
present some difficulty, for the wire will not
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lie flat in the slots, but assumes a barrel shape,
and as the coil which will fill the slot barrels
in the opposite direction, the best use of the
slot is not possible. This difficulty can be
overcome if the coils are first prepared on a
wooden former, which can be dismantled to
remove the coil. The barrel shape which the
coil will then possess can be removed by
suitable pressure of the fingers on each turn
of the coil. Unfortunately, a former of
somewhat larger size is needed for each
series of coils but, in my view, the trouble is
well worth while. In making such formers,
allowance should be made for the bend of
the wire by making the former rather longer
than the armature core and giving the corners
a slight curve of about kin. radius. The width
of the former should be such as to allow the
coil to span from the base of one slot to the
outer opening of the slot at the limit of its
span. If the end winding is given a slight
inward curve before the coil is placed in the
slot, then the coil will have sufficient spring to
pass into the slots and lie properly in its
place. The depth or thickness of the former
should be half the depth of the slot actually
occupied by armature windings.

In conclusion, I heartily commend the use
of tape on the end windings, though my
preference is for a piece of empire cloth inter-
posed, particularly when the end space is
limited, as ordinary insulating tape appreciably
increases the bulk.-GEORGE E. BRIDDON
(S.W.3).

A Pocket Rangefinder
SIR,-On reading your article in PRACTICAL.

MECHANICS, June, 1954, on making a
pocket rangefinder I would like to suggest an
improvement.

The semi -transparent glass could be
replaced by half mirror; half glass. This will
make the instrument a split field, instead of a
coincidence rangefinder.

Instead of having two images to coincide
there would be one image split in two as
follows :

Not silvered

Mr. Owen's split field rangefinder.

This arrangement would give a brighter
view.-E. J. OwEN (Fleetwood).

Flying Saucers

S I was referred to in Mr. P. F.
Sharp's letter in your June issue on the

subject of George Adamski's photographs of
flying saucers, might I be allowed to add a
few comments ?

Many people who have disputed the
authenticity of these photographs and those
who have suggested that they are lampshades,
humming tops, etc., have completely over-
looked the fact that Mr. Adamski has claimed
that the object was approximately 35 ft. across.
In this context photographic experts have

decided that whatever else it is, it is not a
model and that the play of light and shade
prove that the thing photographed is of the
dimension claimed. All domestic utensils are
therefore ruled out.

If Mr. Adamski has perpetrated a hoax, the
sceptic will be obliged to admit that he has
constructed a large object, has managed to
get it into the air, and has then photographed
it.

An undertaking of this nature would, I
hold, involve a conspiracy and as I was able
to rule out this possibility, I decided to
publish the book. Subsequent events have
gone far to confirm my judgment. During the
last year, reports from Norwich, Coniston and,
more recently, Bruton, Somerset, have told
of objects seen in the air similar or identical
to Adamski's photographs. Do the sceptics
now claim that there is a world-wide con-
spiracy afoot ? If so, let them produce their
evidence.-WAvENEY GIRVAN, Editor -in -Chief,
J. Werner Laurie, Ltd., Publishers.

Brake Stop Lamp
SIR,-In your April issue, there is a qwery

about an indicator light for a Brake
Stop Lamp.

I think a very simple solution to the
problem would be to use a 1.5 volt flash lamp
bulb for the indicator, and a standard 13 watt
stop lamp of six er twelve volts, depending on
the voltage of the car system. The indicator
being shunted by a small resistance to carry
the excess current required for the much
larger stop lamp.

A suitable resistance value would be half
an ohm for a six volt system, or one ohm for
twelve. The resistance must, of course, be
capable of carrying 3 amps, or L amps as
the case maybe, without becoming dangerously
hot.

As the resistance is in series with the stop
lamp, there will be a small loss of brilliance
in the latter, but as a lamp under -run gives
a higher proportion of red light, this will
probably be quite unnoticeable through the
red glass.-REv. C. J. P. COOPER (Haddington).

3-D Shadowgraphs
SIR Regarding the query in the June

" Information Sought " column, as to
how Harry Lester's Comedians Show is put
on, I have not seen this turn and can only
guess from the description how it is done.

The turn consists of shadows thrown on to
a translucent screen by red and green lights
from behind, viewed through red and green
spectacles by the audience. This must be a
variation of the anaglyph method of producing
stereograms that has been well to the fore
recently. Using shadows cast by living bodies
it should be very effective, and the effect of
shadows jumping out of the screen, very
mysterious. The idea, in my opinion, is a
credit to its originator.

It is easy to suggest a means by which a
result could be obtained, but probably a good
deal of experiment would be required to get
really good results. The essential apparatus
would seem to be a translucent screen, two
lanterns giving a point -source light with red
and green filters, and, of course, the actors and
the audience with their coloured spectacles.

The lanterns would probably be ordinary
transparent projectors to give an intense
focused light. The filters would be one green,
the other red, these two colours being comple-
mentary. The lanterns should be about 'oft. or
loft. behind the screen and about 6in. apart
sideways they should be at the same level.
The shadows will overlap on the screen, and
this overlap should not be more than 1/25th
part of the distance of the nearest member of
the audience. Such an arrangement should
give some result, and experiment with the
distance apart of the lamps and their distance
from the screen and the position of the
distance behind the screen of the actors and
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FOR SALE

TYLER SPIRAL HACKSAW BLADES
are " all -ways " sharp ; cut

intricate shapes in steel, wood, plas-
tics ; 12 Blades and Adaptors to fit
Standard Hacksaw, 5/6 from your
local dealer, or 6/-, post free. from
Spiral -Saws Limited, Trading Estate,
Slough.
TRANSFORMERS, Rectifiers, Volt

and Ammeters, Controllers, Cut-
outs, Battery Chargers, Power Units ;
lists ; s.a.e. Harry Gilpin, Manu
facturcr, Portobello Works, Walton -
on -Naze, EsSex.
QTARLON PLASTIC ENAMEL

PAINT in tubes, 1/- each,
covering approximately 8 sq. ft., or
complete cycle frame ; suitable all
paintable surfaces. Colours : rich
brown, bright red, pink, bright
blue, maroon, turquoise, cream,
yellow, black, deep green, bright
green, mid -grey, white and clear ;
home trade and export. Obtainable
from Handicraft, Hobbies and other
shops, or send 1,3 for sample tube
and colour card, post free, to sole
manufacturers : Starline. Southend,
Essex.xruTS, BOLTS, SCREWS, Rivets,
11 Washers, and hundreds of other
items for model engineers and handy-
men; s.a.e. for list. Whiston (Dept.
PMS ). New Mills, Stockport.
1,1RACTIONAL SYNCHRONOUS

GEARED MOTORS, 230v. A.C.,
S/Ph., 50c., final speed 1 r.p.h., and
similar 2 r.p.h. ; price 12/6 each,
plus 11- postage. Universal Electrical,
221, City Road, London, E.C.1.
HOW TO RE -WIND and Service

Electric Motors. Generators.
Complete Practical Book only 3/- ;
p.pd. Below:-
10,000 FORMULAS, Processes,

Recipes, Trade Secrets.
This is the 1,000 -page money making
and money saving book of the cen-
tury. Limited number again avail-
able. Full approval against payment,
27/6. p.pd. Below:-
WILD YOUR OWN PHOTO Equip-
- ment, 12 designs in two books.
Enlargers, dryers, timers,
etc., 6/- ; p.pd. Below:-
AMERICAN BOAT BUILDERS

Annual ; 28' boat plans, 8-22ft.,
and other helpful articles, 7/6 ;
p.pd. Below:-
TELESCOPES-DESIGN AND CON-

STRUCTION, only 3/-, p.pd.
Really outstanding American designs
at lowest cost to make. Below:-
L ATHE HANDBOOK, 3 books in one,

5/-, p.pd. ; wood -turning, metal
turning, metal spinning. jigs, attach-
ments, special operations ; 200 illus-
trations ; outstanding, practical,
" how -to -do -it " material throughout.
Below:-
CAR BODY REPAIRING. Complete

A B C course ; illustrated ;
7/6, p.pd. ; lists free. American
Publishers Service (P1, Sedgeford,
Norfolk.
HOUSE SERVICE METERS, credit

and prepayment ; available
from stock. Universal Electrical, 221,
City Road, London, E.C.1.
PLATED NUTS, Screws, Washers,

Bolts, Soldering Tags, Hank -
bushes, Self -tapping Screws, Grub -
screws. Socket -screws, Wood -screws ;
large quantities or gross cartons.
List sent post free. Sinden Com-
ponents Ltd., Dept. E., 117,
Churchfield Road, Acton, W.3.
(ACOrn 8126.1DERSPEX for all purposes, clear or

coloured, dials, discs, engraving.
Denny, 15, Netherwood Road, W.I4.
(SHE. 1426. 5152.)
FOR MARKING STEEL in lin.

Letters ; 8d. per letter, post 4d.
List for Branding Irons, Stencils.
Name Plates. Swallows, 56. Gar-
den Street. Sheffield.
COMPRESSOR EQUIPMENT, Mis-

cellaneous Items ; catalogue,
lld. Pryce. 157, Malden Road. Cheam.
COMPRESSORS for sale, 21 CFM.

1801bs. sq. in., on metal base,
with driving wheel and receiver,
price £3 ; 1 h.p. Heavy Duty Motors,
price £3 ; carriage forward. Wheel-
house. 1. The Grove, Isleworth.
(Phone: Hounslow 7558.1
WOODWORKING MACHINES, Saw

Benches, complete. Tin. £4115/-.
8in., £5/10/-; Lathes, £7/10/-; Com-
bination Lathes, with Ain. Saw
Benches, £10/10!-; Bowl Turning
Heads, £7/10/- ; 5in. Planers, £12 ;
Motors. Spindles. 4d. stamp for
illustrated booklet. James Inns
(Engineers). Sherwood, Nottingham.
SURPLUS TOOLS and Equipment

for sale. Details forwarded
s.a.e. Kirk's Motors, Longdales
Road. Lincoln.

ANGLERS.-Sets Al Alloy Castings
for 31in. trout reel, with check

gear, 16/, post free. R. Wilson.
13rora, :Sutherland.
THE Scientific Super -tonic Sun-

lamp, giving very powerful
Ultra -violet and Infra -red Rays.
Gives a marvellous tan and tones
up the entire system. All mains,
only 50/- complete with goggles and
instructions ; p. and p. 2/- ; s.a.e.
brochure. Scientific Products, Ship-
ley, Yorks.
FENNER " V " BELTS, 46in. long.

On. section, brand new, 2/6
each. Photo Electric Cells, brand new
and boxed, £1 each. Achromatic lens
combinations from 10mm. to 50mm.
dia., focal lengths from lin. to 10in.
at 2/6 each. Thousands of Binocular
prisms in stock. Burgess Lane &
Corn., Block " J," Sunleigh Works,
Sunleigh Road. Wembley. (WEM.
2378.)
NEW TIMBER. Imported Softwood,

Quarterings. Boards, Battens.
Weatherboards, Greenhouse Bar, etc.;
cheapest in trade ; all sizes stocked.
Cannon's (Forest Gate). Dept. P.M.,
383, 395, Romford Road, London, E.7.
TYPEWRITERS ; moderate instal-

ments-1- ; delivered everywhere
expeditiously ; satisfaction guaran-
teed. Verney Clayton, M.C., Market
Rasen.
COWL GILL MOTORS. The Motor

with a hundred uses ; works on
24 or 12 volt D.C. ; contains Mag-
netic brake and 4 -stage epicyclic
reduction -gear 625/1 reduction and
reversing switch gear (removable if
required) ; 26/9. c.p. Below :-
BOMB SIGHT COMPUTORS contain-

ing-LP pounds  worth of gears,
shafts, bearings, electric motors, etc..
in metal case ; absolute bargain for
model makers ; few to clear at 47/6,
c.p. Below :-
DEVOLUTION COUNTERS,
-IA' mechanical with flex shaft,
21/- ditto. electrical, with tacho-
meter generator and cable connec-
tion, 32/6. c.p. Below :-
"HART -BOARD LAMPS, miniature

angle -poise lamps with difnmer
switch ; fully adjustable all direc-
tions-fix where you like by means
of heavy clip-grip-or stand firm on
flat surface ; standard low voltage -
2 -pits bayonet holder. Below :-
PARABOLIC Adjustable Angle Re-

flector Fittings-by Lucas, etc. ;

beautifully silvered, only require
drilling to take standard lamp -
holder ; for workshop, shop lighting,
footlights, studio, etc. ; 12/6, c.p.
Below :-
Hosts of ex -British and U.S. Air
Service surplus items. Send your
enquiries. Staravia i Disposals Divi-
sion). Blackbushe Airport, Camber-
ley. Surrey.
SIN. Stroke, Hand and Power
-2 Shapers. Send 5d. stamps for
illustrated leaflet. 3 types of machine
available. Perfecto Engineering Co.
(Machine Tools), 60, Stanley Street,
Leicester. (Phone: 20078.)
1-1UFNOL: Rod and Sheet; Perspex:

Coloured and Clear Sheet, Clear
Rod: Cements and Polishes; Acetate
and P.V.C.: no order too small; price
list on application. Lawrence &
Jefferys Ltd., 16, Gloucester Road,
Brighton, Sussex.

D, MK. 1 TRANSMITTER (per-
-ILI,. feet) with Receiver ; needs
attention: 2 spare valves, escapement;
suit boat; cost £14/10/-, sell £5 or
good offer. E. Clark, 194, North
Street, Luton.
MALTA. -50 different Stamps, 5/-.
-LY Magro, Government Buildings,
Zachary Street. Valletta. Malta.
SWISS MUSICAL MOVEMENTS for

use in cigarette boxes, soft toys,
etc.; direct from the importer; s.a.e.
for price and tune list. Mulco Manu-
facturing & Trading Co. Ltd., 72.
Greyhound Hill, Hendon, N.W.4.
Trade supplied.
I IMITED NUMBER of ex RAF

Dinghy Kite -Aerial Transmitting
Sets in storage, corroded condition;
some salvageable components, nota-
bly 6/400v. hand -driven Generators
geared at 20-1; various Valves, Neon
Bulbs, etc.; bargain at 18/6: carriage
paid nearest station. Generators
work efficiently as geared 12v., AC/
DC motors. Lineker's Garage, Black-
well Road. Huthwaite, Notts.
HANDICRAFT MATERIALS:Turned -legs, Seagrass. Crino-
thene. Lampshade Trimmings.
Phillips, " Kansas," Cilgerran, Car-
digan.
FOR SALE. Self -soldering Wire

Joints; £20 stock to clear for
£10 or near offer. B.B.A., 84, Hayes
Street, Hayes, Kent.

TOOL BARGAINS. - High-speed
Lathe Tools, set of 12 by On.

square, 40/-, p. and p. 1/-; 12 High-
speed Drills, up to 1in., 12/6, p. and
p. 6d.; Adjustable Tap Wrenches, }in.
to lin., 12/6, p. and p. 1/4; Needle
Files, 12 assorted, 12/-, p. and p.
6d.; 12 assorted Silver ,Steel, up to
fin., 8/6, p. and p. 1/6; Gordon Ring
Spanners, set of 5 BSF or Whit., lin.
to tin., 30/-, p. and p. 1/3, Send 6d.
for bargain lists. Mibro Equipments,
Dept. PM. 65, Knaresborough Road,
Harrogate.
I ANE TAPE DECK IMk. 11) with

erase unit, new, in maker's car-
ton. E. Gibson, " Berea," St. John's,
Narborough. £9 o.n.o.
INFRA -RED EMITTERS, 600 watts,

110 volts, ideal for health
lamps, drying or stovin ovens, etc.;
new and unused, 7,6, post free.
Southdown Manufacturing Co.. 1,
Sykes Street, Reddish. Stockport.
AIR RECEIVERS, 24in. x bin. x

200Ibs.. 25/-; Safety Valves,
7/3 ; Moisture Filters with 1501bs.
gauge, 20/-. C. G. Nelson, 118,
Anchorway Road, Coventry.
COMPRESSORS from 20/- ; Nife

Batteries, 10/- ; many other
cheap lines ; s.a.e. for list. L.
Unwin, Valleyflelds. Bousley Rise,
Ottershaw.

WATCH MAKERS
OUR STAFF -WORK is first-class

and reasonably priced. All
watch and clock repairs under-
taken : parts made where required.
Prompt reply to enquiries. Hereford
Watch Company, St. Owen's Cham-
bers, Hereford.
WATCH REPAIRERS, Hobbyists,

etc. Send s.a.e. for list of
watches, movements, etc., priced from
9d, each. Loader Bros., Dept. P.M..
36, Milestone Rd., Carterton, Oxford.

MODEL DEALERS
HOBBIES LTD. have over 50 years'

experience of catering for the
needs of modellers, handymen and
home craftsmen. Branches at 78a,
New Oxford Street, London, and in
Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester,
Leeds, Sheffield, Hull. Southampton
and Bristol. Head Office, Dereham,
Norfolk.

ELECTRICAL
BARGAINS FOR ELECTRICIANS.-

Brand new Cab:es in 25-100yd.
lengths ; T.R.S. twin, 1/044, 42/-;
3/029, 60/-; 7/029, 95/-; 3/029 with
earth, 72/6; 7/029 with earth, 117/6;
P.V.C. twin, 1/044, 33/6 ; 3/029, 56/ -
Transparent Flex. 14/36 twin, 17/6.
All per 100yds. : carriage paid.
Fully wired Ballast Units, 38/6 ;
c.w.o. ; request list. Jaylow Supplies
Ltd., 93, Fairholt Road, London,
N.16. (Tel.: STAmford Hill 4384.)
BRAND NEW Brooks 1 h.p. Motors.

ball -bearing. 230v., A.C.. single
phase, 50 cycles, 2,800 r.p.m. ; ideal
for driving woodworking machines,
grinders, etc. ; latest type in maker's
sealed box ; £8/15/- ; also Capacitor
Type. £9/15/- : carriage paid. P.
Blood & Co., Wolseley Bridge, near
Stafford.

RADIO
CAN YOU SOLDER ? That's all you

need to make a really good
radio from guaranteed Osmor Com-
ponents. Send 5d. (stamps) to -day
for free circuits and lists. Dept.
P.M.C.4 Osmor Radio Products Ltd.,
418, Brighton Road, South Croydon,
Surrey. Croydon 5148/9.)

PHOTOGRAPHY
vd

supplied ; , St.
Cuthbert's Road, Derby.

AVE YOUR NEGATIVES EN-
LARGED BY EXPERTS. Post-

cards, 6d.; 6)in. x 41, 10d.; 6/in.
x 8lin., 1/3; 10in. x 8in.. 1/8; 10in.
x 12in., 2/6; money back guarantee.
Raeburn Photo Service (P.M.), 113,
Manchester Road, Burnley, Lancs.

WANTED
EFRIGERATOR ARTICLES,

11-1, March, April, 1945, P.Ms. ; lend
or sale. Little, 32, Acacia Drive,
Sutton. Surrey.
WANTED, surplus stocks os 7wist

Drills, Milling Cutters, Hacksaw
Blades, Reamers, Chasers and all
kinds of Hand and Cutting "'lois.
Send details to B, Drap,,r & Son,
Kingston Hall Road, Kr.-sston-on-
Thames. Cash on delivery.

HOBBIES
SHIPS IN BOTTLES.-The con-

structional kit that tells you how
to make them; build for pleasure or
for profits; kits 6/- ea. from Hobbies
Ltd., and model shops, Cooper -
Craft, Ltd., The Bridewell, Norwich.

HANDICRAFTS
MUSICAL MECHANISMS. Swiss
-kV-a- made, for fitting in cigarette
boxes, etc., 21/- each. Send s.a.e.
for complete list of handicras
materials. Metwood Accessories, 65,
Church Street, Wolverton, Bucks.
MAKE YOUR OWN HANDWFAV-

ING LOOM. Plan for 9in. to
20in looms ; complete instructions,
price 2/9, post free. Dane John
Press Ltd., 1, Dane John Oast, Can-
terbury.

WOODWORKING
PLYWOOD, 24 x 12 x 3/16, 9/6

doz. ; 12 x 10 x 3/16, 5/- doz.;
8 x 6 x 3/16, 3/2 doz. ; carr. pd.
Parmount, Burney Rd., Rawtenstall.
MAHOGANY PLYWOOD, 72in. X

36in., 3/16in. at 15/- sheet; Oak
El]. 50in. x 50in., at 22/6 sheet; Hard-
boards at amazingly low prices. Send
s.a.e. for samples, list to N. Gerver,
2-10, Mare Street, Hackney, London,
E.8.
WOOD LATHES, Attachments,

Motors and Control Gear, Cir-
cular Saw Blades, Spindles or
Benches, Turning Tools, etc. ; inter-
ested ? Then send 6d. for illustrated
literature, price list and H.P. terms.
D. Arundel & Co., Mills Drive, Fara-
don Road, Newark, Notts.

WORK WANTED
IS THERE A METAL PART YOU

WANT MAKING, a Spindle
Turned, a Thread Cut? We do
Turnings. Milling, Drilling, Press
Work, etc. ; 1 oh or quantity; send
drawing with stamped-aadressed
envelope for free estimate to T. A.
Winter, Electrical & Mechanical
Engineers, 66, Stonhouse Street,
London. S.W.4.

EDUCATIONAL
A ivi.I.Mech., B.Sc., CITY &zx GUILDS, Etc. Guaranteed

postal courses for all Exams. and
Technical Divisions from Elementary
to Degree standard. Approximately
95% successes. 144 -page prospectus
free on request. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 937),
29. Wright's Lane, London, W.A.
-VREE ! Brochure giving details of
1. courses in Mechanical and Pro-
duction Engineering, Draughtsman-
ship. etc., for the A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.P.E., City and Guilds. and
other professional examinations.
Train with the Postal Training
College operated by an industrial
Organisation; moderate fees. E.M.I.
Institutes, Postal Division, Dept.
PM30. 43, Grove Park Road, London,
W.4, (Associate of H.M.V.:
HANDICRAFT TEACHERS wanted

urgently ; craftsmen, wood or
metal. prepared by correspondence
coaching ; success certain. Write lot
particulars: Director, Marriott'a
Charnwood, Leslie, Fife. or Regional
Secretary, Bushby, Leicestershire.

BOOKS
NEW AND USED Correspondence

Courses, Educational Books,
bought. sold. Catalogue. Courses.
28. Dean Road. London, N.W.2.

MISCELLANEOUS
BOOKLEITS, " How to use ex -Gov.
.2-2 Lenses and Prisms," Nos. 1 and
2. price 2/6 ea. ; ex -Gov. Optical lists
free for s.a.e. H. English. Rayleigh
Road. Hutton. Brentwood. Essex.
BUILD YOUR OWN REFRIGERA-

TOR, all components available
at reasonable prices. Frigidaire
flowing cold units. £5 ; small units.
Kelvinator, etc.. £4 : h.p. heavy
duty Motors, £3 ; Chrome Cabinet
fittings. new. £1 ; money back guar-
antee ; s.a.e, for list and schematic
diagram. Wheelhouse, 1, The Grove.
Isleworth, Middx. (Phone: Hounslow
7558.)

FORTUNES
IN FORMULAS."

900 pages of American
formulae, American technical books
and magazines covering every in-
terest ; stamp for lists. Herga Ltd.
(Dept. PI), Hastings.
PERSPEX LETTER CUTTERS, any

style or size; signs made to
order. H. Cowley, 19. Anerley Road,
Norwood, S.E.19. (SYD. 5676.)
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G.E.C. & B.T.H.
GERMANIUM

CRYSTAL DIODES
G.E.C. GLASS TYPE 6/ir,in. x 3/16in.
B.T.H. LATEST TYPE MOULDED IN

THERMO-SETTING PLASTIC
Beth Wire Ends for Easy Fixing.

4/6 each, postage 25d.
B.T.H.TILICON CRYSTAL VALVE

2/6 each, postage 25d.
Fixing Brackets 3d. extra.

Wiring instructions for a cheap, simple
but high quality Crystal Set included
with each Diode and Crystal Valve.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,

COTTON AND SILK COVERED.
All gauges available.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUf NOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

FORMERS AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS,

Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

CRYSTAL SET
INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL, VALVE
Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, 15/-, post 1/-.
A REAL CRYSTAL SET NOT A TOY

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

1W/S CENO/NE
0110, scouvr 5 DECKER PORTABLE

Yours for only
1416 DEPOSIT

plus 2/6
postage and pack-
ing, and 8 monthly

is mechanised. payments of I4/6.

Payments covered in case of Ackness, un-
employment or accident.
KITS for use with drill : Grinding and
polishing, 2/5 dep., 8 monthly payments
2/5 ; Wood Turning Lathe Kit 12/10 dep.,
8 monthly payments 12/10 ; (P. & P. extra).
Send for Lists. Satisfaction guaranteed. Post
cheques, postal orders direct to :

L. JOHNSON (Dept. P.M.I)
Supa Buildings. Greenhill Street,

Stratford-upon-Avon.

Start with the drill,
add kits until all
your drilling, grind-
ing, polishing, clean-
ing, turning, etc.,

ROGERS 31, NELSON ST..
SOUTHPORT.

Silent Synchronous Mains Motors.
U.S.A. made. 220/250 volt A.C. mains.
with gearbox and external train 4 r.p.m.
and 24 r.p.m. New Ex W.D. .. 18/6
Compressors, various sizes, air re-

ceivers from 12/6. Pulleys, Belts, etc.
Assorted Springs, 50 in box ... 3/ -
Rheostats, 6 ohm. 11 amp.... ... 2/6
Grinders, A., p. mains, twin ended 45/ -
Abrasive Discs, 5in., asstd. doz. WA
Green Grit Wheels, 3 in. x lin. x

lin. bore ... 4/9
Rubber Grommets, 50 asstd. 1/6
Self -Tap Screws. 100 asstd. ... 31 -
Copper Rivets, 12 doz. assorted... 1/3
Thread Gauges, 28 arms ... ... 4/9
Meter Movements, 5 m/amp. for

testers, voltmeters. etc.. Olin.
long scale ... 3/6

Saw Bench Tops with ball race
spindle, pulley. etc., 181n. x 10In. 45/ -

May we send our list of 300 interesting
items ? lid. stamp, please.

IPORTASS 4a",<37" S.C. LATHE
Cast Iron Tray
and Peds in 2

lengths.
Charles Portass

& Son,
Dept. P.M.

1 Buttermere
Works, Shelf. 8.

" I NEVER
THOUGHT THAT

vr Coup)
RADIO

SET"
say Satisfied
Customers. Yet
by using our
Home Construc-
tor Booklet
(Price 2.6 only)

YOU too can build superb sets. Cram-
med with Circuits, Supa-Simplified
wiring diagrams, constructional details
and " Know -How." Send today.

SUPACOILS, Dept. M.8.
21 Markhouse Road, London, E.17.

GENERAL
CERTIFICATE

OF EDUCATION EXAM.
THE KEY'S TO litti".gESS AND

Essential to success in any walk of life.
Whatever your age, you can now prepare
at home for the important new General
Cert. of Education Exam. (you choose
your own subjects) on " NO PASS-NO
FEE " terms.
SEND FOR FREE 136 -PAGE BOOK
Full details of how you can obtain this
valuable Certificate are given in our
136 -page Guide-FREE and without
obligation. Write to -day.
11.T 160, COLLEGE HOUSE. 29-31,
WRIGHT'S LANE. LONDON. w.8
NO PASS-NO FEE

Our sets of machined castings for

drilling machines, g" and 1" capacity,

hand shapers, compound tables and

machine vices enable you to make sound

machines at low cost. Materials and

drawings are included, and the balance
of the work is within the capacity of a
35" lathe.

Full particulars sent on receipt of 25d.
stamp.

E. W. COWELL LTD.
7A, SYDNEY ROAD, WATFORD,

HERTS.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS ELEC-
TRICAL RADIO EQUIPMENT 76.
PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
1/-, POST FREE, 2/6, OVERSEAS
SEAMAIL.

ARTHUR T. SAWS
(P.M.). 93, NORTH ROAD, BRIGHTON,
SUSSEX. Tel. : Brighton 25806.

Powerful. 24 volt, geared motors,
series wound. Will run on A.C. or D.0
24 volt intermittent rating, final speed
approx. 75 r.p.m.: weight 31 lb.. size
4r x 2l'. approx. i h.p. ; light, power-
ful and compact. Ideal unit for food -
mixers. hedgecutter, washing -machines.
Makers Dumore Co., U.S.A. Spur and
gunmetal worm -wheel totally enclosed.
Price 61 105.. post paid.

II. MIDDLETON,
639, Abbodale Road, Sheffield, 7.

POTTERY KILNS
3 kW. Electric kilns for the Home,
School or Studio potter. Prices from
£12 to £50. Also clays, glazes and all
materials required for pottery making.

MILLS & HUBBALL, Ltd..
244, Borough High St., London, S.E.I

HIGH QUALITY TOOLS
For the Craftsman

Terms as low as 2/6 per week.
Send 1/- for catalogue containing over

400 items

H. J. BOULTING LTD.
21, Wellington Street, Leicester

BUILD YOUR OWN BOAT FROM
PREFABRICATED PARTS

Send 2/6d. for Illustrated Booklet
containing details of all our kits and

finished boats.

ii a
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BELL WOODWORKING CO., LTD.,
Boat Builders, Aylestone Park, Leicester

Telephone 32480

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send lid. stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

BECK

Booklets :
" Experi-
siesta " 101d.

" Formulas "
,Did.

" Rome

Chemistry "

2/3
Post Paid.

Ocientific Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

A GOOD PIANIST
IS ALWAYS WELCOME
I will teach you BY POST
from ordinary music (no
freakish methods) to read
and play at sight any stand-
ard musical composition.
My pupils roll grows daily.

I state it In every advertisement.
It is your assurance of success.
My class is seldom less than
2,000 pupils. I've taught over
80450. I CAN TEACH YOU (in 12
lessons), even if you do not know
a note. Free book and advice.

Say Beginner, Mod., Adv.
Block Letters. please.)

Br. H. BECKER iDent.
7581, The Hall,
Centurion Road,
Brighton, SUMS.

A.11).111D CHEMICALS
PP

&
AARATUS

WE CAN OFFER A WIDE SELECTION OP
EQUIPMENT SUITABLE FOR STUDENTS

AND BEGINNERS.
Send stamp for lists to :- 14 (11/P M).
SURREY ROAD, BARKING. ESSEX.

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for
Leaflet No. 18/7
Speed, up to
6,000 r.p.m.

B.& F. CARTER
& Co.. Ltd.. Bolton5

W E L E V Aug PISTO.
Marvellously
accurate for
target prac-

tice.
No licence required
purchase for use on

enclosed premises.
Write for Catalogue of AIR
PISTOLS. AIR RIFLES and

Accessories.
WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.,

106. Wearnan Street. Birmingham Eng.

to TH00 0

ALUMINIUM BRAZING
MAKES PiRFECT weans AAAAAA JOINTS INALUMINIUM_
COMPLETE OUTFIT, INCLuOtNG PRECISION MADE

CsELF guokfiNG) FOR usE *ITN HOUSEHOLD
GAS SUPPLY, FLUX RODS ETC *ITN FULL

DETAILED .NSTRuC,,ONi 0,6 POST FREE.

A.C.S. EQUIPMENTS 23 WESTERN
ROAD COW LERSLEY HUDDERSFIELD

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

BARGAINS
HAND GENERATORS, complete
with handle and 72/1 gearbox. Output
28 volts and 300 volts. As described for
WASHING MACHINE in P.M. August
issue and WRINGER March issue. Each
25/-, post 1/9.
MOTOR GENERATORS. Input 24v.
D.C. Output 250v. D.C. May be used
with 60 mA rectifier from A.C. mains
to give useful Low Voltage D.C. supply.
&c. Many usds. Each 12/6, post 2,-.
ROTARY PUMPS. Vacuum or Air.
Also suit non -corrosive light liquids
(NOT salt water) and will lift from
depth. Standard )1 gas inlet & outlet.

h.p. to drive. Useful paint spray, &c.
New & boxed, 30/-, post 1/9.
Brass Hose Connections to fit these
pumps, 6i- per pair.

Send 3d. stamp for list of
Motors, Telephones, Transformers,
Lamps, Switches, Cable, Boxes, &c.

Hundreds of Bargains.

MILLIGANS
24, HARFORD ST., LIVERPOOL, 3.

Money Back Guarantee.

WIRING ACCESSORIES
All goods are of a well-known mans -
lac ture and carry a money -back
guarantee. All cables are manufactured
to the latest British Standard Specifi-
cation. C.O.D. or C.W.O. All carriage
paid.
CABLE TIES.-Flat Twin, 1.044, 46/..
3.029. 58', 7.029, 97/6. PVC Sheathed.
Flat Twin, 1.044, 40/-. 3.029, 57/6. All
per 100 yds. Our PVC cables are suit-
able for interior or exterior use and
may even be buried in concrete. All
types and sizes of cables available in
25, 50 or 100 yd. lengths. Heavy cables
cut to desired length at no extra charge.
Switches, 1/6. 2 Way. 2/-. Ceiling Roses,
led. Lampholders, 10d. 3 -pin Sw.
Sockets, 5 A., 4/8. 15 A., 8/6. Send for
Price Lists of other accessories.

HUNT & CO.,
West Street, Exeter

'Phone : Exeter 56687

THE FAMOUS
HARRIS ELEOTRIC

WELDER
and Complete Kit
For Welding. Soldeling,
itroAnd and metal construc-
tion k repairs in the home, on
the car or cycle. Inalant heat
6,000. F. Works from tiv. or 12v.
car battery or transformer from
A.C. noise. Complete St of Welt-
ing Tool, 9 ft. cable, clip carbons.
cleansing fluid, fluxes, filler rods, doe -
glee. instructions. hints. Thousands
lo daily use. As supplied to Depts.
of HAI. Government. Stands,'
Telephone's, etc. wads all Metal,.
Up to one -eighth inch. 53/6C.0.13 IF REQUIRED.
Obtainable only tram: Pas, Free
HARRIS ENGINEERING CO.(Dept. P.M.)

269 Kings and Road, London, E.2.

91M9 'MOS),

=-11taix
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ROBINSON ell CO. (GILLINGHAM) LTD.
=London Chamber, GILLINGHAM, KENT. Phone 5282,

 Pans and Kits for over 600 Models 

The new MODELCRAFT HAND-
BOOK features plans, kits and
accessories. Price only 1/-, includes
a full refund Voucher.
Send for your copy now to :

MODELCRAFT LTD.
77 (L) Grosvenor Road, London, S.W.1
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their varying range should lead to something
near perfection.

The closer together the lamps, the closer the
actors to the screen, and the more distant the
audience from the screen, the more easy it
should be to get results.

The red and green filters for the spectacles

Red

Green

Lamps L-10'or 20'

Screen
"4.

0
OD

Actors

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

turn sounds very attractive.-STEPHEN MOXLY
(Hants).

SIR,-I note that in the June issue of
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, in the " Infor-

mation Sought " column, a reader asks for
details of the " 3-D " shadowgraph show

Mr. Moxly's theory of how
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Harry Lester's

and the lamps may be the same material. If
commercial samples are available, a piece of
each colour put together, one on top of the
other, should appear almost opaque. The
colours are not restricted to red and green ;
any two complementary colours could be used,
such as orange and blue. For home make, dyed
gelatine on glass could be tried. As an
alternative to colours, polarising filters could
be used, but would be expensive and possibly
less effective as a mystery show.

To a practical stereoscopist, Harry Lester's

Comedians Show works.

which Harry Lester includes in his show.
I have arranged several such shows for local

concerts and would offer the following advice.
Two lamps are required, and to obtain sharp

shadows these should be 36 watt or 48 watt
tz-volt car headlamp bulbs, preferably of the
type having a Vee form filament, thus giving a
small size high -intensity light source.

The lamps can be operated from a trans-
former or car battery and should be fitted in
batten type holders with no reflectors, prefer-
ably fixed at approximately 6in. apart in a box

501

with a dull or matt dark interior, arranged so
that the light from the lamps can fall on the
screen only.

A wooden box approximately izin. x gin.
x gin. deep with, of course, no lid, and
standing on one of the long sides on the floor
of the stage, is best.

The open top (now the side) of the box is
covered over one-half with green Cinemoid
and over the remaining half with red Cinemoid,
which is the filter material used for coloured
lighting effects in cinemas. A small offcut of
each colour could, no doubt, be obtained from
the local cinema.

Any object which is now held between the
lamps and the screen will cast one green and
one red shadow, and by moving the object
slowly from the screen towards the lamps, the
two shadows are made to move farther apart,
thus giving the illusion to the audience of
three-dimensional movement.

The small plastic " space ships " sold in the
sixpenny stores can be suspended by thread
from a short cane and will make very realistic
diving attacks. Table tennis balls thrown at
the lamps will also produce shrieks.

The coloured spectacles are obtainable
approximately one penny each from W.
Walker and Sons, Ltd., 3, Woodstock Street,
London, W.I.

The screen should, of course, be of the
translucent cotton or linen sheet type.

The position (left or right side) of the green
or red Cinemoid is determined by trial in
accordance with the instructions printed on
the spectacles.-A. M. PEARSON (Yeovil).

Tar:olaZ
Bondaglass

GLASS fibre is a comparatively new
material, which is already being used

in industry as a replacement for steel and
aluminium. Car bodies, yacht hulls, dinghies,
safety helmets, fishing rods and many other
products where lightness and strength are
necessary, are some of the items for which
this material is being used. Now Bondaglass,

distributed by Messrs. P. Smith (Croydon),
4oa, Parsons Mead, Croydon, brings this
material into the hands of the home craftsman.

Bondaglass is a cloth, woven from spun
glass fibres, which is laid to the shape required
and then soaked in a special synthetic resin
plastic. This is prepared just before use and
quickly sets rock hard, binding the glass
fibres together to form a reinforced plastic
moulding of great strength and lightness.
Where extra strength is required, several
layers of glass cloth can be laminated, and
once the resin has set it can be sawn, drilled,
tapped, filed, sanded and polished. Metal
components can be moulded right into the
material, which, weight for weight, is stronger
than aluminium or even mild steel. It is an
electrical insulator, is distortion -free, heat
resistant, and also resists acids, oils and many
chemicals.

Model makers will find that it makes
tough and endurable boat hulls, car bodies
and aircraft fusilages, and the aircraft modeller
will find it useful for wheel spats, engine
cowlings, exhaust stubs, etc.

In the garage, for repair purposes, it is
ideal for mending leaky roofs, rusted body-
work, cracked mudguards, radiator hoses, etc.,

and in the home the list of uses is practically
endless, ranging from the repair of children's
toys to burst pipes, from broken china to
split cycle mudguards.

The Stanley No. 199 Trimming Knife
STANLEY WORKS (GREAT BRITAIN),

LTD., announce that the No. 199
Trimming Knife-the handy knife with

tot uses in the home, office,
factory and garden - has
changed its coat, and now, in
addition to the standard metal-
lic grey enamel finish, it is
being offered with blue, green,
red and buff enamel finishes.

These coloured knives are packed in indivi-
dual transparent envelopes, while the
standard knives are packed in individual
cartons printed blue and orange on silver -
covered board.

New Shell Easing Oil for Rusted Fittings
SHELL-MEX AND B.P., LTD., are

launching a new easing oil, designed to
free rusted fittings.

Shell Easing Oil is a high quality graphited
product containing special ingredients giving
it highly penetrating characteristics.

It is designed to free quickly, rusted fittings
such as nuts and bolts, door and gate hinges,
window catches, taps and pipe joints, rusted -in
screws and springs, etc.

Shell Easing Oil is not a general purpose
household oil. The graphite it contains makes
it black. It should be used with care and not
for purposes where it may stain or damage.
Users are advised to shake the tin thoroughly
and apply the oil liberally to the rusted part.
After a short while the part will free easily.
In difficult cases it may be necessary to apply
the oil a second time.

Shell Easing Oil will be marketed in handy
8oz. tins, with a special pourer spout, at

2S. 6d. a tin, and will be obtainable only from
ironmongers and other retailers normally
handling this type of product

Attachments for an Electric Drill
(Continued from page 475)

Drilling Fixture
The makers of the saw set also sell a drill

stand base which can be assembled with the
bench clamp and pillar (both of which form
components of the saw set) to form a neat and
efficient vertical drilling machine. The reader
may be interested, however, in the design of a
home-made vertical driller which, although
not nearly as neat in appearance as the Wolf
Cub set, being made in wood, has given
complete satisfaction over many years. Certain
advantages in this design will be recognised,
among them being its capacity to accept wider
work. The Wolf Cub bench clamp will fit the
slide of this machine, which is now being used
with this make of electric drill.

Fig. 7 shows the leading particulars of this
set-up. The base, back board and slide were
made out of mahogany, as also were the two
dovetailed guide strips. The slide edges were
shod with sheet brass facings screwed on and
the guides with steel strips also screwed on.
The holes in the guides for the screws attach-
ing them to the back board were slotted
slightly to allow the guides to be tapped side-
ways when the screws were backed off a little,
to achieve and maintain a nice running fit
without backlash. The stroke of the slide
is 4in.

The adjustable angle -plate on the back
board can be set to stop the descent of the
slide at any specified depth, such as when
preparing a mortise by drilling a series of
holes to the depth of the tongue.

B. Elliott & Co's Brazing Attachment
The June issue carried an advertisement for

Messrs. B. Elliott & Co. Ltd., inadvertently
captioned " Sanding Machine " ; this should
have read "Brazing Attachment."

4.11111.0.
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RULES
A stamped. addressed envelope, a sixpenny,
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue, which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS. Geo. Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House. Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

Making a Black Mirror
PLEASE give me a formula for making

transparent mirrors that can be
seen through when illuminated by an
electric lamp enclosed in a box. Also,
a transparent medium for spraying on
the back of same. -G. Noble (Cirencester).

WE presume you are referring to what is
known as a black mirror. Make up

the following solutions :
Solution A. -Dissolve 10 gms. of thiourea

in i litre water.
Solution B. -Dissolve 4o gms. lead acetate

trihydrate in r litre of water.
Solution C. -Dissolve 20.2 gms. of sodium

hydroxide in t litre of water.
First clean the glass surface upon which

mirror is to be produced with caustic soda,
then with soap and water and, finally, water.
Protect one surface with Scotch tape or the
like. Then immerse the glass plate in a mixture
of too c.c. of solution A ; 25 c.c. of solution
B ; and 5o c.c. of solution C (larger quantities
if needed). Heat the mixture to 4o-41 deg. C.
and maintain at this temperature for a period
of 15 minutes, when a black mirror will have
been produced.

Any clear cellulose varnish can be used for
spraying back of mirror.

Curing Creaking Stairs
T LIVE in a modern house where the
1 stairs squeak abominably ; it is
quite impossible to ascend them silently.

Can you tell me the reason for this,
and an effective method of curing it ?
The underside of the staircase is the
pantry and is plastered. -D. Hurst
(Cardiff).

EACH stair has two parts, the horizontal
tread and the riser, which is upright.

The ends of these fit into grooves in the sides
of the staircase and are secured by glue and
wedges. The treads and risers are held
together by nails or screws and also by small
triangular blocks glued to the inside angle of
each stair. These arc usually the places from
which squeaks emanate.

If you examine these you will probably
find that the nails are pulling out as the

710 weight of the body presses on the tread.
Replace these with screws. The glued blocks

Queries Asisuivied
also may be loose. These want scraping free
from old glue and gluing up again afresh.
Attention to these points will cure your
trouble, but it would seem that you would
have to strip off the plaster under the staircase.

Electrically -fired Flash Powder
T HAVE been taking flash photographs,
1 using the " open flash " method
and igniting the powder with touch paper.
Although some good results have been
obtained no control over the flash can be
made once the touch paper is ignited.

I am wondering whether you can
suggest a means of igniting the flash
powder by an electrical method, either by
using a dry battery or mains current
(230 A.C.). I had in mind something in
the nature of an Ever Ready gas igniter,
but I doubt if the filament would last
more than once if the flash powder were
heaped over it and ignited. -F. Mummery
(Grays, Essex).

ELECTRICAL firing of ordinary flash
powder is possible by using a thin wire

" filament " and a source of current suffi-
ciently powerful to fuse it. A transformer
could be used with A.C. mains. Direct
operation from the mains would be possible,
of course, but the usual care would be
necessary to make the unit safe.

For battery use it will be found that an
accumulator is best, but fairly large celled dry
batteries in good condition can be employed.

For the filament, a short length of 42 s.w.g.
copper or tinned copper wire between two

THE P.M. BLUE -PRINT SERVICE

I2FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE. New Series. Ni, I,
3s. 6d.

10 -WATT MOTOR, New Series. No. 2, 3s. 6d..
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.

New Series. No. 3, Ss.*

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is.

"SPORTS "PEDALCAR.NewSeries. No. 4,5s.
F. I. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT. New

Series. No. 5, 5s.*

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
Series. No. 6, Ss.*

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 3s. 6d.
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series.

Refractor. Object glass Sin. djarn.
Magnification x80.

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s.
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 3s. 6d.'

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 3s. 6d.'
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. I I, 3s. 6d.. -

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12, Is. 6d.
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING
PLANT. New Series. No. 13, 7s. 6d.

MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.*
Blue -prints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.

Art board dial for above clock, Is.
OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT.
10s. 6d. per set of three sheets.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE.
Full-size blue -print, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.
Complete set, 10s. 6d..

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK, 2s.
" PRACTICAL TELEVISION " RECEIVER.

(3 sheets), 10s. 6d.

P.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE.
Is.*

P.M. TAPE RECORDER
(2 sheets), Ss.

The above blue -prints are obtainable. post free,
from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
An dcorti, constructional details are available free

with the blue -prints.

stout wires of terminals can be used, if 2 to
3 amps are available. The D.C. resistance
of leads should be kept as low as possible,
or an increase in the voltage applied will be
required. The 42 s.w.g. wire requires to be
renewed each time, but this is little difficulty
if suitable terminals or clips are provided.

A push type switch is suggested for firing.
The powder is heaped over the filament, and
should ignite with no delay.

Infra -red Photography
PLEASE could you explain how photos

are taken by infra -red rays ? I
saw some such photos taken inside a
cinema of the expressions on children's

Readers are asked to note that we have
discontinued our eectrical query service.
Replies that appear in these page: from
time to time are old ones and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

faces during a thriller. -S. H. Doe
(Stowmarket).

THE photographs of cinema audiences to
which you refer, which are taken in

apparent darkness, are produced by flooding
the interior with infra -red rays, which latter
are not visible to the human eye, but which
are able to affect certain types of plates and
films. The photograph is taken by an
ordinary camera using an infra -red sensitive
plate or film and the photograph is then
developed up in the usual manner. The
interior is " lighted " with infra -red rays
merely by the aid of a number of lanterns
carrying electric lamps whose rays are
deprived of all visible light by being filtered
through screens which permit only infra -red
rays to pass through, but which withhold
all visible light rays. Because of this the
interior still appears dark to our eyes, although
it may actually be well " illuminated " by the
invisible infra -red rays.

Blackening Aluminium
CAN you please advise me how to

blacken aluminium castings, as I
am building an enlarger and wish to get
a good black matt finish, preferably by
a chemical process ?-Wm. Bradley
(Stockport).

TO obtain a black coloration on aluminium
the clean and grease -free metal should

be immersed in the following bath for 3o
minutes at a temperature of 175 deg. F.: -
Potassium permanganate ... t,joz.
Nitric acid ... 1/3oz.
Copper nitrate ... ... 4oz.
Water gallon

After blackening, rinse the components,
dry them and then protect the surface with a
clear lacquer.

Another method of blackening aluminium
is to immerse it for 15 minutes in a solution
made by dissolving copper carbonate in
ammonia.

One of the best blackening processes for
aluminium is the electrolytic one of " black
nickel plating." For this the following bath
is required :-
Nickel ammonium sulphate 8oz.
Zinc sulphate ... ioz.

(Continued on page 504)
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A.C./D.C. MOTORS 24 v. 2a., 6in. x 2iin.
dia. spindle lin. x lin. New 18/6.
Time Delay Relays supplied to your
requirements.
Powerful small Blower Motors, 24 v.
A.C./D.C., 14/6. As used for the Hedge
Trimmer.
Type 6C Oscilloscope Unit. With
VCRI38 31in. Tube, and conversion
circuit for standard " Scope," 58/6.

Transformers, Input 200/240 v. Sec.
tapped 3-4-5-6-8-9-10-12-15-18-20-24-30
volts at 2 amps., 21/6. 17-11-5 volts, at
5 amps., 22/6. 17-11-5 volts at 14 amps
16/6. 6.3 volts, 2} amps., 8/6. 12 months'
guarantee.
Selenium Rectifiers F.W. 12-6 volt, I A.,
8/6. 3 A., 14/6. 4 A., 23/6. 6 A., 30/,
24 v. 2 A., 30/-. 250 v. 100 mA. H.W.,
9/-, 250 mA., 1716, 60 mA., 6/6.
D.P.D.T. Relays. Operates at 2001300
volts D.C., 8/6. D.P. Make and Break,
8/6. Any combination or voltage can
be supplied at varying prices.
0-5 amp. 24- Square M/c Ammeters, I 1/..
Veeder Counters. P.O. Tyre, 24/50 v.
D.C. 0.9999, 15/6.
M/c Microphones with matched trans-
former, 15/6.
6 volt Vibrator Packs. Self contained
in steel box. Output 150 v.30 mA, 22/6.
Rheostats, 12 v. I A., 2/6. 12 v. 5 A., 10/6.
Latest Car Lights , Relay Assembly
" Flasher " Unit, 6 or 12 v., 17/6 ; or
with 2 lamps and switch, 50/-. STATE
BATTERY CONNECTION TO
CHASSIS.
4 ft. Fishing Rod Aerials, Set 3, 7/6.
Base. 3/6.
TR.I196. Transmitter Section. NEW
and complete - less valves - 4.3-6.7
Mc/s. Easily converted, 15/-. Valves
are EF50, TTI I, EL32. set 25/-.
gin. dia. 0-100 Micro -amp. Meters.
Made by Ernest Turners, 13/12/6.

All Carriage Paid in U.K.

THE RADIO &
ELECTRICAL MART

253, Portobello Rd., London, W.I I
Park 6026

To Young

Engineers

with

Ambition
A CAREER IN THE MERCHANT NAVY. Here is an attrac-

tive opportunity for young and ambitious engineers.
The British Tanker Company (the shipping organisation

of Anglo-Iranian Oil Company) operates one of the largest
privately -owned tanker fleets in the world and offers young
engineers every opportunity of reaching the highest ranks in
the marine engineering profession.

If you are interested in ships and prepared, after qualifying
periods of sea service, to take the necessary examinations, an
extremely well -paid career is open to you in this vital branch
of Britain's Merchant Navy.
TO QUALIFY: (I) You should be nearing the completion of
your apprenticeship as a fitter or fitter and turner and must have had
some experience on heavy machinery or power plant maintenance.

(2) You must have obtained your Ordinary
National Certificate or be likely to obtain this before the com-
pletion of your apprenticeship.

If you are interested please write for further details to: -

The British Tanker Co. Ltd., Dept. PM.2
BRITANNIC HOUSE, FINSBURY CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.2

MIDGET ELECTRIC DRILLS
Capacity - drills
froni .01 to r..
DM* in type chuck.
Rise and fall table.
Max. distance, chuck
to table 35". Move- 
ment of table 35'.
Motor and drill
spindle in ball raced.
Speed 6,000 to 10,000
r.p.m. Two -speed
pulley, end-less belt
drive. Over -
a 1 1 size
101" high x4i wide x
61" deep.Weight-
approx. 9lbs. Solid
brass stand. Sensi-tive lightweight
drill. Voltage 200/
250 v. AC/DC. Made by RUNBAKEN
Price: Two -speed model, as inus.. 29.10.0.
MIDGET FLEXIBLE SHAFT.-" Flexi-
drive " by Runbaken. A precision -made
flexible shaft. Length 32'. Handpiece with
Eclipse chuck, capacity 1". Can be used
with
Midget
Electric
Drill,
Bench and
Hand Drills.
High-speed
bearings.
81.12.8 each.

POP RIVET GUNS. -The easiest method
of joining motor -body, sheet -metal and
light fabrication work. Heavy duty type to
take rivets from r to 3/16", £3.18.6 each.
Pop Rivets, C. 5132* and 3/16", 4/- per 100,
22/- per 1.000 of one size.
MODEL MOTORS. -A compact motor
with useful torque (71bs.), which can be
geared for model cars, engines, cranes, etc.,
or directly coupled for model ships and
'Planes. Weight if ozs. Length 1', diameter
li", 3-6 volts DC. 9/6 each.
TRANSFORMERS. -Ref. RU:91 Input
230v. Output 3, 8, 9 and 12v. at 65 amps.
Ref. AT/21 Input 230v. Output 115v. at
6 amps. Autotransformer. 23.16.0.
Ref. T/342 Input 230v. Output 6, 12, 18. 24
and 30v. at 10 amps. £4.5.0.
Ref. K130 Input 230w. Output 30-0-30v. at
6 amps. Separate winding giving 1.25-0-1.25Y.
at 10 amps. 24.5.0.

HARMSWORTH, TOWNLEY & CO.,
la. Brook Road, Manchester, 14

THE P HACKSAW MACHINE

Model(A)
PRICE

£9-5-0

Takes
10"

Hand
Blades

This
Machine
is ideal

Milor

ford
and

similar
lathes.

Uses whole length of Blades, Patent
Vice, and tensioning device
Fits any small Lathe.
Weight. 12 kilos 27 lbs. Blades, 10in.
hand. Capacity. 21in. Drive. lin.
Overall Length, 23in. Overall Width,
811n. Overall Height, 101in. Blade
Tension Patent . Vice Patent.
The machine has been in use in our
works for over three years. All that is
required is an occasional drop of thin
oil.
All cast iron construction, gunmetal
con rod and from turning to sawing in
the same lathe is a matter of seconds.
It will fit any lathe from 3lin. upwards.

JAMES CHAMBERS & SONS
78a, JUNCTION ROAD, ARCHWAY,
LONDON, N. Tel.: ARC 5634

C.
47/49

H.

Build your own
air compressor

BRAND NEW Heywood
Bendix Compressors,
with Driving Shaft, 40/ -

each. 2/6 Carr.
Approx. 2 c. ft.
at 1306 r.p.m. &
100 lbs. per sq.

in.
TANKS, com-plete with
gauge, taps,
etc. Tested to
400 lb. per sq.
in. on plat-

form.
40t-, Carr. 6/ -

VINCENT
Essex Road, Islington,

London, N.I.
Canonbury 8-20

"Baker's"
BERINGd

4071,/h,

QUICK.CLEANCERTAIN.ECONOMICAL
PRODUCT OF SIR Wm. BURNETT & CO.(Chemicals)LTO.

GREAT WEST ROAD ISLEWORTH  MIDDLESEX  ENGLAND

U.S.A. THROAT MICROPHONES. -
1/9 each, post 5d. ; 12/- dozen, post free.
TOGGLE SWITCHES.-S.P.C.O. New.
718 doz., post 9d.; 12/- gross, post 216.
Type 5d/531.
BATTERY CHARGING KITS. -
New. G.E.C. 1.25 amp. 12 volt rectifier,
matched transformer, to give output of
5-11-17,.volts Tor charging 2-6 or 12 volt
batteries, 27/6 each, post 1/9.
TEST PRODS. -Has 2ft. flex, ebonite
rods. brass prods, ideal testing, 216
each, post 4d. ; 21, doz.
SMALL SEMI -CIRCULAR RHEO-
STATS. -0-5 ohm variable, suitable
meter shunts. W/W 21in. long, new, 9d.,
post 3d. ; 7/6 dozen.
MOTOR CYCLE SII.ENCERS.
Chromed, new, suit Bantams, fishtail,
fit 1 7/161n. 10!- each, post 1/-. Also
MIC 'Pyre pump connectors, 1J- each,
post 3d. ; 10/- doz.
PROJECTION LENS UNITS. -Con-
tains 24 v. bulb, cover, mirror reflector,
high grade lens, 40 mm. Achromatic.
also Dalmeyer concave dark lens, 10/-,
post V-.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. -12 volt.
3 to 4 amps., new 15/- each, post 1/2.
TERMINAL BLOC KS. -2 -way Ref.
5c/430, 4/6 doz., post 9d. ; 3 -way, 5c/432,
7/6 doz.. post 1/-.
KING DICK RING SPANNERS.-
fin. x On. A.F., 3/6 each, post 7d.
AUGER TVVIST DRILLS. -Sizes
Sin. to On.. various sizes between, set
of four mixed, 10/-, post 9d.
RELAYS. -Type P.O. 3000 coil, 2,000
ohms. 3/6 each, post 8d. Coil, 200 ohms,
3/- each. Type 600 coil, 1,000 ohms, 3/6
each, post 7d.
We always have large stock of Single
Phase 230 v. electric motors. Sample :
1/6 h.p. NEW CROMPTON 230, 24I10/ -
each, carriage 516.
Send 6d. for our bargain list of surplus

equipment.

THE SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENT CO.

353, BEARWOOD RD., 8METHWICK,
BIRMINGHAM 40.
'Phone : WOO 3166.

Showrooms : 353, Bearwood Road,
Smethwick.
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isto

Sodium thiocyanate
sulphocyanide)

Water

(sodium
... 20Z.
... I gallon

This solution must be kept nearly neutral
by additions of zinc carbonate. A nickel
anode is required, the work itself constituting
the cathode. The bath is operated at an
e.m.f. oft volt at 1-2 amps per sq. ft. of
metal surface undergoing treatment.

A good proprietary paint deserving your
attention is Johnson's Dead Black paint for
instrument use.

Calculating Lens f Number
IHAVE bought an ex -Government lens

for an enlarger I have made. It is
'lin. diameter and Sin. focal length. It
works very well, but can you tell me of
any method of finding the f value of the
lens ?-R. A. Hall (Leics).

THE f value of a lens is the ratio of aperture
to focal length ; thus, if the full aperture

of the lens in question is 1.5in. and focus is
53.5in., the f value will be : 3.- =1r2.33.

1.5

The formula is -A- = f, where F is the focus,

A the aperture, and f the stop value or f
number.

Thus
F 3.5= =f3.5
A tin.
T

= =f4.5 or 3.5 -14.66
A '77in. '75 (tin.)

F = 3.5 =f5.6
A 625(tin.)
F 3.5 3.5
A

=55in.=f6.3 or
.5

f7

F= 3'5 =f8
A '4375( lain.)

The f numbers are the actual diameters of
the apertures in the stops used to sharpen the
definition of the lens.

Drilling Holes in Rubber
IWOULD like to cut holes of about

3/16in. diameter in rubber rollers
tin. wide. I think the rollers are made of
synthetic rubber. Can this be done with
an ordinary twist drill or is there a tool
I can buy for the purpose ?-M. H.
Henning (Wales).

About tangle

L

-732 dia

S.Steel is preferable
harden only if quantity

is large

21/2dia.x
/ivide For spindle

At the top is shown the suggested tool and
underneath is the reader's sketch of his

requirements.

THE simple tool we have illustrated in the
sketch enclosed will, we believe, drill

these rubber discs, though you will appreciate
a little experimentation is necessary.

For instance, the outside diameter is given
as 7/32in., but this figure is only approximate,
and you may try tin. on a scrap piece of rubber,
grinding this dimension until you arrive at the
exact size. The material tends to close in after
the drill has passed through.

Another difficulty we can foresee is the

7/32 did
(see text)

removal of the slugs from inside the drill, but
unless you have large quantities to machine,
pushing a small piece of steel rod through the
hollow centre after each hole is finished is the
obvious solution.

Finally, some care is essential when starting
the drill otherwise you may experience diffi-
culty in commencing the cut on the appro-
priate spot. A jig is the answer if the number
justifies making one.

This reply appears to place all manner of
difficulties in your way, but these are not
really serious-the drill will carry out the
operation successfully once you have deter-
mined the above -mentioned figure. Use a
little water and ensure the cutting " edge " is
sharp-almost a razor edge is what we have
in mind. You cannot machine rubber with a
twist drill, nor can you cut it as " swarf " ;
our method removes a series of slugs and we
believe you can achieve a perfectly smooth
hole once the sizes and angle are perfected.

A Water Ejector
T HAVE seen in a shop an article for
1 emptying a bath, washtub, etc.
Also for filling same if required.

It is a T-shaped tube, with a length of
hose from the centre tube leading to
tub, etc., to be emptied, the down piece
attached to water tap.

When water is turned on it empties
tub. Could you tell me how to make
one ? Below is drawing of same.-
A. Hastings (Leicester).

Water tap

THE T-shaped arrangement to which you
refer is an ejector. It is attached to a

water tap and when the cork at the bottom
is taken out and a hose attached to the side
branch, it will raise water through the hose
through an injector action ; that is to say,
there is a jet in the interior which, being
below the hose branch, creates, by the rush
of water through the jet and the tap, a
vacuum sufficient to lift water through the
hose. Obviously it is wasteful of water
whilst in action. If now you plug the bottom
opening with the cork and again turn on the
tap all the water will now pass down through
the hose in the reverse direction. We doubt
if you could make one of these cheaper than
you could buy one.

An Ice -box
T WISH to construct an appliance thatI wilt enable me to keep food fresh
for short periods.

The food will be mainly fresh fish,
which I should like to be able to keep
with confidence for two to three days.
I believe there are " ice -boxes " in use
which involve the use of " freezing
salts " and ice ; can you make any
suggestions on the subject, or advance
any economical alternative ?-M. Holly -
well (Lancs.).

THE principle -of the ice -box is very
simple. It consists of a wooden cabinet,

metal lined, in which there is an inner metal
compartment surrounded with chopped ice,

suitable drainage being provided for the
slowly melting ice. The material to be
cooled is placed in the inner box or com-
partment and, provided that you are able to
get adequate supplies of ice, the cooling
which is thus effected is usually very satis-
factory, although, of course, by no means as
intense as that obtained in a mechanical
refrigerator. You could make an ice -box
of this type for yourself very easily. The
metal used in the box is usually zinc sheet or
heavily galvanised sheet steel.

Freezing salts are expensive in use and
there is no need for them in connection with
an ice -box. These salts are of varying com-
positions, being mostly mixtures of common
salt and calcium chloride.

Another very simple cooling device works
on the evaporation principle. A close -mesh
wire frame of adequate proportions has
placed over it two or three folds of an open -
textured fabric such as muslin or ordinary
cotton cloth. A corner of the cloth is allowed
to dip into a vessel of water. The folds of
cloth are well wetted with water and, if
possible, the whole assembly is placed in a
strong draught. Now, the water will evaporate
from the cloth. In evaporating, it ?rust
obtain energy to change its state from that of
liquid water to that of water vapour. It
obtains its energy from the heat of its sur-
roundings. Hence, its surroundings lose heat
and the quicker the water evaporates the
more heat its surroundings must give up.
Any material placed within the frame under
the fabric folds will be cooled in proportion
to the speed of the water's evaporation. Of
course, under practical conditions, the
temperature -lowering derived from the use
of an evaporation -cooler is not very great-
say, 6 or 7 deg.F. Such cooling, however, is
often sufficient to keep foodstuffs fresh on a
hot summer's day. The advantages of this
cooling device are that it can be worked at
zero cost, and it is quite possible that it may
suit your particular purpose quite adequately.

Information Sought
Readers are invited to supply the re-
quired information to answer the following
queries.

Mr. G. Louden, of Midlothian, writes :
I have just started a Youth Club and would
like to build a table tennis table for these
young people. Can you help me in this matter
by telling me where I could obtain details of
the table construction ?

N. H. Beall, of Newark, wishes to con-
struct some musical notes as used on
small ice cream vans when selling in the
streets, etc., and asks : Could you suggest
a suitable set-up ?

They would, in my case, have to be driven
from the 12 -volt battery.

Mr. S. Webber writes : I wish to make
an electric fence unit, which runs from the
mains (250 volt). Can you please give me
constructional details ?

We quote from a letter from Mr. M.
Bryant, of Birmingham : I am interested
in making an ultrasonic drill, and should
be grateful if you could furnish particulars
and if possible a diagram.

Mr. A. Cooke, of Yate, writes : I wish
to construct a water softener :

(a) Coupled direct into the mains-i.e.,
operating at mains pressure-for domestic
use.

(b) Fitted with two softener cylinders-one
in operation while the other is being re-
juvenated.

(c) To cope with 15o gal, of water per
week.

Can you help me ?
Would the softened water be suitable for

drinking and making tea ?
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MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO. OFFER
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC COUNTERS, 0-9999 repeating, 3 -ohm coil, operates down
to 16 v., size 11in. x liin. x 41in. long, perfect order, 5/-, post 1/- ; 481- doz.. post 2;4.
DEWAR FLASKS (vacuum flasks), 10 -litre capacity, internal dia. 8in., depth 241n.,
fitted metal base. German manufacture, for storing liquid oxygen. etc.. NI- each,
callers only, we cannot dispatch. BECK PRISMATIC PERISCOPES, 6x magni-
fication, adjustable eyepiece at right -angles, length 17in. extends to 23in., removable
handgrip, in leather carrying case, perfect condition, a real bargain, 25i-, post 1/6.
PROJECTION UNITS, consists of an optical mount fitted with a bloomed F.2.2
Achromatic lens. 31in. focal length at one end, and a concave/'convex ground glass at
the other, attached to an enclosed lamphouse fitted with a 24 v. 15 -watt lamp; with
Polished reflector, fraction of original cost, 10/-, post 1/-. TENNER AUTO TIME
DELAY SWITCHES. 12/24 v. operation, consists of a high-grade clockwork mechan-
ism, with external wind, 2 electro-magnets with cam -operated contacts, in smart
metal cases fitted 4 -way terminal block, size 31in. x 21in. x 211n., new boxed, cost Is.
our price 7/6, post 1/3. HOOVER BLOWER MOTORS, dual voltage, with termina-
tions for 12 or 24 v. D.C., alternatively 20 or 40 v. A.C., length 51in., blower casing 4;in.
dia., llin. dia. inlet and outlet ports, thousands of these have been fitted for car
heaters, new, unused, complete with 2 hose connectors. 25/-, post 1/6. TELEPHONE
SETS, consists of 2 combined receivers and microphones, connected by 20ft. twin
flexible, provides perfect 2 -way communication (up to 1 mile with extra flex), self -
energised, no battery required, complete ready for use, new boxed. 12/6, post V-.

K" TYPE CYLINDER LOCKS, deadlocking and thiefproof, has '7 concentric
tumblers instead of the usual 5 in line, interchangeable with ordinary cylinder locks,
for right- or left-hand doors, complete with 2 keys and all fittings, instruction booklet,
list price 18/9, our price, new boxed, 5/-, post 1/1; 2 for 10!-, post paid. P.51.
SPEAKERS, all brand new, less transformer, Elac Olin. dia.. 12/6, post 1/6 ; Good -
mans 61in. wafer type, 10/-, post 1/3 ; Elac 3 lin. square front, 10/, post 1/- Plessey,
3in. dia.. personal portable, 8/6, post 9d. CHARGING KITS, consists of a G.E.C.
12 v.11 amp. selenium full -wave rectifier, and a Douglas 200/250 v. transformer specially
wound for this rectifier, with requisite voltages to charge a 2, 6 or 12v. battery at
11 amps., also makes a perfect model railway unit, complete with circuit diagrams and
instructions, 2 brand new components, 25/-. post 1/8. VARIABLE RHEOSTATS,
wire -wound on ceramic, 50 ohms at 1 amp., laminated wiper, bakelite control knob. in
metal cases size 51in. x Olin. x 2Iin.,fitted on/off toggle switch and 2 cannon plugs.
new boxed, 7/6, post 1/6. LIGHTEPARTS, cartons of 60 brand new parts, includes
fine cut wheels, springs, stems, frames, bearings, etc., enough parts to nearly complete
2 high-grade lighters, easily worth 15/-, our price, 2/6, post 4d. CRYSTAL SET
COILS, high -gain dual range med. and I w.. complete with crystal Set circuit. 2/6, post
4d. ; Variable conds., .0005 mid., bakelite dielectric, complete with pointer knob. 3/6.
post 4d. ; Germanium detector, latest wire -ended type, 2/-, post 3d. ; Wavechange
switches, ed., post 3d. ; Clix plugs with sockets. 4 sets 2/-, post 4d. All items to con-
struct a crystal set, 10/-, post paid. D.C. SERIES MOTORS, 12/24 v. 15/20 amps., size
611n. long 31in. dia., fitted fin. dia. shaft, weight 9 lbs., a very superior motor, origin-
ally cost £10, our price, new unused. 7/6, post and packing 2,6. SPIRIT DUPLI-
CATING CARBONS, size 16in. x 13in., cartons of 100 sheets, tissue interleaved, worth
15/-, our price, brand new. 2/6, post 118. BOMB COMPUTORS, contains a wealth of
high-grade items, such as 3 motors, various complicated mechanisms, gears of all
kinds, ball -bearings, vacuum exhaust chambers, gyroscope, counters, levels, flexible
drives, etc., etc.. originally cost hundreds of £s, weight 65 lbs., our price 40/, carriage
10/- : Scot., 12/6 ; N.I., 15/-. MAINS MOTORS, 200)250 v. A.C.ID.C., one end fitted
enclosed fan blower, the other fitted enclosed reduction drive gearbox, with 2 final
drive shafts giving 30 and 175 r.p.m.. also another drive revolves in t steps at 8 r.p.m..
length llin., width and height approx. tin., perfect condition. 20/-, post 2.'4. T.R.S.
FLEXIBLE CABLE, twin 161012 circular rubber covered, 250 v. insulation, at approx.
one-third to -day's price ; 25 yds., 15/-, post 118 : 50 yds., 27/6, post 2i- ; 100 yds., 50/-.
carriage 5/-.
Also hundreds of other interesting items. Send 3d. with s.a.e. for current lists.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
Moorpool Circle, Birmingham, 17, Tel. HAR 1308.

NEW! AMAZING "SELF -BUILD"
1=0 FURNITURE

C
a,w'itd in...
so easy a child
could make it/

7 \'

0,sv

FiRlo

FREE. SEND NOW 1
,,,.\

F ,
0 .4 YES . . . please send me Free Book,

)p and details of Easy Payments.
4 Write if you prefer not to cut page.

NAME
g.,. ADDRESS
r..-.1'

NO SKILL NEEDED!
NO SPECIAL TOOLS!
Anyone can easily
assemble one of
these kits and
SAVE POUNDS!

Think of it ! Quality furniture-mainly in
SOLID Oak, Walnut or Mahogany-so
cleverly designed that you can easily put it
together yourself and save pounds. Positively
no skill needed. Everything tongued,
grooved, dovetailed and satin -finished, ready
for instant assembly. It's easy, it's fascinating,

and you get superb quality furni-
ture at really astonishing prices.

This Book Will Tell You
Find out about this exciting new idea bysending for illustrated book, " I Made
It Myself " Full specifications of the
limber used and details of 23 Kits, in-
cluding ideal gifts like Occasional
Tables, Book -cases, Cots, Playpens,
Child's Desk and Chair, Tea Trolleys,
Nest of Tables, Bathroom Furniture,
Needlework Cabinets (every woman
wants one !), etc., real photos, dimen-
sions, and 100% Satisfaction or No
Charge Guarantee. Send for this in-
triguing.book now-FREE and without
obligation.

FURNI-KIT (Dept. PM/5)
29131, WRIGHT'S LANE, LONDON, W.S.

Parts fit like magic ! No skill needed !

I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than ever Maximum \\ ///_
production depends on high tech- =1:Nit142-:---

nical skill, such as that acquired FEES

by I.C.S. Students /fii \`\TENSwow, \\

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE TRAINED
MEN ARE URGENTLY NEEDED NOW-
BUT THERE IS NO WORTH -WHILE

PLACE FOR THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through
I.C.S. Home -Study Courses. So also can you.
The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.
Accountancy
Air Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Concrete Engineering
Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering

Electric Power, Light-
ing, Transmission
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Foremanship
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Maintenance Eng.
Marine Engineering
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanics

Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Engineering
Plumbing
Production Engineering
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodwork Drawing
Works Engineering

Students intending to sit for examinations in Architecture, Quantities, Civil Eng.,
Mech. Eng., and others, should enrol NOW for preparatory Courses.
Using a specially prepared Study Programme, the student studies in his spare
time, at his own pace and, with time for revision, sits with full confidence of
success.

Courses are also available for General Certif. of Education and most other Techni-
cal, Professional, Commercial, Civil Service Exams.

(I.C.S. Examination Students are coached until successful.)
Moderate fees include ALL books required.

If you need technical training, our advice concerning your work and your
career is yours for the asking-without obligation. Let us send our special

free booklet on the subject in which you are specially interested.

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Dept. 1698, I.C.S., 71, KINGSWAY, W.C.2.

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 169B, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

I am interested in your special Summer Term offer

Subject
4st

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for Overseas Readers
Australia : 140, Elizabeth Street, Sydney. Egypt : 40, Sharia Abdel Khalek Sarwat
Pasha, Cairo. Eire : 3, North Earl Street, Dublin. India : Lakshmi Bldg., Sir Pherozsha
Mehta Rd., Fort, Bombay. New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington. N. Ireland
26, Howard Street, Belfast. Zouth Africa : Dept. L., 45, Shortmarket Street, Cape Town.
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All items carriage paid and
Money back guarantee.
TWIST DRILL SET

9 drills 1/16in. to lin. complete with 4/6plastic case and stand. Brand new.
HIGH PRESSURE
REDUCING

VALVE
Complete with
0-3,000 lb. per sq.
in. pressure gauge.
Suitable for Com-
pressors, Cylinders

of Gas, etc.
alairx dboleewd 12/6

All Steel
Tool Box
With remov-
able inner
tray. Strong
hasp, staple
and carry-
ing handles.
I4x8x8- 25/-
17x8x8" 30/-

24x8x8" 3615
APOLLO

SPRAY GUN
Ideal for model
maker & handy-
man. Sprays
paints, insect,- 15/''
tides, etc. Will
work from foot
pump, spare car
tyre, compres-
sor, etc. New
and boxed.
Cash with Order. C.O.D. I'- extra.

'Phone orders accepted.
(PM10)419 HARROW RD. LONDON, W.IO

LADbroke 1718
HIGH ST., HARLESDEN, N.W.IO.

SHERMAN'S
SUPPLY COMPANY

WATSON'S SPECIAL OFFERS

CHORE
HORSE

12/15v.
300w.

£17.10.0
Carr. 12/6

Fine Generating Sets ready for use.. Also
Briggs & Stratton to same specification.
E17.10.0, carr. 12/6. Both sets slightlymsed,
tested and with Three Months " Same -as -
Makers " Guarantee.
.` NIFE " NICKEL ALKALINE BAT._
TERIES'.-Unused and uncharged. Nine
cells in hardwood orate, 12 volt 45 ampere -
hour. 613.10.0, carr. 7/6.
CLOCKWORK MOTORS.-ExceptiOnally
well made, heavy brass double spring
motors from gun predictors. 37/6. post 2/-.BARGAIN PARCEL OF AIRCRAFT
INSTRUMENTS. -Containing one Alti-
meter, Air Speed Indicator, Rate of Climb
and three asstd. instruments -Six in all.
Amazing value at 29/6. Also a Larger
Parcel containing in addition to the above
One Turn & Bank Indicator, Boost Gauge,
Repeater Compass. Nine in all, 49/6.
EX-R.A.F. TOOL BOXES. -Size 14in. x
gin. x Sin. Dovetailed and metal bound,
8/6 each. carr. 2/6. Larger size, 20in. x 121n.
x Slits., price 13/6, carr. 3/6.
ASTRO COMPASS. -Precision observa-
tion instruments. Optical sight, four scales,
two spirit levels. In case, 8/6. post 1/10.
('OIL SPITING BELTS. -kin. x 12in. long,
extends to 15in. Any number can be joined
together. 20 for 416. Post 9d.
MORSE KEY UNITS. -Extremely well
made. 4/6, post 9d.
SHHITING TELESCOPES. -Mark M.700,
24in. overall. Precision built. 23/6, post 2/-.
SMALL TRANSFORMERS. -200/250 1 ph.
50 cycles to 12v. 100w. 'Extremely useful for
domestic power purposes, model railways,
and small low -voltage handlamps. Price
35/-, post 2/-.
VACUUM PUMPS. -Beautifully made to
A.M. specification. Size approx. 6iin. x 4in.
Outlet iin. 30/-, post
DYNAMOS. -Shunt wound. foot mounted,
ball bearing, 14/32v. 9 amps. 268w. 67/6,
carr. 3/6.
LENS UNITS. -First grade projector lens
units from gun sights. Each unit li" diam.

long. Price /6, pest 9d.
Hundreds of other bargains available.

Send stamp for List.
EASTERN MOTORS, ALDEBURGH,`'

SUFFOLK
Phone 51

GAM AG E S
HEAVY (18 GAUGE) ALL -STEEL

TOOL CABINET
An exceptionally well -designed and well -made chest
of immense strength. Fitted with four drawers. Front
forms useful tray when down. Secure pattern lock and
two keys. Drawer sizes : 151n. x 7in. x 211n. deep
two each 151.0. x 71n. x lain. deep -one divided into two
compartments -and 151n. x 7in. k 11n. -divided into
two compartments. Weight 19i1b.
Carr. & Pkg. 4/6 England & Wa?dd,
5/6 &pliant!.

BLOW LAMPS
Finest quality. Polished
solid Brass body. Fully
Guaranteed. Similar to
illustration. .1- pint
capacity.
Carr. & P4116. 28/6
1 pt. capacity 34/6.
Carr. & Pkg. 1/9.

65 orders Carr. Paid
within 50 miles of Holborn.

................. .....

50/-
ALL-PURPOSE STEEL SPINDLE

Self-lubricating bearings to spindle. Complete
with Hn. capacity chuck. 3 -speed pulley, 2 flanges
for grinding wheel and 2 flanges for circular
saw blade. Drill grinding angle attachment.
ideal for circular saws, grinding wheels, polishing.
drilling. etc. 13 6 x 5 in. deep.

Complete
Past. d. Pkg. 2/4.

Tools and
Motor Car
Acce sso r y
List Free.

3

1/10 h.p.
CAPACITOR

START
INDUCTION

MOTORS
With Double Spindles. Durable Black
finish. Capacitor is separate. For
driving small machines and models
and for use as grinder and polisher,
etc. Overall length 7lin. Spindle
lengths lrin. 200/250 vol ts3
A.C. single phase 2,800
r.p.m. Usually 55/-.
Carr. and pkg. 2/6.
* h.p. Induction Motors. Base moun-
ting. 230v. 5 Rns.

6

STURDY STEEL SECTIONED
FOLDING BENCH

Designed to be securely fixed to wall or other upright
structure. When closed it projects only 4iln. and the
tool rack provides a lock -up , for tools. Oxi release
of fastener it is dropped to working position with
bench top level and rigid. Bench top surface comprises
101.n. wide steel plate and 2ft. Sin. wide timber. Fitted
with vice. Ht. of back 4ft. 3in. Ht. of bench 2ft. 6in.
Bench top 3ft. 3M. x aft. Sin. Wt.
apprCarriageox. 100 lbs. £6.11.66/6 England or. Wales.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. HOL 8484.

Accurate phoge
of

Precision built with watch -like accuracy,
neat, light and strong, records up to
10,000 miles and then repeats. Complete
with striker and rust -proofed hub spindla
bracket. Chromium plated finish.

Price 7/5

49R 24,"zs."27tt 28" WHEELS

Universal Fork Fixing
Brackets for cycles which
cannot take normal hub
spindle bracket. Price

"/(41 alike god" CYCLOMETER
JOSEPH LUCAS (CYCLE ACCESSORIES) LTD CHESTER ST BIRMINGHAM 6

viilezw-morfPAr.....

MAKING these tiny three-dimension-
al volumetric models is a fascina-

ting lifetime hobby ; neat and tidy. too.
Your workshop goes into a cigar box.
Authentic detailed subjects shrunk to
small dimen-
sions. They
give up to 8,1
or 100 hours
of fascinat-ing re-
creation
Printed
in colour
on spec-
ial cards
and cost-
ing only
Pence they often sell for guineas.

OVER A 100 SUBJECTS

C P.BUCATM
1903

MERCEDES

HISTORIC,
ARCHITEC-

TURAL,
MECHAN-

ICAL,
RAILWAY,

MARITIME,
AERO, ETC.

SEND
stamped
addressed
envelope for
Illustrated
List of over
100 models.

'ilaR ROYAL YACHT
BLUEBOTTLE

MICROMODELS LTD.,
3 (lb, Racquet Court,
London, E.C.4.

Beau bias
modelled in

Plasticine'

There are so many practical
uses for

6Plasticine
Regd.

-always keep some of this handy
modelling material on your bench.

From stores and stationers,
in 16 attractive colours

HARBUTT'S PLASTICINE LTD.
Inventors and Sole Manufacturers

BATHAMPTON, BATH, SOMERSET
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Motorised Bicycles
IN " Road Research, 1953," published for

the Department of Scientific and In-
dustrial Research by H.M.S.O., it is

stated that road accidents are increasing as
the number of vehicles grows. The Road
Research Board fears that this trend will
continue until active and sometimes drastic
steps are taken to ensure that existing know-
ledge is applied and fullest use made of
research.

The book includes some new facts about
the danger of some types of motor -assisted
bicycles. In wet weather, those with rim
type brakes take from two to four times as
great a distance to stop as does a car, and this
long stopping distance introduces risks for
the riders. It was also found that lamps
supplied or recommended are unsuitable for
machines moving at 20 miles per hour. Some
of the controls of motor -assisted bicycles can
be improved and in some cases the starting of
the engine requires efforts which are highly
undesirable for elderly people. Over a quarter
of the riders of these cycles who were killed
or injured were over 5o years of age.

A feature of the road accident figures for
April, and which is becoming increasingly
noticeable, is the number of casualties to
riders of motor -assisted bicycles. In April
these casualties numbered 208, which, although
small in relation to other casualties, is 4o more
than in April, 1953. From this it would seem
that the motor -assisted bicycle needs to be
redesigned, and that the standard bicycle
frame is unequal to the stresses of even these
tiny power units, which are mostly much
under a half horse -power. There is no
evidence, however, that the accidents have been
due to any structural failure, and although
attention is drawn to the greater stopping
distance required, no evidence is given as to
whether the accidents were largely due to
this, nor to the inadequacy of the lighting.
It is not a difficult problem to improve the
braking efficiency. Rim brakes, in our view,
are unsatisfactory for power -driven vehicles
because of their tendency to slip in wet
weather. This points to the need for hub
brakes, and therefore stronger spokes. This
is a problem for frame designers, however,
because if brakes are made too efficient,
skidding will occur on wet roads when they
are applied. Perhaps some entirely new
braking system needs to be designed, applying
less braking force to the front wheel than to
the back. The tractive resistance of a bicycle
is very low. The contact area of the tyre with
the road is small and this must be the basis
of brake efficiency, since the vehicle must be
brought to a standstill without locking the
wheel, and with a small tyre contact area
braking efficiency must be less than with heavier
vehicles.

These problems have always been en-
countered in the manufacture of motor -
assisted bicycles. That is why so many
manufacturers prefer to market a really light-
weight motor -cycle properly so described ;
because if stronger forks, frames and wheels

are incorporated in an ordinary bicycle the
weight increases to a point where the machine
ceases to be a motor -assisted bicycle. Indeed,
the very earliest motor -cycles were nothing
more than strengthened bicycles with an
engine clamped on to the frame. The original
Werner, one of the first motor -cycles, had
its engine over the front wheel of an ordinary
bicycle with reinforced front forks. Manu-
facturers soon found, however, that such
machines quickly collapsed. That may have
been because the engines fitted (usually about
2 h.p.) were too powerful. We have not
heard of one case of frame failure with the
new midget units. It is obvious that if the
accident statistics continue to rise and indicate
the weaknesses of these tractable little
machines, the Minister of Transport will make
regulations controlling their construction.

The lighting difficulty is one not easily
overcome. A dynamo, generating sufficient
current to provide motor -cycle lighting,
would absorb more power than these tiny
engines can generate. Recourse must then
be had to batteries, either wet or dry. Wet
cells are weighty and the rider can never be
certain as to the number of ampere -hours still
available. There is also the difficulty of
recharging. Dry batteries to provide adequate
lighting would be too bulky and certainly too
costly. Possibly a return to acetylene lighting
offers a solution.

The report says that there are differences in
the manceuvrability of different types of
motor -assisted cycle, and experiments are in
progress to obtain numerical assessments of
manceuvrability. One type of machine with
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the engine attached to the handlebar stem is
much worse in this respect than other types ;
it has a relatively heavy flywheel which
rotates in a direction which tends to produce
instability. As the direction of rotation of
this engine could not be changed it was
replaced by an electric motor of the same
weight to drive the flywheel a considerable
improvement in stability of the machine was
obtained with the flywheel rotating in a
direction opposite to that arranged by the
makers of the engine.

Tests were also made with a number of
cycle lamps of the dynamo type supplied or
recommended for use with motor -assisted
cycles. The machines were ridden on a dark
night along a track on which objects had been
placed, and the riders expressed their opinions
on the effectiveness or otherwise of the
different lamps. These trials were supple-
mented by measurements of the beam
distribution of the lamps. The results clearly
indicated not only the enormous differences
in beam distribution between different lamps
but also the unsuitability of the beam patterns
for use bn machines capable of zo m.p.h. or
more.

Skidding
DESPITE the general improvement in the

surfaces of main roads the number of
accidents in which skidding is reported
remains high. The higher speeds of modern
traffic demand road surfaces of even greater
resistance to skidding, particularly on turns.
Wet roads in summer, surprisingly enough,
produce more accidents involving skidding
than wet roads in winter, the proportion
rising from about 6 to 16.

In the previous report it was stated that, in
winter, casualties were generally fewer in dry
than in wet months, whereas in summer they
tend to be more frequent in dry months. A
more detailed ,study of the effect of weather in
winter has now been made, using daily
personal -injury accident figures for weekdays
during the winters of 1950-51 and 1951-52.
This has confirmed that the number of
accidents increases with increasing wetness,
and shows that on the whole the same is true
of icy road conditions. An exception to this
is that on days with exceptionally bad weather
conditions, with many wet and icy roads,
the number of accidents tends to be very low,
sometimes not much more than half of the
usual figure. Similar variations occur in
casualties to pedestrians, pedal -cyclists, motor-
cyclists and other road users. For motor-
cyclists, the reduction in very severe weather
is especially marked.

Road wetness is a condition which appears
to cause pedestrian casualties to increase,
particularly at night it was estimated that
in some months of the year adult pedestrian
casualties at night increased in frequency by
about 13o per cent. when the roads were wet
compared with when they were dry. This is
no doubt due partly to the fact that rain
impairs visibility.
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Wayside Thoughts
By F. J. MY, M.B.E.

The Right Way

I HAVE received a most enthusiastic letter
1 from a Wallsall reader on the subject
of cycling. He says, and truly, that desire is
half way to cycling enthusiasm, the desire to
be out and about, to see and hear and smell,
and once that desire is impregnated all the
rest follows in order, capability of riding and
joy in the exercise. " I could not do without
my bicycle, it is at one and the same time a
tool and a plaything," he says. How true.
These are not the words of a youthful convert,
but a man of mature stature with many years'
road experience, who has enjoyed numerous
touring holidays and dozens of week -end
trips. On the utilitarian side, he says, it
saves him money, time and inconvenience,
keeps him fit, and scorns the suggestion that
cycling is hard work. Indeed, he is rather
intolerant of the folk who decry the pastime
and resents the attitude of the younger folk
who can only- think of transport in the form
of car travel.

Each to his own notions on this subject ;
but how refreshing it is to get a letter full to
the brim of wheeling praise. It makes a
hard-boiled old pedaller like me remember
his younger days and how he thought the
flair of cycling would carry him into old age
and be one of the great compensations on its
arrival. It has ; and I shall never be
sufficiently grateful for the gift. It is not
easy to express that gratitude in moderate
words, and if you endeavour to ascend to
hyperbole, then, to you, it is like trying to
gild the lily. To the reader it is possibly like
an attempt to over -compliment a common
thing that rolls along wherever roads and
tracks run.

That Little Leak
THAT slow leak in an inner tube is a

nuisance, yet thousands of people just
put up with it and use an inflator as a kind of
daily exercise, rather than take the trouble
to institute a cure. As often as not such an
annoying leak is due to a perished valve
sleeve often at the base of the stem where
the rubber makes the joint of the valve lock -
ring, and is liable, after considerable service,
to wear thin. It is always the first test I
give a slightly leaking tube, and most frequently
it is the source of the trouble.

If, however, the valve is tight, then up -end
the machine and carefully examine the tyre
tread, particularly for small thorns (which
penetrate the casing and prick the tube
slightly ; it is astonishing how an undisturbed
thorn -penetrated tube will hold air. It is
always wise to examine the tread of the cover
before detachment, for if you can find
the cause of the leak by such a method the
removal of a section of the cover and the
repair of the tube is a simple matter. If a
full detachment is necessary and the water
test made, then not only dry the tube before
repair, but slip your fingers round the inside
of the cover to feel for any other matter that
might lead to a similar perforation.

Tyre casings are tough these days and so
are tubes, and it is remarkable what foreign
matter they will resist before perforation, or
hold that matter in their make-up, unless you
are one of those careful souls who regularly
examine tyre treads to remove foreign
adherences. I confess to carelessness in this
respect, until I am going on a long journey,
or before a tour, when I do spend a few
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minutes examining my tyres, and if necessary
replacing a doubtful cover, for I don't enjoy
repairing punctures.

The Idle Hour
TO sit in the sunshine at the feet of a great

oak and watch the cloud shadows
empurple the pool is a method of enjoying
an hour which seems to have been forgotten
or never learned by the present generation.
Maybe I am a trifle severe on the folk who
rush about and appear to think that is the
way to live a full life and get the maximum
of fun from it. It seems to me these quiet
moments in the deep country on a perfect
summer day hold more sustaining joy than
the hurried miles many folk make to satisfy
their fever for movement.

I rode out in the fore part of the morning
when the shadows were long and the birds
still at matins, to a house where a welcome
waited me by a lake -side, a quiet friendly
welcome from a lady quite content to say
" Well, here it is ; now smoke .and rest while
I get on with the work, and in due time we
will lunch and talk." It was a perfect setting
for such a day and I was grateful for the quigt
hour, thinking of the luck I have had in life
and how very much of it I owe to my love of
cycling.

In the long ago this lady was one of a party
of intimate friends, a touring companion of
the years when motor cars were rare on the
roads, some of which in the remote places
were very rough. We talked of those times
at lunch, of the days when we carried a spare
cover on our long-distance tours, a miniature
soldering iron and its accessories to mend
frayed brake cables, knew very intimately -

the inside of variable hubs, cooked our meals
on a Primus long before that was common
practice, and took the shilling afternoon tea
at the big Scottish hotels, satisfying appetites
at the expense of proprietors because we
could not afford the big evening meals.

The good lady told me that despite all the
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present amenities that follow in the train of
success, there were no holidays comparable
with those long tours of the early part of this
century. I agreed-but then we were
twenty-one, and could not tell ourselves these
were the great days, and had anyone told us,
we should not have believed them.

Not Sporting
IT will not, surprise the British cyclist to

know that our type of bicycle has captured
the U.S.A. market, and ever - increasing
numbers of our machines are crossing the
Atlantic. It is not surprising because the
British machine is a fine product and, in
Comparison with the American's, a light and
lively bicycle as against the heavy and cumber-
some vehicle often fitted with false tanks and
various gadgets to resemble a motor cycle.
Indeed the U.S.A. bicycle long ago descended
to a toy for the use of children and teenagers'
until they became old enough to run their
own car. There has been a change in fashion,
and the lightweight British machine has been
the reason, plus a few cycling ,enthusiasts
like Hans Ohrt (the one-time amateur
champion of U.S.A.), enthusiasts who have
always been keen cyclists bestriding what we
should term proper bicycles.

Naturally the American cycle manufacturers
do not like this fashion change and are
severely critical of the British machine which,,
after all, has not been reduced to ironmongery
by mass-produced methods on the same style
as in the U.S.A. For a bicycle is to per cent.
raw material and 90 per cent. labour, and the
U.S.A. wage -rate cannot meet our prices
because of that fact. The American makers
are trying hard to increase the import duties,
but up to the moment without success.
Indeed, it seems from returns in front of me
that the British bicycle invasion has benefited
the output of the Ameridan trundlers, and
that is a stiff fence to take on the route
demanding increased tariffs. I can under-
stand the U.S.A. makers' point of view, but
I would never have thought their association
would have descended to a " smear " campaign
by publicly stating the brakes on British
machines were flimsy and unsafe. Yet this
has happened ; you and I know better.
Certainly our brakes are light, but strength
and stopping power for the job is undisputed
among more than ten million riders in
Britain. You ought to know this position
in the U.S.A. market as a British cyclist, be
proud of the fact and regret that jealousy " on
the other side " has imptovised so untrue a
criticism.

The Great Fact
RIDING to and from town most days of

the week I see a lot of curious road
conduct, mainly imposed on drivers and
riders by impatience. The general over-all
picture seems to me to be better, for all types
of traffic give more proper signals than was
the case a few years ago, and many of our
motoring friends are slowly learning the value
of patience as applied to safety. It is the
younger generation who more frequently
over -step the mark and impose on other
people and themselves that shadow of accident
which may not be intentional but is never-
theless annoying, particularly when it is
accompanied by the blast of the horn. There
is no need for this fracture of the rules
because congestion of our roads at peak
hours of traffic pressure is the same for all
of us, and if we are wise we recognise the
fact, keep our tempers, train our patience and
proceed safely without undue lapse of time.
That roads need urgent attention in city areas
cannot be denied, but that desirable condition
will only come slowly, and in the meantime
the greatest value to traffic safety is un-
doubtedly the exercise of patience when
congestion is at its heaviest.
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STOP!!
Pull up in time
by fitting

Fibrax
BRAKE BLOCKS

You brake gently, but firmly with FIBRAX
brakes. The great thing is they are SURE in
emergency. And they spell S -A -F -E -T -Y
cn the steepest gradients. For Steel rims,
Fibrax Black Blocks ; for alloy rims, Soft
Red Blocks.

FOR SAFETY:9 SANE
- A 551 NOW

FIBRAX LIMITED
2 Tudor Street, London, E.C.4.

1,454

Touring
A week -end away or a fortnight's tour, everything you need
will go in the panniers or into the capacious bags of the
B.S.A. Ideal Tourer. The bicycle built as a result of the C.T.C.
Competition to find the ideal touring machine.

lead the way on your
Please send coupon for Bicycle Catalogue to
B.S.A. Cycles, Ltd., 12, Waverley Works, Birmingham, 10

NAME

ADDRESS

I.T.

Oisl\ RE/10/i?
New guides to the finest selection and best
possible value in accessories for Cyclists

and Motor Cyclists & Motorists.

HALFORDS

CATALOGUE

FOR

CYCLISTS

I-

HALFORDS

CATALOGUE

FOR MOTORISTS

& MOTOR

CYCLISTS

They're FREE from your nearest Halford's
Branch, or post this coupon.

To :

THE HALFORD CYCLE CO. LTD
(Dept. PMc), 239 Corporation St, Birmingham 4

Cyclisrs

Name

Address

L-

Motorists and Motor Cyclists

Tick Catalogue required

of.
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Here is the ,LESDIX
1954

CRYSTAL
SET

A Valveless
Receiver, inattractive
brown plas-
tic case. 8
in. x bib. x
210., fitted
tapped litz
wound aerial
coil for long

and short aerial variable condenser, ger-
manium diode detector, phone transformer;
plug and sockets for aerial and earth con-
nections. Complete with headphones with
headband cord and plug. 30/-. post 2/6.
WIRELESS CONTROL UNITS. ex-W.D.
stock in new condition. strong teak box.
12in. x Olin. x 6lin., with drop front and
lid full of useful components. Wired on
metal chassis are the following : One
Hand Magneto Generator. One Magneto
Bell. Two Dewar Key Switches. One
Press Key Switch. One Paper Condenser.
one Electrolytic Condenser. One W/T
Morse Key on bakelite base with large
finger plate and insulated knob. One
Mike Transformer. One panel warning light
with red glass. Three plated terminals.
One resistance coil. One 5 -way plug socket.
One High-speed Relay with Cover. All for
25/-, carr. 3/6 extra.
G.P.O. TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTORS
PARTS. Make your own house telephone
with genuine G.P.O. parts. Polished wood
box. 8th. x 61n. x 3th., for wall mounting.
carbon mike on front fitted in moulded
bakelite case, switch hook and contacts
at the side, inside the box is Magneto Bell.
Condenser, Transformer and connection
strip. Price. 10/- ea., post 2/-. Hand Magneto
Generator. 12/6 ea.. post 2/-. G.P.O. long
Magnet Bell Receiver. 3/6 ea., post If-.
Price for two sets, complete as above,
50/, carr. 51-.
MORSE KEYS. Ex -Air Ministry key.
precision made, beautifully balanced, with
back and front contacts, on bakelite base
with insulated knob, 3/6, post 1/3. Practice
Buzzer in bakelite case, 3/8, post 9d.
NIFE BATTERIES. 1.2 volts 45 a.h..
30/- per cell, post 2/-. Ten cells in wood
crate for 12 volts 45 a.h.. 21.2/10/-, carr.
10/-. Five cells in wood crate for 6 volts
68 amps, £9, carr. 7/6.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Dept. H,

214, Queenstown Road, London, S.W.8
Telephone : MACaulay 2159

SPARKS'
DATA SHEETS
are the Safest, Simplest and Finest
Constructional Sheets of Guaranteed

and Tested Radio Designs.

A DESIGN FOR
EVERY REQUIREMENT
L0123. 1 -Valve All -dry Portable M/warg.
LO/31. 2 -Valve Ditto Med. and Long waves.
L0/15. 2 -Valve All -dry 13-2.000 m. Receiver.
LO/S. 3 -Valve All -dry Portable M/L waves,
L0121. 3 -Valve All -dry T.R.F. M/L waves.
L0/27. 4 -Valve All -dry All -wave Superhet.
LO/30. 2 -Valve All -dry M/L wave Receiver.
LO/34. 3 -Valve version of above.
LO/35 4 -Valve T.R.F. version of 30 and 34.
L0/41. 4 -Valve Superhet M/L Portable..
L0/18. 2 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C./D.C. M/L.
LO/33. An A.C. only version of the above.
LO/14. 3 -Valve Plus Rect. T.R.F. A.C./D.C.

M/L waves.
LO/32. An A.C. only version of the 14.
L0117. A.C./D.C. 3 -Valve Plus Rect. Port-

able. Completely self-contained.
LO/22. 4 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C./D.C. All -

wave Superhet. Range with Quail ty.

AMPLIFIERS
L0128. 1 -Valve Midget All -dry operation.
L0/29. 2 -Valve Version.
LO/36. 3 -Valve Push -Pull arrangement.
LO/37. 2 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C. 3 watts.
LO/38. 9 -Valve Plus Rect. A.C./D.C. 13 watts.
L0139. As 38 but for A.C. only.

FULL - SIZE DATA SHEETS FOR
ABOVE WITH DETAILED DESCRIP-
TIVE ,INSTRUCTIONS, VALUES, ETC.

ALL 2/6
excepting L0/17 and 22, which are
3/- ; 41, 36 and 37, which are 3/3 ; and 38
and 39, which are 3/9 each. Plus 21d. stamp.

FoN.My Latest List giving full details of
above and other Designs send 21d. stamp.

STOP PRESS. By the time this Advertis-
ment appears, Data Sheets for a I -valve
and a 2 -valve battery S.W. Receivers
should be ready for sale.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M)
8, COURT RD., SWANAGE, DORSET.

(Note New Address)

A I /wed
Mai
TRADE MARK

SW -00
WRENCH

Give yourself that extra hand you are always wishing for
-the Mole Self -Grip Wrench. This versatile tool can be
used as a vice, wrench, clamp, super -pliers and so on. It
locks on to work with tremendous power, leaving both
hands free, yet can be released by just a flick of the centre
lever. Sturdy and compact, the Mole Wrench is a MUST
for all handymen and mechanics.

Obtainable from your local
Ironmonger, Motor or Motorcycle

Accessory Dealer.
If any difficulty, write to :-

7"-12t
101-15r-

MMOLE £ SONLTDBIRMINGHAM:3

RUSTED
FITTINGS?

Free them quickly with

Shell

Shell Easing Oil
comes in a handy 8 oz.
tin with special pourer
spout - very good
value at 2/6.

Easing Oil
Here's the way to free those rusted
fittings Free them quickly, too.
Shell Easing Oil is sure and swift,
penetrates deeply to loosen and

: free.

From nuts and bolts to taps and
pipe joints, from bicycle frames to
window catches, Shell Easing Oil
is the answer to your rusted parts
problem.

SHELL EASING OIL is very handy in
the house -and very good value at 2/6!
Buy some to -day -good ironmongers
stock Shell Easing Oil.

SHELL
A1.1/0'

INDISPENSABLE TOOLS
ELECTRIC DRILL

Quarter -inch, made by
BLACK & DECKER.
220/250 volt A.C./D.C.
Domestic or power.
YOURS FOR 27/6

DEPOSIT
Balance over 6 months,
Cash Price : 25.194.
Post and Packing 2fr6
(with Deposit or Cash.

ELECTRIC SURFACE GRINDER
(As illustrated)

Ideal for removing Rust, preparing
Woodwork, huffing, Burnishing, -Polish-
ing. 220/250v. A.C./D.C. Domestic or Power.
YOURSDEPOSITFOR 37/6 Ba6 monlanceths over

Cash Pricece : £8.2.6. P/Pkg. 2/6 (with Deposit

Here's a Bargain
NEW ELECTRIC MOTOR
12/24v. D.C. 33 amp., .33
h.p., 3,800 r.p.m. Size :
7th. x 91n. (approx.).

Posh Packing 2/9. 8/6ONLY

NEW EX -GOVT.

ALDIS LAMP
ideal Spotlight for
Workshop or Car.
Works off 12v. car
battery. 10/6ONLY
Post/ Packing 2/3
12 volt Bulb, 2/ -

NEW THERMOMETERS
Ex -Govt. 0-100 deg. C.
(approx. 10ft. Tubing)
and 90-140 deg. C. (ap-
prox. 20ft. Tubing). 211ns.
dash fitting. Suitable
for WATER or OIL.
Union, 2/6 extra. 22/6
P'Packino 1110.

EASY TERMS

251-Balance paGOODSyable over 8months.E5,
SECURES DELIVERY
OF VALUE

FREE ILLUS. CATALOGUE & CAMPING
LIST.

PRIDE & CLARKE Ltd.
(Dept. P.M.), 158, STOCKWELL
ROAD, LONDON, S.W.9. EIRI 6251

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Soldering Irons. -Our new streamlined
iron is fitted with a pencil bit, 200/250v.
50 watts, 11/6. Standard Iron with adjust-.
able bit, 200/250 v. 60 watts, 13/8. Heavy.
Duty Iron, 150 watts, 18/8. all post 6d.,
These Irons are guaranteed, and all parts
are replaceable.
Meters. -20 amp., 211n., mil, 12/6 ; 15 v.,
2iin., m/c.. 9/6 ; 150 v. 2in., m/c.. 10/- ; 3.5
amp., 2in.. T.C., 6/- ; 4 amp.. aiin.. T.C., in
case with switch, 9/6 ; 100 m/A. 21n., into.,
7/6, all post extra. Meter Movements.,
Units with 2-500 microamps, 7/-, Post 1/-.
Bell Transformers. - These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. Mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder. etc., 9/ -. Similar
Transformer but output of 4, 8 or 12 volts,
12/6. Both post Sd. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries, EU-. post 6d.
BUZZERS. 3/9, or Heavy Duty, 4/6, post 5d.
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -valve (2 volt) Microphone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane inter -corn..
in self-contained metal case ; can -be usedto make up a deaf aid outfit. intercom-,
munication system, or with crystal set,
complete with valves and Fitting Instruc-
tions, 20/-, post 2/-. Useful wooden box
with partitions to hold amplifier, 2/- extra.
Ditto, less valves, 10/-. Hand Micro-
phones, with switch in handle and lead,
5/6. Tannoy 7/-. Similar instrument, mov-
ing coil, 8/8. All post 9d.
Mike Buttons (carbon), 21-. Moving Coil
4/6. Transformers, 5/-. All post 4d.'each.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip. 3/3, or with gauge, 3/8, post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show " live " side of switches, etc.,
3/8, post 4d. Neon Indicator, complete
with condenser,pencil type,with vest-pocket
clip, 7/8, post 50.
Crystal Sets. Our latest model is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. Have a set in your own
room, 12/6, Post 8d. Spare Permanent
Detectors, 2/- each. When ordered separ-
ately. 2/8 : with clips and screws, 2/10, post
3d. Headphones, brand new, S. G. Brown.
G.E.C., etc., 23/- and super -sensitive, 30/- a
pair. Headphones in Good Order, 8/-.
Better Quality, 7/6 and 10/-. BalancedArmature Type (very sensitive). 13/8.All post 1/-. New Single Ear -pieces, 3/6.
Bal, armature type, 4/8 (two of these. willmake an Intercom, Set). Ex-R.A.F. ear
piece, 2/8, Post 4d. (All Headphones listedare suitable for use with our Crystal
Sets.) Money refunded if not completely
satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58. NEW WANSTEAD, LONDON, E.11.New illustrated List sent on request with
lid. stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.
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A 'ROUND THE M/FI==LWORl.D
On Cleaning a Bicycle
T AM asked by a newcomer to our pastime

which is the best method of cleaning a
bicycle. My first advice to a beginner who
has just acquired a sparkling mount is not
to " kill it by kindness " by overcleaning it.
In the first flush of pride of possession there
is an understandable desire to maintain its
pristine condition, by flicking off every
speck of dust, and continually polishing the
frame, mudguards and plating. This can be
as disastrous to the finish as neglect, and
will soon remove the sheen from the finish.
I have seen cyclists by the roadside with
polishing cloths and oil cans giving their
machine a dry shampoo, after perhaps a run
Of so miles. Except in special circumstances,
it should not be necessary to clean the
machine more than once a week. At the
same time, insert a few drops of oil in the
lubricators. A little and often is better than
infrequently and too much. For cleaning
the frame, I can thoroughly recommend the
new " Three in One " silicone polish marketed
by E. R. Howard and sold in small bottles
at 2S. 6d. It is obtainable from most cycle
stores. This remarkable polish not only
imparts a brilliant lustre with the very
minimum of effort, but the polish lasts for
months, and the rain simply falls off it. It
is the best polish I have yet tried. It is only
necessary to flick the dust off, apply a mimi-
mum of the polish and rub it off when dry.
You will be amazed at the result.

To clean a bicycle properly it is really
necessary to remove the chain and wheels so
that dirt and mud and dust -laden oil can be
-removed from under the mudguards, and
between the forks. The machine should, of
course, be inverted and an inspection carried
out for loose nuts, etc. Do not use metal
polish on chromium plate. There are several
excellent chrome -plate cleansers sold specially
for the purpose.

Once every three months dismantle the
hub and bottom bracket bearings and clean
them out with paraffin. Also, soak the chain
in paraffin giving it several immersions until
the paraffin stays clear. Then carefully
inject a little oil into each link. Looked after
in this way, a bicycle will retain its new
appearance and its second-hand value for
years.

The A.C.U. Competition
THE Auto Cycle Union is to be commended

.1. for organising a competition for models
of motor cycles, choice being left to the
competitors in the three groups, extending
from the earliest motor cycles to those of
to -day. Entries are to be exhibited at the
forthcoming Cycle and Motor Cycle Show.
It seems a pity, therefore, that the Bicycle
Manufacturers' Union did not also organise
a competition for models of bicycles, which
were responsible for the development of
motor cycles. I am glad to note that Mr.
F. J. Camrn's model of MacMillan's Bicycle,
the father of the bicycle and the motor cycle,
is to be on show. The very first motor cycle
was indeed nothing more nor less than a
Motorised bicycle. It had the engine mounted
over the front wheel and drove by -means of
a belt fixed to the spokes. It was an engine
of about 34 h.p., there were no gears and one
had to either run and jump on after the
engine started or pedal it until the engine
came to life. I hope to see a model of this
machine at the Show.

The prizes awarded cannot be said to be
on the generous side-£2o first prize in each

By ICARUS

of the three classes. A scale model of a
motor cycle would be worth at least k too
and will take months of spare time to
build. I do not think, therefore, that the
number of entries will be large, for if the
models are to be of exhibition standard they
would need to be constructed by skilled
competitors. The prize would not attract,
and the honour and glory attaching to a win
is negligible. The difficulties which will
be encountered are great. There is a dearth
of information on early motor cycles, par-
ticularly dimensioned drawings. The Science
Museum at Kensington has plenty of motor
cycles on show and competitors will have to
make their own drawings from those. The
models will not be strictly to scale. Another
difficulty will be in obtaining tyres, and I
imagine that the construction of the wheels
and hubs will occasion some difficulty,
especially if the rims are to be of correct
Westwood section. Great advantage, will be
taken of the museum's exhibits by those who
are modelling early motor cycles. Those
who elect to model a modern machine may
find some difficulty in obtaining general
arrangement drawings from the manufac-
turers. Such are not too helpful in giving
away drawings.

A Little More Dignity, Please !
HAVE you noticed how some of the

periodicals, when reporting cycle races
or other functions, are more and more adopt-
ing the practice of referring to the riders by
their Christian names, and usually diminutives
of those Christian names ? It is Al Brown,
or Lew Smith, or Jack Robinson. This
method of reporting gives a sort of cheap-

els!
"Me c/egiitt ehurc.4 Jetd.cii,;oe.t.chotz.Orlaye
at/ire eizinieee of tks /ewe)/ 77,,imr.riaic
4,4'4 . . .

jack atmosphere to cycling and whilst the use
of Christian names may for purposes of
vanity provide an artificial aura of popularity
for the riders concerned, I see no good
reason why the initials of their Christian
names should not be used. This too free use of
pet names is associated with the hooligan
side of cycling, as demonstrated at the Albert
Hall Concert year by year, by the uncouth

contingent from the North. There has been
a general lowering of the dignity of the
cycle movement during the past zo years, and
this tends to drive away or to fail to attract
middle and upper class cyclists. How different
was it in the early days of the present century,
and even before that, when cycling was the
pastime of the well-to-do. Take the Wheel
Club, which was formed in 1896, and was
one of the first-class clubs of London. It
originally started with a list of patrons com-
posed of heads of noble families and within
eight weeks over 1,50o members enrolled,
including many famous names in literature,
art and finance. At one meeting there was
Princess Henry of Pless, Duchess of Suther-
land, Earl of Portarlington, Lord and Lady
E. Churchill, Sir William Marriott, Lord
Napier, Countess of Warwick, Madame Patti,
to mention but a few. It would be practically
impossible to run such a club today. There
should be a move on the part of the associa-
tions to improve the status of cycling. As it
is, they are merely concerned with cycling
sport, which is only a very small part of a
very great whole.

Even the clubs have deteriorated in the
quality of their memberships. Committees
forty years ago were very choosey before
admitting a man to membership. They did
not hesitate to invoke the rule relating to
prejudicial conduct on the part of their
members. To -day they will allow in
any Tom Tug, or kerbstone wheeler, who
will probably leave the club when his sub-
scription becomes due. Such gamins have
brought great discredit on the sport by their
conduct in public places such as restaurants,
and a move should be made to stop it. Club

cycling and boisterous
and rowdy conduct
seem to go together.

We Want to Know...
WHEN is the Bath

Road Club
Limited going to
organise an event in
which its own mem-
bers enter, and with
distinction ? As it is,
it exists to organise
events for other clubs !
Just look at this year's
Bath Road too. The
late C. R. Smith must
be squirming in his
narrow cell !

Too Many Events ?
A glance at the cy-

cling calendar each year
suggests that there are
far - too many com-
petitive events to en-
able each to be properly
supported. Some of

them attract a very small field, and club
handicaps have reached the level of a farce. A
few years ago, Club members supported their
own handicaps. Now they desert them for
more spectacular events with larger prize
awards. A smaller number of opens would
place less strain upon organisers and help to
swell individual fields. The Sunday club run,
which used to be such a pleasant feature of
club life, has almost reached vanishing point.
The whole accent to -day is on sport and cy-
cling politics, which are packed with intrigue,
petty jealousies and hates.
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Sojourn in Salop

AN old friend of Dunlop days has very
kindly invited me to spend a little

holiday with hini in his Shropshire home and,
because I have always loved Shropshire and
have happy memories of its serene towns,
with their black -and -white timbered houses,
I am inclined to accept the invitation, and
tour with my old colleague around the beauty
spots of a county which, to my mind, is one
of the loveliest in all England. My friend
lives not far from Bridgnorth, with its ancient
castle ruins, and its curious leaning tower. I
visualise pleasant rides to the area around
Much Wenlock, where, I recall, there are
some ancient portable stocks. The particular
glory of Much Wenlock, of course, is the
Priory. The remains are now in private
grounds, and they consist of the prior's hall,
the kitchen, and some interesting fragments
of the priory church. Yes, a September sojourn
in fair Salop seems an alluring prospect
indeed !

Yorkists and Lancastrians
THE Derbyshire dales, and particularly, of

course, glorious Dovedale, are favourite
week -end haunts of cyclists from Sheffield.
Manchester and the cluster of Lancashire
towns where Cotton is king. During August,
when so many of these towns hold their
famous " Wakes," my Derbyshire country-
side, so near to the Peak, is invaded by happy
bands of riders, and I never tire of listening
to the homely accents of Yorkshire and
Lancashire, accents which one may hear
wherever one may roam in the wide world !

CYCL RAMA
By H. W. ELEY

The other Sunday, a mixed party from the
two counties rode from Beresford Dale into
Ashbourne, and spent some time looking
round this ancient place, where old Doctor
Johnson was -a frequent visitor and where
the noble church of Saint Oswald-a glorious
building known affectionately as " The Pride
of the Peak " dominates the scene. I chatted
with these lads and lassies in the old " Green
Man and Black's Head," the inn with the
sign which spans the roadway and, within
which, one is shown the very seat in which
Doctor Johnson was wont to sit and drink his
ale, and regale the company with his wisdom
and philosophy. Our topics of conversation
ranged from the prospects, in the coming
season, of Bolton Wanderers, Preston North
End, Sheffield Wednesday and other famous
football clubs, to the succulence of tripe as
cooked in Lancashire, and Japanese compe-
tition in the cotton industry.

Fields of Deepening Gold
,WHILST Derbyshire is not, mainly, a

" corn county," there are a fair
number of fields within my vision where the
wheat and oats are ripening fast, making
vistas of deepening gold, awaiting the Sep-
tember days when cutting will be the order
of the day, and the good corn will be garnered
against the winter days. I look in vain for the
splashes of scarlet poppies which are such a
feature of the cornfields of East Anglia-these
flowers do not seem to grow at all profusely
in this district, but nevertheless, I love the
wide sweeps of gold, and shall hope, when
cutting begins, to join a party of guns, and
shoot some rabbits as they bolt from the
narrowing squares of corn. Corn -cutting

time offers good sport with a gun . . . and, at
the end of a pleasant day in the fields, it is
good to adjourn, with my farmer friends, to
the cosy bar of ".The Haycock " or " The
Ram's Head " and sup a tankard of ale, and
muse upon the day's sport.

Friday Night is Cleaning Night!
FOR many years now, I have made a

practice of setting aside an hour or so
on Friday nights for cleaning up my cycle-
oiling, adjusting, inflating tyres, and doing
all those little jobs which make such a big
difference to one's comfort in the saddle.
" Your old bike looks as good as new " is a
tribute I frequently receive from my village
friends, and I always explain that the signs of
old age are retarded just because I do not
grudge the time spent in my cycle shed with
cleaning -rags, oil -can, spanner, and pump ! '

Safety -first in the Countryside
IT is not only in the big congested towns and

cities where the need for greater riding
care is apparent ; the narrow .winding lanes
of this countryside can be is pregnant with
danger as the busy streets of the thronged
town. I am glad that our new school -master
is putting into force a regular course of
instruction in the principles of Safety -first,
and seeing to it that his pupils are familiar
with the Highway Code: Almost everyone
here rides a cycle, for it is an essential in the
country, and there have been accidents
which have brought home to us the melan-
choly fact that there is still a tragic disregard
of the rules of the road. So, it is good that
our school -master is mingling with his teach -

STILTON
Huntivlqdortskire .

A great road house .r the -
Fast. It clatesfront the Mit
century . . . .

ing of the " Three R's " a modicum -of sane
instruction on Safety -first. " Make the
child safety -first conscious, and in later years
the lessons will cot be forgotten," is the
policy ,of our village ,headmaster, and I am
sure that his teaching will bear good fruit. -

A " Pen. Friend "" from the States
11 Y post -bag continues to contain welcome
./V1 letters from cyclists who apparently
like these rambling notes, and the other week
I received an interesting letter from Boston,
in far -away Massachusetts ! My correspond-
ent was born and bred in Boston, in Lincoln-
shire, and, by some turn of fortune's wheel,ls
now settled in that other Boston overseas I
And with what wistfulness he wrote to me of
the famous- Boston " Stump "-that ancient
landrnark which dominates the flat Lincoln-
shire land ! He wrote at length of -the men
of Boston who, as far back as 1633, left
England's shores for conscience' sake, and
founded Boston - in Massachusetts. He
referred to the Pilgrim Fathers, their hazard-
ous travels, and to the faith which sustained
them ,during their journeys, and in the days.
of their pioneering.

Call _of the Sea
A UGUST is the traditional month for the

English exodus to the seaside, and
quite a number of villagers have temporarily
deserted the fields and farms for the joys of
beaches and rocks and sunlit seas. The post-
cards I have received tell of happy times, of
family games of cricket on stretches of hard
sand ; of fishing from the end of the pier ; of
swimming in little bays in exotic Cornwall ;
of " all the fun of the fair " at gay Blackpool
or Margate or Scarborough . . . and as I gaze
over the wide fields, and watch the cattle
ambling to the cool stream, and the sheep
grazing on the hill -sides, I feel the call of the
coast, and find myself dreaming of a fisher-
men's inn in St. Ives.
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" ZYTO " 13.G.S.C. LATHES BRITAIN'S FINEST LATHE VALUE

THE " ZYTO 16 " LATHE
Height of centres ...
Distance between centres
Height from gap ...
Height from Saddle
Guide Screw ...
Headstock Mandrel Admit
Tailstock Barrel Admit ...
Headstock Pulley. 3 -speed
Faceplate, dia. .

Overall length of Lathe ...
Change Wheels 20, 25, 30. 35, 40, 45. 50, 55 60
65.

Complete Gear Guard. Extra long Corn
pound Slide rest. Gear Chart included.

Cash Price 35/15/0
or first payment of L9/15/0
balance payable over 12 months.

... 31 in.

... 16 in.
41 in.

... 2 in.

I) in
g in.

in. flatbelt
... 8 in.
... 34 in.

Stock List of
Wood and Metal
work machinery

Post Free.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD

* Accurate & Dependable *
NOW MADE 12" 16" BETWEEN CENTRES

Cash Price 28/ 1 /0
or first payment of L7/1/0 balance
payable over 12 or 18 months

THE "ZYTO 12" LATHE
Height of centres .,. 31 in
Distance between centres 12i in
Height from gap ,. ... 41 in.
Height from Saddle ... ... 2 in.
Guide Screw ., ...
Headstock Mandrel Admit ... I in.
Tailstock Barrel Admit ... ... I in.
Headstock Pulley, 3 -speed f in. flatbelt
Faceplate, dia. ... . ... 6 in.
Overall length of Lathe ... ... ... ... ... 30 in
Change Wheels : 20, 25, 30, 35. 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65.
Back Geared Guards and Change Wheels, together with
Catch Plate and Finished Back Plate for Chuck are all
included.

341, 343 & 345, OLD STREET, LONDON,
Telephone: SHOREDITCH 8301 (10 lines)

E.C.1.

MAKE LARGER PRINTS
with the JOHNSON

POSTCARD ENLARGERS

from 2:; x 3iin. or 35mm. negatives

Expense need no longer deter you from

buying an enlarger. With the Johnson
Exactum Postcard Enlarger you can make

postcard -size prints from 21in. x 31in.

(box camera size) negatives. It is as simple

to use as a contact printing frame. No
focusing is required and there are no adjust.

ments to make. Full instructions are

enclosed with each Enlarger.

No. I. 21 x 3jin. negatives to POSTCARD Cl /
No. 2. 35mm. negatives to POSTCARD V I r each

Make better prints with JOHNSONS
UNIVERSOL DEVELOPER

Johnson Universol Developer is highly concentrated and contains Johnson ' 142 ' for

preventing fog and stains, and 326' wetting agent to promote even development.

Universol is excellent for developing both contact and bromide papers, producing a rich

image colour with a full range of tones. Full instructions accompany every bottle.

225 c.c. (8 oz.) size. . . 2/9d. each. 570 c.c. (20 oz.) size. . 4/6d. each.
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THE WORLD FAMOUS MANUFACTURERS OF PHOTO-

GRAPHIC CHEMICALS, APPARATUS AND ACCESSORIES

LONDON, N.W.4. ESTABLISHED 1743

Send Now lot New Brochure detailing all points and
interesting features : answered questions you would ask, showing machines in
use and articles such as toys, patterns and turnery made on these machines. Ask
also for details of fitments to the " Coronet " range and other makes. Is long hole
drilling a problem to you 1 Send now for details of BORING ATTACHMENT
and long drills, to suit any lathes
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FITMENTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR ALL LATHES :
CUP CENTRE No. I Morse Taper Shank.
4 Prong DRIVING CENTRE (Positive Drive for large or small work).
GRINDING WHEEL ARBOR No. I Morse Taper-suit any machine with

No. I Morse Taper.
REVOLVING CENTRE.
5"WOBBLE SAW-Ploughs " to fr. Index for quick setting and fine adjustment.
TURNING TOOLS, set of six tr overall, beautifully handled.
WOODSCREW CHUCK to suit any machine No. I or 2 Morse.
3 Jaw CHUCK and Self Centering 4 jaw Independent Chuck.
COMPOUND SLIDEREST-for wood and metal turning
ELECTRIC MOTORS, Brook It and

-

h.p.
GRINDING WHEELS, SLIPTONES, etc.

Write, Dept. P.M., enclosing stamp, for Catalogues showing photographs
and price, etc.

CORONET TOOL CO. 8, MANSFIELD ROAD,

Also at CITY ROAD MILLS, DERBY.

O

"Practical Mechanics " Advice Bureau. COUPON
This coupon is available until August 31st, 1954, and must be
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped, addressed envelope must also be enclosed.

Practical Mechanics. August, 1954.



One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship
Jig& Tool Design
Press Tool& Die Design
Sheet Metalwork
Automobile Repairs
Garage Management
Works M'gmnt.& Admin.
Practical Foremanship
Ratefixing& Estimating
Time& Motion Study
Engineering Inspection
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
We14,ing (all branches)
Maintenance Engineering
Steam Engine Technology
LC. Engine Technology
Diesel Engine Technology

Ordnance Su

Elec. Draughtsmanship
Machine
Automobile
Structural
RP Concrete
Structural Engineering
Mathematics (all stages)
Radio Technology
Telecommunications
Wiring& Installation
Television
Radio Servicing
Gen. Elec. Engineering
Generators& Motors.,
Generation& Supply
Aircraft Mainten. Licences
Aerodynamics
Electrical Design
rvey Dr'ship

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.1.A.S. A.R.San.l. M.R.San.l.
A.M.I.San.E. A.A.L.P.A. L.A.B.S.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Building Construction Builders' Quantities
Costs & Accounts Carpentry& Joinery
Surveying& Levelling Building Inspector
Clerk of Works Building Draughtsmanship
Quantity Surveying Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Ceit. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Sanitary Inspector
Civil Service Exams

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed `:Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Wocit 9cl so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SO1, TH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417 JOHANNESBURG

Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
132 -PAGE BOOK FREE!
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special -RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MANY INTERESTING COURSES

TO SELECT am!
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.San.I.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses- for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide

Free
We/

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS- OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. t Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachible.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

Free Coupon
To : NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-150, Holborn, London, E.C.I.

Please Forward your Free. Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

SEND Off
73915 COUPONS

NOW AND 8E
4LL SEfFOR

SUCCESS

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING
(z) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


